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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

HOUSTON DIVISION

WESTERNGECO L.L.C., §

§

Plaintiff, §

§

V. § CIVIL ACTION NO. 4:09-cv-01827

§

ION GEOPHYSICAL CORPORATION, § Judge Keith P. Ellison

FUGRO-GEOTEAM, INC., FUGRO- §

GEOTEAM AS, FUGRO NORWAY §

MARINE SERVICES AS, FUGRO, INC., §

FUGRO (USA), INC. and FUGRO §

GEOSERVICES, INC., §

§ JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Defendants. §

ION’S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW,

MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL ON DAMAGES, AND

ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR REMITTITUR

Defendant ION Geophysical Corporation (“ION”) files this Motion for Judgment as a

Matter of Law, Motion for New Trial on Damages, and Alternatively, Motion for Remittitur, as

follows:

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The jury awarded WestemGeco L.L.C. (“WG”) $105.9 million based on two defective and

overlapping damage models: (1) a radical lost profits model unsupported by the law or evidence;

and (2) a reasonable royalty model that failed to meet the basic requirements of patent law. A

judgment based on the jury’s verdict would require this Court to ignore well-settled principles of

patent damages and make new law.

The jury’s lost profits award must be vacated because it is not based on the domestic acts of

infringement in this case—ION’s supply of components from the United States—but on the

revenues that WG estimated its competitors received for their non-infringing use of ION’s
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equipment in 10 seismic surveys performed in foreign waters. A judgment on this verdict would

improperly impose damages on ION for the non-infringing use by third parties and result in the

erroneous extraterritorial enforcement of United States patent law. WG’s damages expert,

Raymond Sims (“Sims”), imperrnissibly based his calculations on WG’s guesstimates of the

revenue its competitors received for the 10 surveys which WG admits were drawn from rumor

and “innuendo.” Sims also improperly used the Panduit test that is applicable only when the

patentee and the infringer compete to sell similar products, and ION and WG do not. Sims then

applied the test inconsistently with insufficient evidence to support three of the four Panduit

factors. WG further failed to carry its burden by assuming critical facts, such as whether the

claimed lost surveys were actually performed using ION’s components.

WG also presented a reasonable royalty on all of ION’s sales of its DigiFIN and Lateral

Controller to customers other than former co-defendant Fugro, but failed to apportion the

damages to account for the value of WG’s patented improvement. Sims’s reasonable royalty

testimony also included unsupported claims for convoyed sales and products sold before WG

gave ION actual notice of infringement.

Because the jury’s verdict is based on theories with no foundation in the law and is not

supported by sufficient evidence or is contrary to the great weight and preponderance of the

evidence, ION is entitled to judgment as a matter of law (“JMOL”) or a new trial on damages.

NATURE AND STAGE OF THE PROCEEDING

Trial of this case began on July 23, 2012. On August 13, 2012, the Fugro Defendants

remaining in this case settled and were dismissed. Dkt. 525. The jury rendered its verdict on

August 16, 2012, finding that certain patent claims were infringed under 35 U.S.C. § 271(f)(1)

and (f)(2) and that ION’s infringement was willful. Dkt. 536. The jury awarded WG lost profits

of $93,400,000 and a reasonable royalty of $12,500,000, for a total award of $105.9 million. Id.

2
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ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

1. Whether the evidence is legally sufficient to support the jury’s award of lost profits

(Question 5), or the finding is against the great weight and preponderance of the evidence,

when the finding is based on a damage model that inherently violates blackletter patent law,

improperly allows WG to recover overlapping damages, and is based on nothing more than

speculation and unsubstantiated testimony?

2. Whether the evidence is legally insufficient to support the jury’s award of a reasonable

royalty (Question 5), or the finding is against the great weight and preponderance of the

evidence, when the finding is based on a damage model that improperly allowed WG to

recover an amount beyond the value of its patented invention, unproven convoyed sales, and

sales prior to the date notice of infringement was given?

3. Whether a new trial is necessary because damages are not segregated and/or are excessive,

or in the alternative, the Court should grant a remittitur?

STANDARD OF REVIEW

The plaintiff has the burden to prove damages. See Lacent Teclzs, Inc. V. Gateway, Inc., 580

F.3d 1301, 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2009). If the plaintiff fails to present evidence of damages, JMOL

should be granted. See ResQNet. com, Inc. V. Lansa, Inc., 594 F.3d 860, 868 (Fed. Cir. 2010), see

also Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(a)(1) (JMOL is appropriate if a “reasonable jury would not have a legally

sufficient evidentiary basis to find for the party on that issue”). JMOL is reviewed ole noVo. See

LaserDynamics, Inc. V. Quanta Computer, Inc., --- F.3d---, No. 2011-1440, 2012 WL 3758093,

at *10 (Fed. Cir. Aug. 30, 2012) (attached as EX. 1).

A new trial may be granted if (1) the verdict is against the great weight of the evidence, (2)

the damages awarded are excessive, (3) the jury’s findings are inconsistent, (4) prejudicial error

was committed, or (5) to prevent injustice. See Ellis V. Weasler Eng ’g, Inc., 258 F.3d 326, 342

(5th Cir. 2001), Smith V. Transworlal Drilling Co., 773 F.2d 610, 612-13 (5th Cir.1985), United

States V. Flores, 981 F.2d 231, 237 (5th Cir. 1993). An order for new trial or remittitur will not

be disturbed absent an abuse of discretion or a misapprehension of the law. See Poly—Am., L.P. V.
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GSE Lining Tech, Inc., 383 F.3d 1303, 1307 (Fed. Cir. 2004), see also LaserDynamz'cs, 2012

WL 3758093, at *10.

BACKGROUND

The relevant background may be found in ION’s Motion For New Trial on Infringement

Under 35 U.S.C. § 271(f)(2) at § I, filed September 28, 2012, which is incorporated herein.

ARGUMENT

I. LOST PROFITS

A. There Is No Legal Basis for the Lost Profits Award.

1. Damages cannot be based on third-party revenue realized from the non-

infringing use of the patented device outside the United States.

There is no authority to permit an award of lost profits against a component parts

manufacturer for infringement under §27l(f) based on the revenue realized by third-parties

using the patented invention outside the United States. Section 27l(f) only imposes liability for

the supply of components in or from the United States, not the extraterritorial use of those

combined components. See 35 U.S.C. § 27l(f), cf Waymark Corp. v. Porta Sys. Corp, 245 F.3d

1364, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2001). WG’s claim for lost profits is nothing more than an attempt to

circumvent the limits of § 27l(f) and recover damages for extraterritorial, non-infringing conduct

that United States patent law is not designed to reach.

As this Court has previously found in its prior rulings, § 27l(f) has a meaning independent

of § 271(a)-(c). Dkt. 365 at 46. The text of the statute does not require a direct infringement ever

be shown, but rather the liability is based on “supplying”—which is the act that occurs in the

United States. Just as §27l(f) does not require proof of direct infringement, so too it does not

allow for damages based on conduct outside of the United States from making or using the

patented invention.
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a. The non-infringing use ofthepatented invention.

The jury’s lost profits award is improperly based on the non-infringing use of the patented

invention by parties other than ION. Despite WG’s protestations, the scope of recoverable

damages is not unlimited, and the focus of the inquiry must be on the “act of infringement.” See

35 U.S.C. §284 (defining the damages recoverable for infringement as “damages adequate to

compensate for the infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty for the use made

of the invention by the infringer, together with interest and costs as fixed by the court” (emphasis

added)). Here, the act of infringement was ION’s supply of component parts from the United

States.1 Yet, WG does not seek to recover for sales of components lost in competition to ION’s

supply of components in violation of § 27l(f). Instead, the jury’s lost profits award is based upon

use by third parties of those components (in combination with other components, such as

streamers, and a vessel) to perform surveys outside the United States. ION is not a party to those

survey contracts, has no financial stake in the profitability of the survey contracts, and no role in

bidding or competing for the survey contracts. All of this activity (by third parties neither

controlled nor managed nor otherwise related to ION) takes place outside of the United States2

and, thus, does not infringe a United States patent. See Dkt. 164 at *22 (recognizing that surveys

conducted outside the United States are not infringing acts), Dkt. 144 at *43 (same). Such

conduct is, therefore, not a proper basis for damages under § 27l(f).

The Federal Circuit is clear on this issue. In Cardiac Pacemakers, the Federal Circuit,

sitting en banc, evaluated whether § 27l(f) applies to the supply of a device used to perform a

particular method outside the United States. Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc. v. St. Jude Mea’., Inc., 576

1 Although ION vehemently denies that it has infringed any of WG’s patents, for the sake of argument, in this
motion, infringement under § 27l(f) will be assumed.

2 WG’s director of marketing and vice president of sales, Robin Walker, admitted that the claimed lost profits
surveys took place more than 12 miles from the coast of the United States. Trial Transcript (“Tr”) at 1868:20-
l869:9. (All trial transcript excerpts are attached as EX. 2).
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F.3d 1348, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2009). Relying on the statutory language and legislative history, the

court concluded that § 271(f) does not apply to method claims. Consequently, liability did not

extend to the use of components by third parties outside of the United States. See id. at 1365-66.

Although not seeking to enforce its method claims at trial, WG nonetheless presented evidence

of lost profits based on the overseas use of its patented invention under §271(f). All of the

Bittleston Patents (the ‘520, ‘967, ‘607 Patents) have a series of method claims followed by a

series of apparatus claims for implementing those methods—at least in the context of the

Bittleston Patents, the use of the apparatus is the same as practicing the method. See PTX1,

PTX2, PTX33 A patent owner should not be able to use a distinction with no meaningful

difference to circumvent the rules against extraterritorial application of United States patent law.

b. Predicating damages on non-infringing, extraterritorial conduct improperly

gives extraterritorial eflect to United States law.

The jury’s lost profits award runs afoul of precedent limiting the reach of United States

patent law. The Supreme Court has clearly articulated a strong presumption against extending

United States patent law to extraterritorial conduct. Microsoft Corp. v. AT&T Corp, 550 U.S.

437, 454-55 (2007) (“The presumption that United States law governs domestically but does not

rule the world applies with particular force in patent law”). This bar against international

enforcement of United States patent law has been in place for over 150 years. See id. at 456

(cautioning that the presumption that patent law only applies domestically is not defeated simply

because a statute like §271(f) specifically addresses extraterritorial application but “remains

instructive in determining the extent of the statutory exception” (emphasis orig.)), see also

Dowagiac Mfg. Co. V. Minn. Moline Plow Co., 235 U.S. 641, 650 (1915) (“The right conferred

3 Due to their voluminous nature, the cited trial exhibits (which are in the record) are not attached to this Motion.
Upon request, ION will deliver courtesy copies of any exhibits desired by the Court.
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by a patent under our law is confined to the United States and its territories,” and infringement

“cannot be predicated on acts wholly done in a foreign country.” (internal citation omitted)),

Brown v. Duchesne, 60 U.S. 183, 195 (1856) (holding that use of a patented invention outside of

the United States is not infringement).

Permitting WG to recover damages for the extrateriitorial, non-infringing conduct of third

parties results in the impermissible extraterritorial enforcement of United States patent law.

WG’s approach in effect “converts a single act of supply from the United States into a

springboard for liability each time” the component is used in a system or otherwise used outside

of the United States—a proposition expressly rejected by the Supreme Court. Microsoft, 550

U.S. at 456. Foreign law, not United States law, governs the extrateriitoiial use of a patented

invention. See John Hopkins Univ. V. CelZPro, Inc., 152 F.3d 1342, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 1998), see

generally 35 U.S.C. § 271.

Because the lost profits award is premised on nothing more than foreign assembly and use

by third-parties, JMOL for ION is warranted.

2. The Panduit test only applies if the patentee’s and the infringer’s products

compete.

Even if WG’s theory were recognized by the law, WG cannot prove that the claimed lost

profits were caused by the infringement. The legal test that WG used to establish but-for

causation of its lost profits claim does not apply to this case. See Tr. at 2275:14-2276:2. As a

result, the evidence does not support Sims’s opinion, the submission of a lost profits issue to the

jury, or the verdict under the correct application of the law.

The Panduii test applies when a patent owner claims that “it lost sales equal in quantity to

the infringing sales.” See Water Techs. Corp. V. Calco, Ltd, 850 F.2d 660, 671-72 (Fed. Cir.

1988) (emphasis orig.) The test provides that to obtain profits on sales the patentee would have
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made but for the infringement, “ie, the sales made by the infringer, a patent owner must prove:

(1) demand for the patented product, (2) absence of acceptable noninfringing substitutes, (3) his

manufacturing and marketing capability to exploit the demand, and (4) the amount of the profit

he would have made.” Panduit Corp. V. Siahlin Bros. Fibre Works, Inc., 575 F.2d 1152, 1156

(6th Cir. 1978) (emphasis added). The failure to establish any one of these factors is fatal to a

lost profits claim. Id

The logical premise of the Panduii test is that, if there is demand for a particular product and

no available alternatives for it, the fact-finder may infer that in the absence of infringement

purchasers of the product would transfer their demand for the infringing product to the patentee’s

substitute product and, thus, the patentee would have captured the infringer’s sales if it had the

capacity to make them. See Bic Leisure Prods. Inc. V. Windsurfing Ini’Z, Inc., 1 F.3d 1214, 1218-

19 (Fed. Cir. 1993). If the products “are not sufficiently similar to compete in the same market

for the same customers, the infringer’s customers would not necessarily transfer their demand to

the patent owner’s product in the absence of the infringer’s product.” Id. The inference provided

by the Panduii test is, therefore, not possible where the patentee’s and the infringer’s products do

not compete for the same customers. Id at 1218 (“If the patentee’s and the infringer’s products

are not substitutes in a competitive market, Panduifs first two factors do not meet the ‘but for’

test—a prerequisite for lost profits”).

ION and WG unquestionably sell different products to different customers. ION sells

equipment to surveyors, not surveys. Tr. at 312:20-25, 4126:3-5 (including to WG), 4315: 13-21,

2427 :19-21, 2821125-282214, see also id. at 2468225-2469:1. ION’s surveyor customers combine

ION’s equipment with other products to perform surveys. See, e. g., id. at 123413-10. In contrast,

WG does not manufacture or sell marine seismic equipment or the patented system, rather, WG
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sells surveys to oil companies and uses its equipment to perform the surveys. Tr. at 312:3-7,

243:8-11, 163914-12. While ION competes with other equipment suppliers for sales, WG

competes with surveyors for survey jobs, thus, there is no market overlap among the customers

buying ION’s products and WG’s surveys. See Tr. at 313:1-5, 2270120-2271:7, 2468125-246911,

see also id. at 4548: 19-21, 1694:25-1695:7, 4893:21-4894:7. Accordingly, the Panduit test is not

applicable to this case. See Mitutoyo Corp. V. Cent. Purchasing, LLC, 499 F.3d 1284, 1291 (Fed.

Cir. 2007) (affirming summary judgment for infringer because the patentee failed to establish

any market overlap among the consumers buying the patentee’s and the infringer’s respective

products, so as to entitle it to a jury trial on lost profit damages), Mahurkar v. C.R. Bard, Inc., 79

F.3d 1572, 1581 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (explaining that to apply the Panduit test, the district court

“would have needed to ascertain whether [infringer’s] and [patentee’s] products competed for the

same customers . . 7’), Comair Rotron, Inc. v. Nippon Densan Corp, 49 F.3d 1535, 1540 (Fed.

Cir. 1995) (Rader, C.J., concurring) (cautioning that “before applying the Panduit test, a court

must determine whether the accused device competes with the patentee’s product in the

marketplace. If not, the court should not employ the Panduit test”).

Because there is legally insufficient evidence that the parties’ products compete, the Panduit

test is inapplicable, and because liability and damages under § 271(f) are narrower than under

§ 271(a)-(c), ION is entitled to JMOL on lost profits (or at least a new trial). See Mitutoyo, 499

F.3d at 1291 (whether a party may receive lost profits is a question of law for the court).

B. The Lost Profits Award Is Not Supported by Sufficient Evidence.

WG’s damages case rested on its expert, Sims. Sims’s testimony, however, misapplied legal

theories, used unreliable facts, and made speculative assumptions. It was admitted over ION’s

challenges to his original and revised theories and cannot support the jury’s award. (See Dkt.

350, 391, 418, 425, 440), see Lucent, 580 F.3d at 1310 (holding that damages awards that are

9
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“grossly excessive or monstrous, clearly not supported by the evidence, or based only on

speculation or guesswork” lack a legally sufficient evidentiary basis).

1. The CRM database is unreliable and cannot support lost profits.

The exclusive source of the revenue figures used in Sims’s lost profits calculations—the

Customer Relationship Management database (“CRM”)—is intrinsically unreliable. See Tr. at

2403:1-4, 2471:19-22, 249418-19, see also id. at 165114-11. WG did not offer any evidence from

the surveyors or the oil companies associated with the 10 surveys to corroborate the guesstimates

entered in the CRM for (a) the use of DigiFINs, or (b) the amount paid for the surveys. See id. at

2448:18-24, 2454:12-18, 2473119-22 (Sims was told that information from the oil companies

was not available to be compared to the CRM). Sims’s use of unsubstantiated information from

the CRM is fatal to his lost profits testimony.4

The Federal Circuit requires that a “damages theory must be based on ‘sound economic and

factual predicates.’” See LaserDynamz'cs, 2012 WL 3758093, at *11 (quoting Riles, 298 F.3d at

1311). The CRM alone is not such a sound predicate—yet no corroboration was offered by WG.

ION’s damages expert, Lance Gunderson (“Gunderson”), testified that the CRM is not the type

of source that he or others in his field would rely on as a basis for a damages analysis. Tr. at

4657 :11-16, 4658114-18, 4663:16-24. While WG’s survey competitors may be foreign, the

purchasers each have operations in Houston—ExxonMobil, BP, Total, Conoco, and Statoil—and

WG could have sought discovery in this district from these purchasers to corroborate the

information in the CRM for proof of damages at trial.

4 For example, if a survey were never actually completed, WG would have no lost profits. Likewise, if a survey did
not actually use DigiFlN, then WG would have no lost profits. If the payment terms were such that price drove the
bid selection and there were no requirement that DigiFlN be used, then there is no proof that WG would have made
the sale at the higher price—especially since the record shows other methods and apparatus could be used for at least
some of the same functions. See, e.g., Tr. at 3557:17-3558:11.
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Moreover, WG’s employees and Sims admitted that the CRM is not a sound predicate for a

variety of reasons. First, WG’s senior management testified that the CRM contains “rumor,”

“innuendo,” and, notably, rank hearsay, thus expressly admitting that the database includes

potential inaccuracies and evidence that is not reliable or that would not fall under any rule that

would separately permit its use at trial. See Tr. at 1731: 14-21 (Walker), see also Tr. at 465: 14-22

(Scoulios). Sims admitted that the bulk of the information in the CRM comes from WG’s

contacts with people in the industry, “talking to customers, seeing what’s happening.” Tr. at

2451:1-12. He even conceded that “some pieces of information within the database constitute

“scuttlebutt” and that he is “not discounting [some CRM data] as rumor and innuendo.” See Tr.

at2762:l1-19,2762122-276325.

Second, a large number of unspecified individuals had access to the CRM, rendering it

difficult, if not impossible, for WG to control who inputs data into the database or to check it for

accuracy. See Tr. at 465123-466:2, see also ta’. at 466217-23 (multiple individuals from various

geographic regions possessed the ability to input information into the CRM), cf ta’. at 4663:5-15

(ION’s expert explained that there is no way to sample the CRM figures and compare them to

the actual numbers to validate the database’s accuracy). In fact, only 10% of the information is

verifiable through public sources. Tr. at 1655213-15.

Third, the CRM includes information proven to be inaccurate. Sims compared the CRM

entries for Fugro surveys to documents regarding those surveys obtained from Fugro in

discovery and found that WG’s guesstimates did not match Fugro’s actual revenues. See Tr. at

274226-13. While Sims contended that, in the aggregate, the total Fugro survey revenues

reported in the CRM were only slightly different than the total reported by Fugro, he conceded

that in some individual cases the estimated numbers in the CRM were “far different” than what
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Fugro actually realized. See id. at 2472:1-2473222. Moreover, the average variance that Sims

characterized as “close” was actually at least a million dollars per survey. See id. at 2473:6. The

fact that the total of the inaccurate individual entries for each survey is “close” (as defined by

Sims) to the total revenue actually realized by Fugro is in no way a statistical validation of the

data’s accuracy. Similarly, inaccurate overestimates could easily exist for survey revenue

attributed to the 10 non-Fugro surveys in Sims’s lost profits analysis that are not offset by

correspondingly inaccurate low estimates, leading to an excessive award.

Fourth, WG admitted that the CRM is difficult to use, and, often, WG employees utilized it

improperly or failed to enter important information at all, resulting in an incomplete and

unreliable databases See Tr. at 165615-6 (Walker admitted “I wouldn’t say [the CRM is]

complete, it’s incomplete”), see also id. at 465123-466:2, 466117-467:5 (Scoulios conceded that

members of WG’s North American group “weren’t the best” at entering information in the CRM

and that “we should have used it a lot more than we did” and testifying that the CRM is “a very

difficult database to use” and that WG employees “should be a lot better at it”), id. at 2571 :21-22

(CRM is unwieldy).

Because Sims’s lost profits calculations are based on revenue numbers pulled directly from

the CRM that is inaccurate, riddled with rumor, innuendo, and hearsay, and lacks underlying

corroborating support, they are mere conjecture, excessive, and do not satisfy Federal Circuit

requirements. See Whitserve, LLC V. Computer Packages, Inc, --- F.3d ---, Nos. 2011-1206,

2011-1261, 2012 WL 3573845, at * 15 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (attached as Ex. 3) (holding that expert

testimony on damages in an infringement case “does not support the verdict because [it] is

conclusory, speculative and, frankly, out of line with economic reality”), Brooke Gr, Ltd. v.

5 For one of the 10 claimed lost surveys (the Total Nigeria survey by Polarcus) WG’s database lists the awarded
value as zero, so WG based its calculations on a different type of revenue, the opportunity value. PTX547 at Row
8507 (WG00942931).
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Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp, 509 U.S. 209, 242 (1993) (holding that “[w]hen an expert

opinion is not supported by sufficient facts to validate it in the eyes of the law . . . it cannot

support a jury’s verdict”). Since WG could have sought corroborating evidence from survey

purchasers with substantial operations in this district, WG has no excuse for failing to do so. The

Court must grant JMOL for ION given the lack of evidence to support the verdict.

2. WG did not prove that the 10 surveys were completed using DigiFIN.

Lost profits on lost sales must be based on evidence of actual sales, not speculation,

extrapolation, or assumptions. See Oiness v. Walgreen Co., 88 F.3d 1025, 1029-30 (Fed. Cir.

1996) (reversing jury’s award of lost profits when the patentee did not present evidence of actual

sales combined with reliable economic analysis, but only offered speculative and extrapolated

evidence of the infringer’s sales), Rolls—Royce PLC V. United Techs. Corp, No. 1:10cv457, 2011

WL 1740143, at *8 (E.D. Va. May 4, 2011) (striking lost profits calculation based on “firm

orders” that were subject to cancellation and might not have resulted in actual sales) (attached as

Ex. 4), cf Meyer Intellectual Props. Ltd. V. Boclum, Inc., -- F.3d ---, No. 2011-1329, 2012 WL

3329695, at *13 (Fed. Cir. Aug. 15, 2012) (attached as Ex. 5) (rejecting infringement analysis

based on what the court assumed happened rather than the evidence in the record).

Remarkably, there was no proof at trial that the 10 surveys were performed, performed using

DigiFIN, or paid for in the amount claimed. Tr. at 2397:9-12, 2406:20-24. WG merely offered

evidence that ION sold DigiFIN to certain surveyors (PTX 922), that oil companies made

requests for proposal (See Tr. at 2390:18-25), and estimated the amount its competitors were

presumably awarded for 10 surveys (see infra §I.B.2). None of the requests for proposal

specified the use of DigiFIN, and not even half of the tenders for the 10 surveys specifically call

for use of lateral steering. See PTX680, PTX742, PTX485, PTX473 at 599961, PTX650 at

453802. In short, WG left the jury to assume the existence of material facts, in particular, that the
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surveys were actually performed—using DigiFIN—and the oil company paid for them in the

amount claimed. It offered no evidence from the oil companies or any other third party to

corroborate those assumptions. In other words, WG did not show the sales occurred, what was

paid, or what the profit was from each, or even what its own profits would have been but for the

competitor’s sale. ION is entitled to JMOL on lost profits or, alternatively, a new trial on

damages.

3. Sims’s analysis of the Panduit factors is fatally flawed.

Sims attempted to force the facts to fit the Panduit test by analyzing dzflerent products for

the dzflerent factors of the test. When he analyzed Factor 2 (alternatives), Sims considered the

availability of substitutes for DigiFIN in the form of equipment. Tr. at 2288121-229617. Yet

when he analyzed Factor 3 (capacity), he did not consider WG’s capacity to make ION’s

equipment sales. Id. at 2296:20-2297118. In fact, WG did not adduce any evidence at trial that it

sold, offered for sale, or had the capacity to supply steering equipment or systems for sale. See

supra § I.A.2. Likewise, when Sims evaluated Factor 4 (amount of profit), he did not calculate

the profits based upon lost sales of equipment. See Tr. at 2402: 15-240314 (calculating lost profits

based on surveys). Because WG does not sell lateral steering systems or equipment, it presented

no evidence at trial of the amount of profits it lost from its failure to make ION’s component

sales. Instead, for Factors 3 and 4, Sims considered surveys, rather than equipment, despite the

fact that ION does not sell surveys. Ia’. at 2296120-2297118, 2378: 13-21. WG provides no support

for shifting the focus of the Panduit analysis from components to surveys. See Smz'thKZz'ne

Diagnostics, Inc. V. Helena Labs. Corp, 926 F.2d 1161, 1165 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (describing the

demand, alternatives, and capacity factors of Panduit as relating to the same product, “the

patented product”). In sum, WG did not attempt to offer any evidence that it would have been

able to make ION’s component sales or profit from them.
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4. There is insufficient evidence to support three of the Panduit factors.

Even assuming that Sims’s inconsistent application of the Panduit factors were proper, the

evidence remains insufficient to support WG’s burden of proof on Panduit Factors 2, 3, and 4.

a. Factor 2: Available Acceptable, Non-Infringing Alternatives

Sims referenced two alternatives to ION’s DigiFIN when considering Pandait Factor 2: (1)

Nautilus (offered by Sercel, a subsidiary of surveyor CGGVeritas (“CGGV”)), and (2) eBird

(offered by Kongsberg). Tr. at 2296:10-14, see generally id at 2289:16-22, 2293:11-13, see also

id at 467l:l-l0, 4671116-4672113, 4678:20-24, 1231121-23, l232:8-l3. Notably, WG did not

offer any evidence that the alternatives were infringing or were unavailable and unacceptable

during the relevant time period.

(i) No Evidence the Alternatives Infiinged

WG did not offer any evidence that devices sold in competition to DigiFIN, that is, Nautilus

and eBird, or their use in surveys, infringed its patents. The inventors and WG’s technical

experts did not even discuss Nautilus and eBird. See generally Dkts. 433, 437, 449, 460 at 1500-

42 (Leonard), 1256-1498 (Triantafyllou), 495-612, 650-986 (Bittleston), 826-963 (Zajac). Also,

the use of Nautilus and eBird in surveys conducted more than 12 miles from the United States

coast cannot be infringing as a matter of law. See supra § I.A.1. (use of a patented system more

than 12 miles offshore is non-infringing).

(ii) No Evidence the Alternatives Were Unavailable

WG offered no evidence that the alternatives were unavailable during the relevant time. The

10 surveys were performed between October 2009 and November 2011. Tr. at 4708:24-4711:6,

4685:6-11, 4709117-4710:6. Specifically, one of the 10 surveys was conducted in late 2009, two

in 2010, and seven in 2011. Id. at 4687:10-19, 4709:8-11, 4710117-4711:6, see also EX. 6,

demonstrative timeline of surveys.
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WG’s evidence regarding the availability of Nautilus and eBird spans from 2008 to early

2010 and is, thus, irrelevant to the majority of the claimed lost surveys. WG offered evidence

that in 2008 and 2009, Fugro stated there were no alternatives to DigiFIN. See Tr. at 2289:23-

2290111, 1075113-20, PTX 313, PTX 920. However, these alternatives are sold and used by

Fugro’s competitors, and referred to a period that, at best, overlapped with the first survey.

The uncontroverted evidence established that alternative lateral steering systems were

available to perform surveys at the time that at least 9 of the 10 surveys were performed: (1)

Nautilus was used by Sercel’s parent CGGV as early as October 2009 (and definitely by January

2010), and (2) Nautilus was commercially available to other surveyors by at least March 2011.

'Tr an 4677112-17, 467814-8, PT?( 101,'Tr at 454619-16, 454918-14, 467819-15, 468012-6,

4678125-4679110, 468112-20, 249615-11, 467312-20, PT?( 244 at 3,'Tr at 2561111-25621L

4683119-468515, 4547111-14. Similarly, eBird was available to conduct surveys by October 2010

when surveyor PGS deployed the eBird active positioning control system on one of its vessels.

See Tr. at 4681121-24, 4683:14-15. Moreover, PGS owned the eBird and had every incentive to

make and use its own device in its surveys regardless of what Fugro may have thought of that

device at any time.

The earliest survey in WG’s lost profits claim (the ConocoPhillips job awarded to CGGV)

was performed in October 2009. Tr. at 468516-11. While it is possible that the evidence would

permit a finding that there were no alternatives to lateral steering surveys using DigiFIN or Q-

Marine at that time (see id. at 468516-14), all of the other surveys WG claims as lost were

performed in 2010 and 2011 when Nautilus and/or eBird systems for lateral steering were

available. Consequently, no reasonable jury could find that there were no available alternatives

to lateral steering surveys using DigiFIN for 9 of the 10 claimed lost surveys. See Gram
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Processing, 185 F.3d at 1353 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“The critical time period for determining

availability of an alternative is the period of infringement for which the patent owner claims

damages . . .”).

(iii) No Evidence the Alternatives Were Unacceptable

The only evidence WG offered on unacceptability of alternatives related to an irrelevant

time period and did nothing to dispute the fact that WG’s largest competitors were actually

utilizing the alternatives. WG offered criticisms of the alternatives in 2009 or early 2010 by only

one surveyor, Fugro, as opposed to surveyors generally.6 See, e.g., Tr. at 2294:1-12 (explaining

that Fugro’s January 2009 test of Nautilus failed and Fugro never used Nautilus), 1074:19-

1075:12 (similar), 1230:8-16 (similar), Tr. at 2295:10-20 (citing May 2010 internal Fugro email

that Nautilus birds failed), see also PTX 250 at ION7 83248-49. It also pointed to ION’s internal

review of its competitor’s product. Tr. at 2293: 1 1-20 (citing ION employee testimony that at the

beginning of 2010, Nautilus was not seen as commercially viable), id. at 2291110-2292:2,

1072123-107315, PTX 250 at ION 783248-49, PTX 233. Yet in 2010 and 2011 when 9 of the 10

lost surveys were performed, surveyors like CGGV and later PGS were actually using Nautilus

and eBird to conduct surveys. See, e.g., Tr. at 4678:25-4679:10, 4681:2-20, 4684:17-4685:5,

4681:21-24, 4683114-15, see also id. at 1232114-23. This use demonstrates that surveys

employing lateral steering using Nautilus (and later eBird) were acceptable in the market at the

relevant time.7 See Gargoyles, Inc. V. United States, 113 F.3d 1572, 1578-79 (Fed. Cir. 1997)

(sale of non-infringing product proved it was acceptable and available); Grain Processing, 185

6 Criticisms of other devices or systems by ION are irrelevant since acceptability is considered from the viewpoint
of the customer. See Grain Processing, 185 F.3d at 1355', Tr. at 5094:16-21 (test is whether alternative is viewed as
acceptable by customers)‘, see Tr. at 2294:1-4 (“ION was looking at it from the perspective as a competing product.
Fugro would have been looking at it from the perspective of something to use instead of DigiFIN.”).

7 When lateral steering was not an express requirement of the bid, WG would also have had to show that other
methods and apparatus to effect streamer separation and to prevent tangles would not have been acceptable.
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F.3d at 1352 (“market sales of an acceptable noninfringing substitute often suffice alone to

defeat a case for lost profits”). WG did not adduce any evidence to permit a reasonable jury to

find the absence of acceptable non-infringing altemativesg

b. Factor 3: Capacity

WG adduced conclusory and speculative evidence that it had capacity to perform 25 surveys

(the original number included in Sims’s lost profits analysis before Fugro settled), without regard

to the location, timing, and requirements of the 10 surveys charged against ION. Walker testified

that WG had a vessel available to perform the 25 jobs in issue “in some cases.” Tr. at 1696: 10-

14. He failed, however, to identify in which cases, so it is impossible to know if any of those

cases included the 10 surveys claimed against ION. Sims likewise failed to differentiate WG’s

capacity to perform the 10 surveys claimed against ION from the 15 surveys claimed against

Fugro. He opined generally that WG would have needed 54 months of vessel capacity to perform

the total 25 claimed lost surveys and that WG would have had at least 59 months of vessel

capacity if DigiFIN were unavailable because it would have made different business decisions.

Id. at 229815-14.

Sims’s opinion on capacity is entirely speculative. Sims formed his opinion by assuming,

based on information from one interested witness (Walker), that WG would have built additional

capacity if DigiFIN had not been available. Tr. at 2488117-2489: 1. Sims theorized that WG (1)

would have taken delivery of the Cook and Tasman vessels as originally scheduled, rather than

8 To the extent the jury’s lost profits award is based on a market share theory, ION is entitled to JMOL or a new
trial on damages. WG adduced no evidence of its market share relative to any non-infringing alternatives that would
permit a jury to award lost profits on some proportionate basis (even assuming surveys were fungible and could be
allocated proportionately). WG consistently denied the existence of any non-infringing alternatives and claimed that
it would have obtained every survey that required lateral steering in the absence of infringement. Rather than offer a
market share theory and contend that it would have obtained a portion of the surveys conducted by surveyors other
than Fugro using DigiFIN (or a portion of the revenue from those surveys) in proportion to its market share, WG
claimed that it would have obtained 10 specific surveys that its expert selected because those surveys purportedly
required lateral steering and “WesternGeco was the only provider that could provide lateral steering.” Tr. at
2378:10-2379:1 (emphasis added)‘, see also id. at 2582:23-2583:5.
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delaying delivery (id. at 2298:l5-21, l696:l9-169713), (2) would not have removed Q-Marine

equipment from the Pride, Searcher, and Topaz and installed new equipment on the Cook (id. at

2299:9-18, l697:l0-14), and (3) would have chartered source vessels and used the Pride,

Searcher, and Topaz as Q-Marine vessels (id. at 2300:l-8). Sims’s assumptions ignore the

realities of the market and are contradicted by actual events.

First, although a surveyor must have a vessel in the region of the proposed survey (Tr. at

248617-13, 470415-12), Sims gave no consideration to the regions where the claimed lost surveys

were to take place relative to the location of WG’s Q-Marine vessels. See id. at 4702:4-19,

4704:l3-20, 4705:7-20, 4983116-25. He did not offer any analysis of where vessels were

stationed or how they would have to move to fill these jobs. See id. at 4983: 15-23. Instead, Sims

merely assumed that WG would have had a certain number of months of capacity available

worldwide and would have planned differently and deployed its vessels differently if DigiFIN

were unavailable. See id. at 2486120-2487:6.

Second, Sims did not consider the time of year that the claimed lost surveys were to be

performed or the duration of the surveys. There is no evidence that WG had a Q-Marine vessel

available in the correct region at the right time for the sufficient length of time to perform the

claimed surveys. This has particularly significant implications for the claimed lost surveys that

were to take place in areas with challenging weather because there is little flexibility on when

those surveys can be performed, even if the oil company does not provide specific timing

requirements. See Tr. at 2083: 19-2084:2.

Third, WG did not show that it had the requisite type of vessel available to perform the

surveys. For example, Sims did not consider the number of streamers required to perform the

claimed lost surveys and whether WG had the right size vessels available at the time for each
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job. See Tr. at 4703:11-4705:6. The evidence demonstrated that three of the vessels WG retired

were older ones that towed fewer streamers (id. at 2484:3-9), thus, they could not meet the

technical requirements of modern surveys (see id. at 2483: 17-2484:9).

In reality, there were more survey jobs available than WG had vessel availability to perform.

WG made the business decision not to build additional capacity when actual demand for surveys

exceeded its capacity to perform them. Tr. at 4690:18-25, 4696:5-18, 4707 :10-24, 4691:23-

4692: 10, see also to’. at 4694:15-4695:16, 4696:2-4 (WG’s fleet was fully utilized). Indeed, WG

could not perform three of the surveys in its lost profits claim because it lacked the capacity to

perform them. It declined the Petronas job, recording in the CRM that the “Client intended to

award to us, but we had no vessel availability”). See Tr. at 4690:1-15 (citing CRM, PTX 544 at

WG00949754, Row 58), 4711113-4712:4. WG bid the ConocoPhillips job in Australia with a

conventional vessel because it had no available Q-Marine vessel. Tr. at 4693:2-4694:ll, 4706:1-

4707:4, see also 4704:5-9. Finally, regarding the July 2011 Statoil survey, the CRM reflects

“WG not issued invitation to tender, due to WG stating no availability.” Id. at 4691: 1-18 (citing

CRM, PTX 545 at WG00949757 at Row 23). Sims’s assumption that WG would have increased

its vessel capacity in response to greater demand is contradicted by the fact that WG did not

make that choice when demand actually eXisted.9

c. Factor 4: Amount ofLost Profits

Sims calculated the lost profits from the 10 surveys by subtracting WG’s costs to conduct

the claimed lost surveys from the revenues WG guessed that its competitors received for them.

See Tr. at 2378: 13-21, 2402: 17-23. Both parts of this computation are speculative and unreliable.

9 WG’s bidding a conventional vessel without lateral steering capacity in its ConocoPhillips bid shows that where
lateral steering is a bid requirement, ships without lateral survey can compete for sales. Tr. at 4693:16-4694:5.
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(i) Speculative and Conclusory Calculation ofLost Profits

The revenue figures Sims used were WG’s internal estimates of third parties’ revenues noted

in the CRM and, thus, are speculation with no corroboration. Tr. at 2402124-2403:4, 2471 : 19-22.

The cost information Sims used was based only on Sims’s summary conclusion that “based

on their actual financial records, looking at their actual Q-Marine division financial records,

looking at the costs over that time period, I determined what those costs were, and that was $141

million over that time period for those 25 surveys.” Tr. at 2404:1-5, see also id. at 240218-17

(adding $19.2 million in costs for depreciation of the extra equipment WG would have needed to

outfit additional vessels). No underlying data was admitted, nor was any testimony or other

document from WG put into evidence to summarize the data. WG certainly could have put on a

fact witness or provided a summary in admissible form to provide evidence of its own costs.

Sims simply provided an ultimate conclusion that an aggregate of $93.4 million of the lost profits

relates to the 10 non-Fugro surveys. Tr. at 2406:5-19. Moreover, since Sims did not divide out or

otherwise compute the costs for each survey, or even testify he used an average or otherwise

could apportion the lost profits, if fewer than all of the 10 surveys are permitted as the basis for

lost profits, there would be no way to determine the damages based on the remaining surveys.

(ii) WG Would Not Have Been Awarded the 10 Surveys

Sims also failed to account for a variety of factors that prove that WG would not have been

awarded all of the 10 surveys even if DigiFIN were unavailable. First, Sims did not address

customer demand for solid streamers. Tr. at 4723125-4724210, 4727125-4728:7. Some oil

companies prefer solid streamers over liquid-filled streamers. See ION469, PTX733, ION461,

DX462, FD 239, Tr. at 4722:9-20, 472328-24. WG did not have a Q-Marine vessel with solid

streamers until April 2010 (Tr. at 2522:2-8, 2522114-l7, 4722121-24, 4725114-23, 183314-7, see

1831112-23, 1833:4-7) and still does not have solid streamers on all of its Q-Marine vessels (Tr.
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at 1835:22-1836:2; see id. at 4726:14-4727:24). WG’s inability to offer solid streamers would

have prevented it from obtaining one of the 10 lost surveys, and possibly others. Specifically,

solid streamers were mandatory for EXXonMobil; BP preferred them; and Petronas only accepted

them. Tr. at 4724:25-4725113; 5097:9-l9; DX46l; DX462. The EXXOnM0bil survey claimed as

lost was dated January 2010; months before WG had even one Q-Marine vessel with solid

streamers. Tr. at 4727:5-12; see id. 2522:18-22. Likewise; Sims did not show how WG would

overcome this problem in the BP and Petronas bids.10

Second; in its July 2012 order on Dauberi; the Court; excluded a survey on which WG

conceded it had not placed a bid. Dkt. 402 at 7. At trial; however; the burden was on WG to

show that it had bid for each claimed lost survey; and that its bid would have been accepted but

for ION’s actions. See Boii V. Four Star Corp, 807 F.2d 1567; 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (concluding

that there was no evidence that patentee would have earned a profit on sales to Fiat but for the

infringement when patentee did not bid against infringer for the Fiat business). Although Sims

conclusorily stated that WG bid on all 10 of the claimed lost surveys (Tr. at 2624:10-12;

2629:13-18); there is no support for that statement. Id. at 4712:16-23; 4739:15-21. To the

contrary; the evidence indicates that WG did not bid on 9 of the 10 jobs“ (Tr. at 4708:22-

4712:23) and it did not even bid the tenth job with Q-Marine (id. at 4693:2-4694:11; 4706:1-

10 Additionally; although Sims did not even address the issue; WG would not have obtained the EXXonMobil
survey—and possibly the two Total surveys—claimed as lost because of its policy of refusing to release the raw
sensor data obtained by Q-Marine. See Tr. at 4735:16-22; see id. at 4729:19-4731:25; 4035:5-11; 1757:7-10;
lON268 at WG00862321. EXXonMobil indicated that it would not use WG because of its refusal to make the raw

data available. Tr. at 4732:5-4734:24; 4739:25-4740:4; see id. at 1757:11-16; see also id. at 4735:4-18; 4740:9-14;

1757: 1 1-1 9 (WG’s refusal to release the raw sensor data was also a “big issue” for Total).

11 For six of the 10 claimed lost surveys; there are no documents or bid reference numbers in the CRM: BP Angola
survey; EXXonMobil Angola survey; Petronas Malaysia survey; and the three Statoil Norway surveys (7-2011; 8-
2011; 6-2011. Tr. at 4710:17-4711:6. For three surveys; WG recorded a bid reference number in the CRM; but
provided no other documentation of its connection to the job: BP Australia survey; Total Nigeria survey; and Total
Angola survey. Id. at 4709:17-4710:16. The only survey for which WG had the tender documents is the
ConocoPhillips Australia survey (id. at 4709:8-16)—and it bid that job with a conventional vessel; revealing that
WG believed substitutes for lateral steering were acceptable. Id. at 4693:2-4694:11; 4706:1-4707:4.
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470714). In fact, WG was not issued an invitation to tender for one of the claimed lost Statoil

jobs. Tr. at 471225-15. Because WG failed to prove that it actually bid on each survey (and that

its bid would have been accepted but for ION’s action), WG cannot show what its lost profits

would have been (that is, the difference between its bid and its cost). WG could have produced

and put into evidence proof of each of these bids had it made any of them, but deliberately

choose not to do so—or could not do so.

Third, Sims did not address the impact of WG’s high prices and the price elasticity of

demand for surveys on WG’s ability to compete for the 10 survey bids, for instance, by

comparing WG’s bids on the 10 surveys to the winning bids. See Tr. at 4737125-4738214. Yet,

WG’s high prices were responsible for its loss of survey jobs, likely one of the 10 surveys.” See

id. at4718:10-4719119, see also id. at 1742:5-12, 1744:3-1746:17, DX178. The evidence of the

foregoing issues and Sims’s failure to account for them reveals that WG failed to prove Panduit

Factor 4. See Tr. at 4740215-4741:1.

ION is entitled to JMOL or, at a minimum, a new trial on damages. Alternatively, ION

requests that the Court order a remittitur of the amount of the lost profits attributed to the

EXxonMobil survey and the other surveys on which WG did not provide evidence that it made a

bid with Q-Marine, that it bid the other requirements or preferences of the purchaser (e. g., solid

streamers) and had a vessel available (9 of the ten bids). Since Sims did not calculate an amount

for each survey, this would require remittitur of all lost profits. Although ION does not believe it

proper to perform rough apportionment, equally allocating the amount of the award to each

12 According to WG’s CRM, its bid for the ConocoPhillips survey using Q-Marine was approximately 58% higher
than the bid awarded. Tr. at 4721 :7-4722:3', see also id. at 4719:20-4720:24 (price was the number one issue for
ConocoPhillips). Because price was the key issue for ConocoPhillips, and DigiFINs were not required, WG would
have had to show that other traditional survey methods, cheaper than its own, would not have been acceptable to
ConocoPhillips. In fact, WG apparently also bid the same survey at a lower price by including in its bid the option
for a vessel without Q-Marine—the patented technology. There was no showing that the company who got the bid
completed the job, was paid or that it used any type of lateral steering in the survey.
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survey regardless of price or cost where no facts permit it, at the very least, remittitur should be

for 90 percent of the award.

5. The jug; was not properly instructed on the burden of proof.

If WG established the Pancluit factors, ION met its burden to show that the resulting

inference of but-for causation is unreasonable. See Rz'te—Hz'te Corp. v. Kelley C0., 56 F.3d 1538,

1545 (if the patentee establishes the Pancluit causation inference, the burden shifts to the

infringer to show that the inference “is unreasonable for some or all of the lost sales”). The

evidence overwhelmingly shows that there are multiple reasons why the 10 surveys would not

have been awarded to WG despite the Pancluit inference, namely, WG’s lack of solid streamers,

refusal to release raw sensor data, failure to bid on 9 of the claimed lost surveys, and high prices.

See supra, § I.B.4.a.ii.

Significantly, WG concedes that: (1) it does not know why it wins or loses bids and, thus,

cannot attribute the cause of a lost survey to any particular factor, and (2) the reasons WG loses

bids can only be truly known in about 10% of cases involving public bids for government

entities. See Tr. at 1866: 19-1867:2. It admitted that oil companies often do not reveal the reason

why surveys are lost to the competition and even when they do, they cannot be believed. Id. at

1837117-22, 1838124-183915, see also id. at 2464:24-2465:3, 2465111-13, id. at l839:l7-20 (oil

companies do not want to disclose the reasons for bid awards). WG does not know when it wins

bids as a result of lateral steering and simply assumes the reason. Tr. at 1866119-1867:2. Even

when WG does know (or suspects) that it lost a bid as a result of lateral steering, that information

often is not entered into the CRM. See id. at 172611-1727:7, see also id. at 4660120-25 (CRM

does not state that WG lost any specific sale because of DigiFIN, it does mention losing sales

due to price and other issues). These admissions by WG establish that it is unreasonable to infer

that WG would have been awarded the 10 lost surveys in the absence of infringement.
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Despite the evidence establishing the unreasonableness of the causation inference, the Court

refused ION’s request that the jury be instructed on the burden of proof shifting to the infringer

to disprove the Panduit inference. Dkt. 505, 506, 509, 530. As a result, the jury was not properly

instructed to consider whether the causation inference was unreasonable as to the 10 lost profits

surveys. Because the great weight of the evidence establishes that it was unreasonable, ION is

entitled to a new trial on damages.

6. Lost profits cannot be based on the entire value of the surveys.

Although its patents do not cover surveys or lateral steering (see Tr. at 578112-15, PTXl-

PTX5), but only an improvement (or in the case of the Zajac Patent, an improvement on an

improvement), WG based its lost profits claim on the entire value of the 10 surveys.” Neither

Sims nor WG made any effort to apportion the value of the surveys between their patented and

unpatented features. See Tr. at 172516-10, 190716-25.

Nor did WG invoke the entire market value rule or present evidence to justify use of the

entire value of the 10 surveys in Sims’s calculations of lost profits, rather than the value

attributed to the claims in the patents-in suit. “[T]he entire market value rule permits recovery of

damages based on the value of a patentee’s entire apparatus containing several features when the

patent-related feature is the ‘basis for customer demand?” Rz'te—Hz'te, 56 F.3d at 1549

(recognizing that the entire market value rule applies to both reasonable royalty and lost profits

computations) (citation omitted). The rule is derived from Supreme Court precedent requiring

13 The Bittleston Patents identify prior art in the specification that shows horizontal or vertical steering of birds with
automatic control. See PTX1. Further, the Bittleston Patents themselves have some indicia of apportionment of their
value—estimating the time saved in avoiding tangles in turning mode and the cost savings from that advance. Id.
Moreover, the valuable turning mode in the specification and in many of the claims in the Bittleston Patents is not
present in the DigiFlN. As shown in lON’s JMOL on Enablement, there is no dispute that WG kept much of the
information it used in this business to implement Q-Marine as trade secret, including the algorithms. WG’s patents
state explicitly that they are on improvements. See, e.g., PTX1 at 7. WG asserted only one apparatus claim from
each patent in suit, and liability was found only for sale of components‘, there was no liability established for
practicing any method claim.
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the patentee to give ‘“evidence tending to separate or apportion the defendant’s profits and the

patentee’s damages between the patented feature and the unpatented features, and such evidence

must be reliable and tangible, and not conjectural or speculative,’ or show that ‘the entire value

of the whole machine, as a marketable article, is properly and legally attributable to the patented

feature.’” Uniloc USA, Inc. V. Microsoft Corp, 632 F.3d 1292, 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (quoting

Garretson v. Clark, 111 U.S. 120, 121 (1884)). The entire market value rule is a “narrow

exception” to the general rule that damages must be apportioned to only the value of the

contribution of the invention to the product. See LaserDynamz'cs, 2012 WL 3758093, at *11.

The Federal Circuit recently explained that it is not enough to show that the patented feature

“is viewed as valuable, important, or even essential” to the use of the entire product or that

without the patented feature the product “would be commercially unviable.” LaserDynamz'cs,

2012 WL 3758093, at *12. Likewise, proof that consumers would not want the product without

the patented feature “is not tantamount to proof” that the feature drives the market for the

product. Id. “If given a choice between two otherwise equivalent [products] only one of which

practices the [patented feature], proof that consumers would choose the [product with the

patented feature] says nothing as to whether the presence of that functionality is what motivates

consumers to buy a [product] in the first place. It is this latter and higher degree of proof that

must exist to support an entire market value theory.” Id. at *12 (noting that there was no

evidence that the patented feature alone motivated consumers to purchase the product such that

the entire value of the product could be attributed to the patented feature).

Here, WG presented no evidence that the demand for the patented feature “is what motivates

consumers to buy [surveys] in the first place.” See LaserDynamz'cs, 2012 WL 3758093, at *12,

see also RoZls—Royce, 2011 WL 1740143, *7 (striking expert opinion basing lost profits of a
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patented fan blade on the entire market value of a jet engine because the patentee did not provide

evidence that the fan blade was the basis for consumer demand for the entire engine;

commentary by the infringer’s employees and commercial success of the product was not

sufficient); Carefusion 303, Inc. V. Sigma Int’Z, No. 10cv0442 DMS (WMC), 2012 WL 392808,

at *2 (S.D. Cal. Jan. 3, 2012) (granting summary judgment on patentee’s lost profits claim based

on the entire market value of a product because patentee set forth no evidence to justify

application of the rule) (attached as EX. 7).

Because WG and Sims did not apportion the value of the allegedly lost surveys to the value

of the patented technology and did not invoke the entire market value rule or present evidence to

permit a reasonable jury to award the entire market value of surveys as lost profits, Sims’s use of

the entire survey revenues is baseless and resulted in an excessive award.

11. IMPROPER RECOVERY OF BOTH MEASURES OF DAMAGES

A patentee may recover either lost profits or a reasonable royalty for each infringing act, but

not both. See Lucent, 580 F.3d at 1324 (stating that “[t]wo alternative categories of infringement

compensation are the patentee’s lost profits and the reasonable royalty . . .”) (emphasis added),

Hanson V. Alpine Valley Ski Area, Inc., 718 F.2d 1075, 1078 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (recognizing that

there are two methods for determining patent damages: actual damages or, if they cannot be

proven, a reasonable royalty). WG’s damages model, however, did not allow the jury to award

lost profits for some infringing acts and a reasonable royalty for the others. Instead, WG’s

damages were structured so that the jury awarded a reasonable royalty and lost profits for some

of the same acts of alleged infringement.

Under WG’s theory, certain acts of infringement are necessarily subject to two measures of

damages: (1) a reasonable royalty paid for the supply of every DigiFIN and Lateral Controller

from the United States, and (2) lost profits resulting from the use of those very same products in
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10 surveys. Tr. at 493911-4940118, 240615-19, 5087:2-22. WG did not offer any evidence that

would permit the jury to subtract the DigiFINs or Lateral Controllers allegedly used in the 10

surveys from those supplied and accounted for in the requested royalty figure to avoid a double

recovery—let alone to determine how many of the sold DigiFINs or Lateral Controllers, or

which product sales, were later used in one or more of the 10 surveys. See Tr. at 508712-22. For

example, there is no evidence regarding how many DigiFIN units were used to conduct each of

the 10 surveys such that the jury could have avoided awarding a reasonable royalty on those

particular units. Further, there was no evidence that all of the 10 surveys were actually completed

or whether and how the DigiFINs were used in the surveys, or if the same or different DigiFINs

or Lateral Controllers were used in the surveys (e.g., two surveys by the same surveyor). See

supra, §I.B.2. To the extent an explanation is offered that the jury’s award of a reasonable

royalty of $12.5 million (an amount $2.4 million lower than Sims’s figure), was an attempt to

correct for the double recovery, it is the result of pure conjecture and unsupported by the

evidence. (The difference might have also been due to the use of a lower royalty rate, exclusion

of some alleged convoyed sales from the base, or any number of other reasons).

Because the evidence did not permit the jury to award any amount of lost profits without

awarding two measures of damages for the same acts of infringement, a reasonable jury could

not have awarded both damages measures without improperly overcompensating WG.

III. REASONABLE ROYALTY

A. The Reasonable Royalty Is Not Based on the Value of the Patented Improvement.

As with lost profits, WG and its expert made no effort to equate the reasonable royalty to the

value of the patented technology. Instead, Sims calculated the royalty based on the total revenue

from sales of DigiFIN and Lateral Controller to customers other than Fugro. See Tr. at 2428:17-

23, 2439:24-2440:3.
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A reasonable royalty may be calculated on the sale of a product provided that the royalty

reflects only the contribution of the patented technology, not the entire value of the product. See

Lucent, 580 F.3d 1337-39 (‘“[w]hen a patent is for an improvement, and not for an entirely new

machine or contrivance, the patentee must show in what particulars his improvement has added

to the usefulness of the machine or contrivance. He must separate its results distinctly from those

of the other parts. . . . [and] give evidence tending to separate or apportion . . . between the

patented feature and the unpatented features.” (quoting Garretson, 111 U.S. at 121)), see also

ResQNet. com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 594 F.3d 860, 869 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (“Any evidence unrelated

to the claimed invention does not support compensation for infringement but punishes beyond

the reach of the statutes”). Other courts have strictly enforced this requirement. See, e. g., Uniloc,

632 F.3d at 1320 (disallowing consideration of the entire market value of a product for a minor

patent improvement simply because the royalty rate was low), LaserDynamz'cs, 2012 WL

3758093, at *11 (emphasizing the need to apportion because calculating a royalty on the entire

product “carries a considerable risk that the patentee will be improperly compensated for non-

infringing components of that product”).

The obligation to apportion the contribution of the patented invention from the other aspects

of the product is an essential part of the Georgz'a—Paczfic factors (e. g., at least, Factors 10 and

13). See Georgz'a—Paczfic Corp. V. U.S. Plywood Corp, 318 F. Supp. 1116, 1120 (S.D.N.Y.

1970), Dkt. at 530 at 27-28. Specifically, Georgz'a—Paczfic Factor 10 requires consideration of the

“nature of the patented invention” and Factor 13 requires evaluation of “[t]he portion of the

realizable profit that should be credited to the invention as distinguished from non-patented

elements. . . See id.
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WG’s patents offer an improvement to existing technology rather than a revolutionary

invention. See, e. g., PTXl, at 7 (discussing prior art lateral devices and systems). The

specification itself identifies prior art systems that use birds for vertical movement of streamers

for depth control as part of an automated system (similar to ION’s DigiBIRD). Recognizing this,

Gunderson used ION’s DigiBIRD14 device as a base to determine the relative value of the

improvements for lateral steering in DigiFIN. See generally Tr. at 4746: 10-4747: 14.

The specifications in the patents provide evidence of apportionment, stating that the

inventions are improvements over prior art systems. See, e. g., PTXl at 7 (anticipating the

benefits of the patented technology to be reductions in “horizontal out-of-position conditions that

necessitate reacquiring seismic data in a particular area (i.e. in-fill shooting),” reduced tangling,

and reduced vessel turning time and reductions in costs of “approximately 30%.”). Further, the

“tum mode” in the patents, is not in the DigiFIN, which means a license to ION would not have

permitted it to exploit this advantage of the patents. This turn mode is one of the most important

benefits of the patents. See id. Further, the claimed inventions, if valid, are only for the physical

components, not the software, as none is claimed or disclosed in the either the Bittleston or Zaj ac

Patents. See generally PTXl, PTX2, PTX3, PTX5, see also ION’s Motion for Judgment as a

Matter of Law on Enablement and, Alternatively, Motion for New Trial, 9-28-12, at § B.2.

The lack of any apportionment by Sims is fatal to the reasonable royalty presented by WG

and JMOL for ION or a new trial on damages is required. See ResQNet, 594 F.3d at 868, 872

(reversing award because patentee failed to meet its burden to present a legally cognizable

damages theory supported by reliable evidence, even though infringer offered no expert

testimony to counter patentee’s damages expert’s testimony).

14 lON’s DigiBlRD provides vertical control for the streamer and has been on the market since the nineties. Tr. at
31863-3l87:lO.
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B. The Reasonably Royalty Cannot Be Based on Convoyed Sales.

Sims testified that sales of DigiFIN would have resulted in convoyed sales and accounted

for them in his calculation of a reasonable royalty. Tr. at 2502114-2503:2. Sims based his

analysis of convoyed sales on insufficient and irrelevant data that, in fact, are contrary to the

inferences he draws from them. This data was taken from three lost sales that ION’s damages

expert, Gunderson, used to quantify the sales ION lost due to WG’s tortious interference with

ION’s business relationships, a claim that was not presented to the jury. See Dkt. 440 at 5, Tr. at

2430:3-14, 4852:4—4854:19, 4769:l5—4770:6. The three lost sales are not a representative

sample of ION’s actual sales from which conclusions may be drawn. See, e. g. Tr. at 2430:2-

2431:22, 251417-2515:1. For all the reasons stated in ION’s Motion to Exclude the Opinions of

Raymond Sims Regarding a Reasonable Royalty, Dkt. 440, which is incorporated herein by

reference, Sims’s testimony on convoyed sales is based on conjecture and is inherently unreliable

and cannot support his conclusion or the jury’s finding. See IP Innovation L.L. C. v. Rea’ Hat,

Inc., 705 F. Supp. 2d 687, 689 (E.D. Tex. 2010) (Rader, J. of the Federal Circuit sitting by

designation) (where “sound economic and factual predicates are absent from a reasonable royalty

analysis,” Rule 702 requires that it be excluded).

C. The Jury Was Not Instructed on the Marking Requirements.

ION is entitled to a new trial on damages because the Court failed to submit ION’s

requested marking instruction, allowing the jury to award excessive damages. Patentees are

required to provide either actual or constructive notice to the public of their patented article. 35

U.S.C. § 287(a), Nike, Inc. V. Wal—Mart Stores, Inc., 138 F.3d 1437, 1443 (1998). When a

patentee fails to show either that it marked or was not required to mark, the patentee is precluded

from recovering damages for any infringement that occurred prior to the date the alleged

infringer was notified of the infringement. See 35 U.S.C. § 287(a), Tesco Corp. V. Weatherfora’
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Intern, Inc., 722 F. Supp. 2d 755, 770 (S.D. Tex. 2010) (Ellison, J.). Regardless of whether

marking was required for the method claims, the only claims to survive to trial were apparatus

claims.

ION requested that the jury be instructed to determine when actual notice was given in

considering the damages issue, see Dkt. 508, at 5, and objected to the Court’s failure to include

any such instruction in the court’s charge. See Dkt. 508, at p. 5-6, Dkt. 509 at p. 1-2, also see EX.

8 (requesting charge objections in writing). Because Sims’s testimony on the reasonable royalty

included damages for infringement prior to the date of actual notice, the Court’s failure to

include the instruction in the final charge resulted in an improper award of damages to WG. See

35 U.S.C. § 287(a), see Dkt. 530. Failure to submit ION’s requested instruction is reversible

error warranting a new trial. See Minks V. Polaris Indus, Inc., 546 F.3d 1364, 1375-76 (Fed. Cir.

2008) (reversing judgment and remanding for new trial based on erroneous jury instruction under

§ 287(a)). In the alternative, ION requests that the Court remit the reasonable royalty award

because the royalty should be based on the DigiFINs sold after June 12, 2009 (the date WG filed

this lawsuit against ION, thus, unquestionably providing actual notice).

IV. AGGREGATED DAMAGES

If the Court sets aside any jury finding on infringement or validity as to any claim, a new

trial is necessary because damages were not segregated by claim. Dkt. 536. WG’s damage model

was based on the aggregate impact of all the WG patents, and the effect of any one cannot be

segregated from the lump sum damage award. The jury answered a single damages question for

multiple alleged acts of infringement. If any liability theory was not supported in the evidence, or

submitted based on a legal error, the entire case must be reversed for a new trial because it

cannot be determined whether the jury based its damage award on an unsound theory. See

Verizon Serv. Corp. V. Vonage Holdings Corp, 503 F.3d 1295, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (vacating
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damage award where infringement finding as to one of several patents was reversed and damages

were not apportioned). Because, at the very least, ION is entitled to JMOL on one or more of the

liability issues, reversal and a new trial are required.

V. EXCESSIVE DAMAGES

The Court instructed the jury throughout the trial and in the jury charge that ION

infringed Claim 18 of the ‘520 Patent under § 271(f)(1), and instructed the jury that the DigiFIN

was an active streamer positioning device as recited in Claim 14 of the ‘038 Patent. If the Court

changes these positions on post-trial motions, then the Court’s statements incorrectly instructed

the jury and a new trial is warranted. The ju1y’s deference to the Court’s instructions on liability

no doubt caused it to award excessive damages. Also, because the jury’s decision was supported

by nothing more than speculative and legally insufficient evidence, this Court is not required to

give deference to the jury’s verdict. See Luceni, 580 F.3d at 1310. The jury could not have made

a fair assessment of the evidence when it awarded WG such an inordinate amount of damages,

and judgment should be rendered in ION’s favor. See id.

Alternatively, the damage award is so against the great weight and preponderance of the

evidence as to result in a clear showing of excessiveness necessitating a new trial or, at least,

remittitur. See Eiland V. Westinghouse Elec. Corp, 58 F.3d 176, 182 (5th Cir. 1995), Westbrook

V. General Tire & Rubber Co., 754 F.2d 1233, 1241 (5th Cir. 1985).

CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, Defendant ION Geophysical Corporation respectfully

requests that the Court grant JMOL in its favor on damages or a new trial on damages and, in the

alternative, ION requests remittitur. ION further requests that the Court grant it such other relief

to which it may show itself entitled.
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F.3d 2012 WL 3758093 (C.A.Fed. (Tex.))

(Cite as: 2012 WL 3758093 (C.A.Fed. (Tex.)))

FIND Request: 2012 WL 3758093, at *10

Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States Court of Appeals,
Federal Circuit.

LASERDYNAMIC S, INC. , Plaintiff—Appellant,
V.

QUANTA CO1\/IPUTER, INC., Defendant—Cross

Appellant,
and

Quanta Computer USA, Inc., Quanta Storage, Inc.,

and Quanta Storage America, Inc., Defendants.

Nos. 2011-1440, 2011-1470.

Aug. 30, 2012.

Background: Patentee brought action against man-

ufacturer of optical disc driVes (ODDs) and related

assembler of laptop computers, alleging actiVe in-

ducement of infringement of patent for optical disc
discrimination method that enabled ODD to identi-

fy automatically the type of optical disc inserted in-
to ODD. The United States District Court for the

Eastern District of Texas, T. John Ward, J., 2009

WL 3763444, granted in part defendants‘ motion

for summary judgment on issues of patent exhaus-

tion and implied license, and, after conducting trial

and granting assembler‘s motions for new trial on

damages issues, 2010 233131 1, and to exclude

certain expert testimony, 2011 WL 7563818,

entered judgment on jury Verdict awarding patentee

$8,500,000, and then denied assembler‘s motion for

judgment as a matter of law. Parties cross-appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Reyna, Circuit

Judge, held that:

(1) patentee could not use entire market Value rule

to establish reasonable royalty damages against as-

sembler',

(2) assembler had implied license to patent with re-

spect to ODDs that were made by manufacturer to
fulfill bona fide orders from licensees and then sold

to assembler by licensees‘,

Page 1

(3) issue of whether end users of accused laptop

computers directly infringed claim of patent was for

jury;

(4) erroneous instruction was not plain error war-

ranting new trial‘,

(5) date for hypothetical negotiation of license to be

used in determining reasonable royalty damages

was date on which sales of accused laptop com-

puters into United States began causing underlying

direct infringement by end users‘,

(6) probatiVe Value of eVidence pertaining to settle-

ment in another case was substantially outweighed

by danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of issues,

and misleading jury‘, and

(7) expert's opinion that reasonable royalty would

be six percent of each ODD sold within laptop

computer by assembler was arbitrary and speculat-

iVe, warranting new trial on damages.

Affirmed in part, reVersed in part, and re-
manded.

West Headnotes

11] Courts 106 ém96(7)

106 Courts

10611 Establishment, Organization, and Proced-
ure

10611(G) Rules of Decision

106k88 PreVious Decisions as Controlling
or as Precedents

106k96 Decisions of United States

Courts as Authority in Other United States Courts

106k9()(7) k. Particular questions or

subject matter. Most Cited Cases

For issues not unique to patent law, Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit applies the law of

the regional circuit where appeal in patent infringe-
ment case would otherwise lie.

[2] Federal Courts 170B Q3827

17013 Federal Courts

170R\/111 Courts of Appeals
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17013VI11(1<) Scope, Standards, and Extent

17OBVIII(K)-'1 Discretion of Lower Court

17OBk825 New Trial or Rehearing

170811827 k. Inadequate or excess-

iVe damages. Most Cited Cases

Under the law of the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, grant or denial of a motion for a remittitur or
a new trial is reViewed for an abuse of discretion.

[3] Federal Courts 170B é-#823

170R Federal Courts

l70BVII1 Courts of Appeals

17OF3VIII(K) Scope, Standards, and Extent

l7OBVII1(K)4 Discretion of Lower Court

17OF3k823 k. Reception of eVidence.
Most Cited Cases

EVidentiary rulings are reViewed for an abuse
of discretion under the law of the Fifth Circuit

Court of Appeals.

[-/-] Federal Courts 170B é?776

170B Federal Courts

1701.3\/Ill Courts of Appeals

17OP3VIII(K) Scope, Standards, and Extent

17013 VII1(I<)1 In General
170l31<"/'76 k. Trial de noVo. Most Cited

Cases

Decisions on motions for summary judgment

and for judgment as a matter of law are reViewed de
noVo under the law of the Fifth Circuit Court of

Appeals.

[5] Patents 291 ém318(4.1)

291 Patents

291XII Infringement

29lX1I(B) Actions
291k318 Profits

29116 18(4) Entire Profits or Those At-

tributable to Infringement of Patent

291k318(4.l) k. In general. Most
Cited Cases

Where small elements of multi-component

products are accused of infringement, calculating a

royalty on the entire product carries a considerable

risk that the patentee will be improperly com-

pensated for non-infringing components of that

product, and it is therefore generally required that

royalties be based not on the entire product, but in-

stead on the smallest salable patent-practicing unit.

35 U.S.C.A. §284.

[6] Patents 291 <»fi318(4.1)

291 Patents

291X1l Infringement

291X11(B) Actions
29119318 Profits

29lk318(4) Entire Profits or Those At-

tributable to Infringement of Patent

291k318(4.1) k. In general. Most
Cited Cases

If it can be shown that patented feature driVes

demand for entire multi-component product, pat-

entee may be awarded damages as a percentage of

reVenues or profits attributable to entire product un-

der “entire market Value rule,” which is narrow ex-

ception to general rule that where small elements of

multi-component products are accused of infringe-

ment, reasonable royalty damages should be based

on smallest salable patent-practicing unit, rather

than entire product. 35 U.S.C.A. § 284.

[7] Patents 291 €:318(4.1)

291 Patents

Z9 1X11 Infringement

291XII(P3) Actions
291k318 Profits

291k3 18(4) Entire Profits or Those At-

tributable to Infringement of Patent

291k3 18(-1.1) k. In general. Most
Cited Cases

“Entire market Value rule” allows for recovery

of reasonable royalty damages in patent infringe-

ment action based on Value of entire apparatus con-

taining seVeral features, where feature patented is

the basis for customer demand. 35 U.S.C.A. § 284.

[8] Damages 115 €m184
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115 Damages
1 15IX Evidence

11511183 Weight and Sufficiency

11511184 k. In general. Most Cited Cases

A damages theory must be based on sound eco-

nomic and factual predicates.

[9] Patents 291 <»h318(4.5)

291 Patents

291XI1 Infringement

291 X 11(8) Actions
29lk318 Profits

29 1 k3 18(4) Entire Profits or Those At-

tributable to Infringement of Patent

291l<318(-1.5) k. Process patents.
Most Cited Cases

Patentee of patent for optical disc discrimina-

tion method that enabled optical disc drive (ODD)

to identify automatically the type of optical disc in-

serted into ODD did not show that patented method

drove demand for laptop computers, precluding pat-
entee‘s use of entire market Value rule to establish

reasonable royalty damages against laptop assem-

bler for active inducement of infringement; there

was no evidence that patented feature alone motiv-

ated consumers to buy laptop computers, such that

value of entire computer could be attributed to pat-

ented feature, and, instead, patentee showed only

that consumers would be hesitant to buy computers

without patented feature. 35 U.S.C.A. § 284.

[10] Patents 291 €m312(2)

291 Patents

291 XII Infringement

29lX1I(B) Actions
291k312 Evidence

29lk3lZ(2) k. Admissibility. Most
Cited Cases

Lack of economic analysis quantitatively sup-

porting eXpert‘s one-third apportionment of pro-

posed royalty rate, in action alleging active induce-

ment of infringement of patent for optical disc dis-

crimination method that enabled optical disc drive

(ODD) to identify automatically the type of optical

-9: in TXSD on 09/28/12 Dag: A of Pgge 3

disc inserted into ODD, alone justified exclusion of

experts opinions at trial‘, rate appeared to have been

plucked out of thin air, based on vague qualitative

notions of relative importance of ODD technology

to laptop computers assembled and sold by alleged

infringer. 35 U.S.C./\. § 284.

1'1 1] Patents 291 <»h318(4.5)

291 Patents

29lXII Infringement

291XI1(F3) Actions
29111318 Profits

291k3 18(4) Entire Profits or Those At-

tributable to Infringement of Patent

291k318(-’1.5) k. Process patents.
Most Cited Cases

Per-unit running royalty was not the only form

of reasonable royalty to which patentee and laptop

computer assembler could have agreed, in hypo-

thetical negotiation to license patent for optical disc

discrimination method that enabled optical disc

drive (ODD) to identify automatically type of optic-

al disc inserted into ODD, and therefore patentee,

in its action for alleged active inducement of in-

fringement, was not compelled to base reasonable

royalty on price of entire laptop computer pursuant

to entire market value rule‘, patentee‘s license agree-

ments for lump-sum royalties were not calculated

as percentage of any component or product, and as-

sembler‘s purported lack of internal tracking and

accounting of individual components and “mask

price” purchases did not prevent patentee from ob-

taining accurate information about ODD values

from third parties, industry practices, and the like.

35 U.S.C.A. §284.

[12] Patents 291 ém323.3

291 Patents

291 XII Infringement

291X11(13) Actions

2911623 Final Judgment or Decree

291k323.3 k. Relief from judgment or
decree. Most Cited Cases

Under the law of the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-
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peals, ostensible waiVer by alleged infringer of

challenge to patentee‘s use of entire market Value

rule to establish reasonable royalty damages, in-

cluding any challenge to testimony of patentee‘s ex-

pert on such theory, did not preclude district court

from exercising its discretion, in infringement ac-

tion, to consider issue in deciding alleged in-

fringer‘s post-Verdict motion for remittitur or new

trial on issue of damages. 35 U.S.C.A. § 284.

1131 Patents 291 <»:m323.3

291 Patents

29lXII Infringement

29lXll(B) Actions

29lk323 Final Judgment or Decree

29lk323.3 k. Relief from judgment or
decree. Most Cited Cases

Under the law of the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, identifying and correcting its error in permit-

ting patentee‘s theory of reasonable royalty dam-

ages, which relied upon entire market Value rule, to

go to jury in action for actiVe inducement of in-

fringement of patent for optical disc discrimination

method that enabled optical disc driVe (ODD) to

identify automatically type of optical disc inserted

into ODD, by granting alleged infringer‘s post-trial

motion for remittitur or new trial, was not abuse of

district court's discretion, even if district court

could haVe deemed waiVed, and ignored, alleged in-

fringer‘s arguments regarding entire market Value

rule. 35 U.S.C.A. §284.

1141 Patents 291 ém324.5

291 Patents

29lXII Infringement

29 I XIKFS) Actions

29lk324 Appeal

29lk32-1.5 k. Scope and extent of re-

View in general. Most Cited Cases

Existence Vel non of an implied patent license

is a question of law that is reViewed de noVo.

1151 Patents 291 @210

291 Patents

29lX Title, ConVeyances, and Contracts

291X(C) Licenses and Contracts

29lk208 Requisites and Validity of Li-
censes

29lk2l0 k. Implied licenses. Most
Cited Cases

Laptop computer assembler had implied license

to patent for optical disc discrimination method that

enabled optical disc driVe (ODD) to identify auto-

matically the type of optical disc inserted into ODD

with respect to ODDs that were made by related

manufacturer to fulfill bona fide orders from patent

licensees and then sold to assembler by those li-

censees', manufacture of ODDs and their eVentual

sale to assembler for incorporation into laptop com-

puters, all Via licensees and Valid exercises of li-

censees‘ “haVe made” and “sell” rights, were legit-

imate and separate business transactions that did

not expand or circumVent licenses.

[16] Patents 291 €m314(5)

291 Patents

291 X 11 Infringement

29lXIl(l3) Actions

2911614 Hearing

29lk3l4(5) k. Questions of law or
fact. Most Cited Cases

Issue of whether, under district court‘s claim

constructions, end users of accused laptop com-

puters directly infringed claim of patent for optical

disc discrimination method that enabled optical disc

driVe (ODD) to identify automatically the type of

optical disc inserted into ODD was for jury in ac-

tion against laptop assembler for actiVe inducement

of patent infringement.

[17] Federal Courts 170B €Z630.1

1708 Federal Courts

l7OBVllI Courts of Appeals

l7OBVIII(D) Presentation and Reservation in
Lower Court of Grounds of ReView

170BVIII(D)2 Objections and Exceptions
l70l.3k630 Instructions
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l70l3l<630.l k. In general. Most
Cited

Plain error standard of review applied on ap-

peal to challenge to jury instruction to which no ob-

jection was raised at trial.

[18] Federal Courts 170B 63611

17013 Federal Courts

l70B\/III Courts of Appeals

l7OBVlII(D) Presentation and Reservation in
Lower Court of Grounds of Review

l7OBVIll(D}l Issues and Questions in
Lower Court

l70Bk6l l k. Necessity of presentation

in general. Most Cited Cases
Plain error is “clear” or “obvious” and must af-

fect substantial rights, and is reversible only if it

seriously affects the fairness, integrity, or public

reputation of judicial proceedings.

[19] Federal Civil Procedure 170A é?1951.7

170A Federal Civil Procedure

170/XXV Trial

l7OAXV(A) In General

l7OAkl95l.7 k. Fair and impartial trial in

general. Most Cited Cases

Witnesses 410 €%246(2)

410 Witnesses

-HOIII Examination

4 I OIII(A) Taking Testimony in General

4lOk2-'16 Examination by Court or Jury

4l()k246(2) k. Calling and examination

by court. Most Cited Cases

Although a district court is afforded broad dis-

cretion over the manner in which trial is conducted,

and may intervene to help expand upon or clarify

witness testimony and evidence, such intervention

may not come at the cost of strict impartiality.

[20] Federal Courts 170B €fi906

17013 Federal Courts

l7()BVIlI Courts of Appeals

l70I3VlIl(K) Scope, Standards, and Extent

l7OF3VIII(K)6 Harmless Error
l7OP3k906 k. Remarks and conduct of

trialjudge. Most Cited Cases

In reviewing a claim that the district court ap-

peared partial, Court of Appeals must determine

whether the judge's behavior was so prejudicial that

it denied defendant a fair, as opposed to a perfect,

trial, and, in performing its review, Court of Ap-

peals must consider the district court's actions in

light of the entire trial record and consider the total-

ity of the circumstances.

[21] Patents 291 ém314(1)

291 Patents

Z9 IXII Infringement

29 I XIHP3) Actions

29lk3 14 Hearing

2‘)lk3 14(1) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

Potential inconsistency in representations by

assembler of laptop computers regarding frequency

with which its purchases of optical disc drives

(ODDs) for incorporation into computers were

made via buy/sell arrangements did not warrant in-

struction that jury could take into account instruc-

tion pointing out potential inconsistency and raising

associated questions of credibility in judging cred-

ibility of all other positions taken by assembler, in

patentee‘s action alleging assembler‘s active induce-

ment to infringe patent for optical disc discrimina-

tion method that enabled ODD to identify automat-

ically type of optical disc inserted into ODD.

[22] Patents 291 ém323.3

291 Patents

Z9lXII Infringement

29 I XIHR) Actions

2911823 Final Judgment or Decree

291113233 k. Relief from judgment or
decree. Most Cited Cases

Instruction in patentee‘s action alleging active

inducement to infringe patent for optical disc dis-

crimination method that enabled optical disc drive
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(ODD) to identify automatically type of optical disc

inserted into ODD, which erroneously allowed jury

to take into account potential inconsistency in rep-

resentations by laptop computer assembler regard-

ing frequency with which its purchases of ODDs

for incorporation into computers were made Via

buy/sell arrangements in judging credibility of all

other positions taken by assembler in case, was not

plain error warranting new trial; assembler was giV-

en second trial on issue of damages, which cured

any prejudice that instruction might have caused in

that regard, and instruction, when Viewed in con-

text, was not so seVere as to preVent assembler from

receiVing fair trial on liability issue.

1231 Patents 291 €m3190)

291 Patents

291XI1 Infringement

291 X 11(8) Actions

29lk319 Damages

2911\'319(1) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

In general, hypothetical negotiation date to de-

termine reasonable royalty damages in patent in-

fringement action, based on what willing licensor

and licensee would bargain for, is the date on which

infringement began. 35 U.S_C.A. § 284.

124.] Patents 291 €m289(1)

291 Patents

291X1I Infringement

291XII(B) Actions
29lk289 Time to Sue

291k289('1) k. Limitations. Most Cited
Cases

Patents 291 é:319(1)

291 Patents

291XII Infringement

29lX1I(B) Actions

29111319 Damages

291k3l9(1) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

Six-year limitation on recovery of past dam-

ages for patent infringement does not preclude hy-

pothetical negotiation date used to determine reas-

onable royalty damages, based on what willing li-

censor and licensee would bargain for, from being

date on which infringement began, eVen if damages
cannot be collected until some time later. 35

U.S.C.A. §§ 284, 286.

[25] Patents 291 é%319(1)

291 Patents

29lXII Infringement

291XII(FS) Actions

29lk3 19 Damages

291k319{1) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

Failure to mark patented product or proVe actu-

al notice of patent pursuant to statute precludes re-

coVery of damages prior to marking or notice date,

but does not preVent hypothetical negotiation date

used to determine reasonable royalty damages,

based on what willing licensor and licensee would

bargain for, from being set before marking or notice

occurs. 35 U.S.C.A. §§ 284, 287.

[26] Patents 291 <»h3190)

291 Patents

291XII Infringement

291X11(B) Actions

2911<319 Damages

291l<319(1) k. In general. Most Cited

Reasonable royalty determination, for purposes

of making damages evaluation in patent infringe-

ment action, must relate to the time that infringe-

ment occurred, and not be an after-the-fact assess-

ment. 35 U.S.C.A. §284.

[27] Patents 291 @:>2590)

291 Patents

291X1l Infringement

291X11(A} What Constitutes Infringement

291k259 Contributory Infringement‘, In-
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ducement

29lk2S9(1) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

Although active inducement can ultimately

lead to direct infringement of patent, absent direct

infringement there is no compensable harm to a

patentee. 35 U.S.C.A. §27l(b).

[28] Patents 291 <m319(1)

291 Patents

291 XII Infringement

29lXlI(B) Actions

29lk319 Damages

29lk3l9(l) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

In determining reasonable royalty damages in

case of alleged active inducement of patent in-

fringement, based on what willing licensor and li-

censee would bargain for, hypothetical negotiation

of license is deemed to take place on date of first

direct infringement traceable to alleged infringer‘s
first instance of inducement conduct. 35 U.S.C.A.

§§ 271(1)), 284.

[29] Patents 291 <m319(1)

291 Patents

29lXIl Infringement

29lXII(B) Actions

291k} 19 Damages

29lk3l9(1) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases

Date for hypothetical negotiation of license to

be used in determining reasonable royalty damages

for active infringement of patent for optical disc

discrimination method that enabled optical disc

drive (ODD) to identify automatically the type of

optical disc inserted into ODD sales by laptop as-

sembler was date on which sales of accused laptop

computers into United States began causing under-

lying direct infringement by end users. 35 U.S.C.A.

§§ 271(b), 284.

[30] Evidence 157 ~€%146

157 Evidence

l57IV Admissibility in General

157I\/(D) Materiality

l57kl46 k. Tendency to mislead or con-
fuse. Most Cited Cases

Evidence 157 é:219(3)

157 Evidence

l57VII Admissions

l57VIl(A) Nature, Form, and Incidents in
General

l57k2l9 Acts or Conduct

l57k2l9(3) k. Compromise or settle-
ment. Most Cited Cases

Probative value of evidence of settlement

agreement in another infringement action by pat-

entee, into which parties entered on eve of trial,

after alleged infringer had been sanctioned re-

peatedly by court, was substantially outweighed by

danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of issues, and

misleading jury with respect to issue of reasonable

royalty damages in action alleging active induce-

ment of infringement by assembler of laptop com-

puters‘, settlement appeared to be least reliable li-

cense in the record, given disadvantages faced by

alleged infringer due to sanctions imposed, lump-

sum license fee reached was six times larger than

next highest amount paid for license, and, in light

of changing landscape in market, settlement entered

into three years after hypothetical negotiation date

was in many ways not relevant to hypothetical ne-

gotiation analysis. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 408, 28

U.S.C.A' 35 U.S.C.1\. §284.
.,-

[31] Patents 291 ém312(2)

291 Patents

Z9lXII Infringement

29 I XIHR) Actions
2911612 Evidence

29lk3l2(2) k. Admissibility. Most
Cited Cases

Approach taken by patentee‘s expert was reas-

onable attempt to value optical disc drives (ODDs)

sold by laptop computer assembler based on arms-
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length transactions, and therefore expert‘s use of

$41 per ODD Value to determine reasonable royalty

damages, which was calculated based on sample of

approximately 9,000 non-infringing ODDs made by

non-party licensee, could not be excluded from trial

on Daubert grounds, in patentee‘s action against as-

sembler for active inducement to infringe patent for

optical disc discrimination method that enabled

ODD to identify automatically the type of optical

disc inserted into ODD. 35 U.S.C.A. § 284.

[32] Patents 291 <m323.3

291 Patents

291XIl Infringement

291XII{B) Actions

2911623 Final Judgment or Decree

291k323.3 k. Relief from judgment or
decree. Most Cited Cases

Opinion of patentee‘s expert, that reasonable

royalty in action against laptop assembler and seller

alleging active inducement of infringement of pat-

ent for optical disc discrimination method that en-

abled optical disc drive (ODD) to identify automat-

ically type of optical disc inserted into ODD would

be six percent of each ODD sold within laptop

computer by assembler-seller, was arbitrary and

speculative, and thus warranted new trial on dam-

ages‘, two patent licensing programs and licensing

survey upon which expert relied to the exclusion of

licenses for patent itself, even though they did not

concern patented technology, were not sufficiently

comparable to hypothetically negotiated license,

and expert's six percent running royalty theory

could not be reconciled with actual licensing evid-

ence, which included lump-sum amounts not ex-

ceeding $1,000,000. 35 U.S.C.A. § 284', Fed.Ru1es
1..£vid.Rule 702, 28 U.S.C./\.

Patents 291 €E328(2)

2.91 Patents

29lXIII Decisions on the Validity, Construction,

and Infringement of Particular Patents
29119328 Patents Enumerated

291l<328(2) k. Original utility. Most Cited

Cases

5,587,981. Infringed in Part.

Appeals from the United States District Court for

the Eastern District of Texas, No. 06—CV—0348, T.

John Ward, Judge.I\/latthew C. Gaudet, Duane Mor-

ris LLP, of Atlanta, GA, argued for plaintiff-ap-

pellant. On the brief were Robert 1... Byer, of Pitts-

burgh, PA, and Gregory M. I..uc1<, of Houston, TX,

and Kristina Caggiano, of Washington, DC. Of

counsel was Tlnnnas W. Sankey, of Houston, TX.

Terrence Duane Gamett, Goodwin Procter, LLP, of

Los Angeles, CA, argued for defendanU

cross-appellant. With him on the brief were Vincent

K. Yip, and Peter J. Wied.

Before DYK, CLl;‘VL7NGl;'R, and RJLYNA, Circuit

Judges.

RIJLYNA, Circuit Judge.

*1 These appeals come before us after two tri-

als in the district court—a first trial resolving the

claims of patent infringement and damages, and a

second trial ordered by the district court to retry the

damages issues. The parties raise Various issues re-

lating to the proper legal framework for evaluating

reasonable royalty damages in the patent infringe-

ment context. Also before us are questions regard-

ing implied license, patent exhaustion, infringe-

ment, jury instructions, and the admissibility of a

settlement agreement. For reasons explained in de-

tail below, we affirm-in-part, reverse-in-part, and
remand.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Patented Technology and the Optical Disc

Drive Industry

LaserDynamics, Inc. (“LaserDynamics”) is the

owner of US. Patent No. 5,587,981 (“the ‘981 Pat-

ent”), which was issued in 1996. The patent is dir-

ected to a method of optical disc discrimination that

essentially enables an optical disc drive (“ODD”) to

automatically identify the type of optical
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disc—e.g., a compact disc (“CD”) Versus a digital

Video disc (“DVD”)—that is inserted into the ODD.

Claim 3, which was asserted at trial, is representat-
ive:

3. An optical disk reading method comprising the

steps of:

processing an optical signal reflected from en-

coded pits on an optical disk until total number

of data layers and pit configuration standard of

the optical disk is identified;

collating the processed optical signal with an

optical disk standard data which is stored in a

memory; and

settling modulation of servomechanism means

dependent upon the optical disk standard data

which corresponds with the processed optical

signal;

(c) [sic] the servomechanism means including:

a focusing lens servo to modulate position of a

focusing lens; and

a tracking servo to modulate movement of a

pickup.

This automated process saves the user from

having to manually identify the kind of disc being

inserted into the ODD before the ODD can begin to

read the data on the disc. The patented technology

is alleged to be particularly useful in laptop com-

puters where portability, convenience, and effi-

ciency are essential. At least as early as 2006, a

laptop computer was not commercially viable un-

less it included an ODD that could automatically

discriminate between optical discs.

Yasuo Kamatani is the sole inventor of the ‘981

Patent. In 1998, viewing DVD technology as the

next major data and video format, Mr. Kamatani

founded LaserDynamics and assigned the '98] Pat-

ent to the company. Mr. Kamatani is the sole em-

ployee of LaserDynamics, which is exclusively in

:neo in TXS3 on 09/78/12 De e 10 orgge 9

the business of licensing Mr. Kamatani‘s patents to
ODD and consumer electronics manufacturers.

When LaserDynamics was founded, the DVD

market had reached few mainstream consumers,

and there was some skepticism among electronics

companies as to the likely success of this techno-

logy compared with the established VHS format.

By 2000, however, DVD sales and the ODD market

were sharply rising. By 2003, most homes had

DVD players and nearly every computer had an

ODD. An ODD having automatic disc discrimina-

tion capability quickly became the industry stand-

ard for DVD players and computers.liN1

B. LaserDynamics‘ Licensing History of the ‘981
Patent

*2 According to LaserDynamics, it was ini-

tially difficult to generate interest in licensing the ‘

981 Patent, due to the novelty of the technology

and LaserDynamics‘ limited operating capital and

bargaining power. Nevertheless, LaserDynamics

entered into sixteen licensing agreements from

1998 to 2001. These licenses were granted to well
known electronics and ODD manufacturers such as

Sony, Philips, NEC, LG, Toshiba, Hitachi,

Yamaha, Sanyo, Sharp, Onkyo, and Pioneer. All of

the licenses were nonexclusive licenses granted in

exchange for one time lump sum payments ranging

from $57,000 to $266,000. There is no evidence

that these licenses recited the lump sum amounts as

representing a running royalty applied over a cer-

tain period of time or being calculated as a percent-

age of revenues or profits. These sixteen licenses

were admitted into evidence in the first trial, as ex-

plained below.

Several other lump sum licenses were granted

by LaserDynamics between 1998 and 2003 to other

ODD and electronics manufacturers via more ag-

gressive licensing efforts involving actual or

threatened litigation by LaserDynamics. These li-

censes, in addition to the sixteen licenses from the

first trial, were admitted in the second trial.

On February 15, 2006, LaserDynamics (and
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l\/Ir. Kamatani) entered into a license agreement

with BenQ Corporation to settle a two-year long lit-

igation for a lump sum of $6 million. This settle-

ment agreement was executed within two weeks of

the anticipated trial against BenQ. Kamatani v.

BenQ Corp, No. 2:03—CV—437 (E.D.Tex. Jan.20,

2006) (pre-trial conference order indicating trial

was expected to begin in the last week of February

2006). By the time of the settlement, BenQ had

been repeatedly sanctioned by the district court for

discovery misconduct and misrepresentation. The

district court had allotted BenQ one-third less time

than l\/Ir. Kamatani for voir dire, opening statement,

and closing argument, had awarded attorneys‘ fees

to l\/Ir. Kamatani for bringing the sanctions motion,

had stricken one of BenQ‘s pleaded defenses, and

had sanctioned BenQ $500,000.00 as an additional

punitive and deterrent measure. Kamatani v. BenQ

Corp, No. 2:03—CV—437, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

42762, at *20, *44—46 (E.D.Tex. Oct.6, 2005). The
district court believed that its harsh sanctions were

justified because BenQ‘s extensive misconduct

“demonstrate[d] a conscious intent to evade the dis-

covery orders of this Court, as well as violate[d]

this Court‘s orders and the rules to an extent previ-

ously unknown by this Court.” Id. at *44—45. The

BenQ settlement agreement was admitted into evid-
ence in the second trial.

Finally, in 2009 and 2010, LaserDynamics

entered into license agreements with ASUSTeK

Computer and Orion Electric Co., Ltd., respect-

ively, for lump sum payments of $1 million or less.
These two licenses were admitted into evidence in

the second trial.

In total, twenty-nine licenses were entered into

evidence in the second damages trial. With the ex-

ception of the $6 million BenQ license, all twenty-

nine licenses were for lump sum amounts of $1 mil-
lion or less.

C. Quanta Computer Inc. and Quanta Storage Inc.

*3 Quanta Storage, Inc. (“QSI”) is a manufac-

turer of ODDs that was incorporated in 1999. QSI

is headquartered in Taiwan and is a partially-owned

:nec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Dage 11 ofiagg 10

subsidiary of Quanta Computer, Inc. (“QCI”), with

which it shares some common officers, directors,

and facilities. QCI‘s corporate headquarters are also

located in Taiwan, and its factories are located in

China. QCI holds a minority share in QSI and does

not control QSI‘s operations.

QCI assembles laptop computers for its various

customers, which include name brand computer

companies such as Dell, Hewlett Packard (“HP”),

Apple, and Gateway. QCI does not manufacture

ODDs, but will install ODDs into computers as in-

structed by its customers. QCI will sometimes pur-

chase ODDs directly from ODD manufacturers

such as Sony, Panasonic, Toshiba, or QSI, as direc-

ted by QCI‘s customers. Predominantly, however,

QCI will be required to purchase the ODDs from

the customer for whom QCI is assembling the

laptop computer. In other words, QCI‘s typical

practice is to buy ODDs from Dell, HP, Apple, or

Gateway, which in turn purchased the ODDs from

the ODD manufacturers. Because QCI eventually

sells the fully assembled laptop com-

puters—including the ODDs—to its customers, this

process is called a “buy/sell” arrangement. When

QCI purchases ODDs from one of its customers in

a buy/sell context, it buys the ODDs for an artifi-

cially high “mask price” set by the customer and

designed to hide the actual lower price of the ODDs

from the customer's competitors. Thus, the mask

price is always higher than the actual price to the
customer.

QSI first sold its ODDs for integration into

laptop computers in the United States in 2001. In

2002, LaserDynamics offered QSI a license under

the ‘981 Patent, but QSI disputed whether its ODDs

were within the scope of the ‘981 Patent and de-

clined the offer. QCI sold its first computer in the

United States using an ODD from QSI in 2003. It

was not until August 2006 that LaserDynamics

offered a license to QCI concurrently with the filing

of this lawsuit. To date, neither QSI nor QCI has

entered into a licensing agreement with LaserDy-

namics relating to the ‘981 Patent.
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D. ODDs Made by Philips and Sony/NEC/Optiarc

Just as computer sellers Dell, HP, Apple, and

Gate way outsource the assembly of their com-

puters to companies like QCI, some sellers of

ODDs outsource the assembly of their ODDs. QSI

assembles ODDs for Philips and Sony/

NEC/Optiarc—two of the largest sellers of ODDs.

As discussed above, Philips and Sony/NEC/Optiarc

are licensed by LaserDynamics to make and sell

ODDs within the scope of the ‘.981 Patent. Under

the license agreements, both Philips and Sony/

NEC/Optiarc also enjoy “have made” rights that

permit them to retain companies like QSI to as-
semble ODDs for them.

When QCI purchases ODDs directly from

Philips or Sony/NEC/Optiarc—i.e., not under a

buy/sell arrangement—QCI has no knowledge of

which entity assembled the ODDs. QCI pays

Philips or Sony/NEC/Optiarc directly for the

ODDs, which are not sold under the QSI brand

name even if assembled by QSI.

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

*4 In August 2006, LaserDynamics brought

suit against QCI and QSI for infringement of the ‘
981 Patent. Because asserted claim 3 of the ‘981

Patent is directed to a method of disc discrimination

performed by an ODD, as opposed to the ODD it-

self, LaserDynamics relied on a theory of infringe-

ment that QSI‘s and QCI‘s sales of ODDs and

laptop computers, respectively, actively induced in-

fringement of the method by the end users of the

ODDs and laptop computers. See 35 U .S.C. §

271(1)).

On a pre-trial summary judgment motion

brought by QCI and QSI relating to their defenses

of patent exhaustion and implied license, the dis-

trict court made the following rulings:

(1) “the exhaustion doctrine does not apply to

sales made overseas by [LaserDynamics‘] li-

censees”;

(2) “QCI has an implied license with respect to

:neo in TXS3 on 09/78/12 DE: e 12 ojsggn

drives manufactured by non-Quanta entities li-

censed by [LaserDynamics] under worldwide li-

censes and sold by those licensees to QCI for in-

corporation into QCI computers. In addition, QSI

is not liable for manufacturing drives for Philips

or Sony/NEC/Optiarc which are, in turn, resold

into the United States to non-Quanta entities”;
and

(3) “the Quanta defendants do not have an im-

plied license with respect to drives that are manu-

factured by QSI and eventually sold to QCI (or

another Quanta entity), notwithstanding the fact

that those drives are sold through Philips or

Sony/NEC/Optiarc, two of [LaserDynamics‘] li-
censees. E1. Dz: Pom de ;Vem0m‘s & Co. V. Si'zeff

O1'l(.'o,, 498 A.2d 1108, 1 1 16 (De1.1985). The ef-

fect of such transactions is to grant an impermiss-
ible sublicense.”

LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Storage Am,

1110., No. 2:06—CV—348—TJW—CE, 2009 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 115848, at *3—5 (E.D. Tex. June 29, 2009)

(“Pre—Trz'al Op. ”). Based on these rulings, Laser-

Dynamics dropped its claims against QSI and opted

to pursue its active inducement of infringement

claims against QCI only at trial.

QCI was first on notice of the ‘.981 Patent in

August 2006 when the complaint was filed.

Between August 2006 and the conclusion of the

first trial in June 2009, QCI sold approximately

$2.53 billion of accused laptops into the United

States. LaserDynamics sought reasonable royalty

damages under 35 U.S.C. § 284. Pursuant to the

analytical framework for assessing a reasonable

royalty set forth in (1}er)rgicz————— ’c1c‘{'fiC (Tbrp. V. I/nz'!ed

{fig}/£t’OO(1 Corp., 318 1“.Supp. 1116 (S.D.N.Y.1970),
the date of the “hypothetical negotiation”

between the parties was deemed by the district

court (over QCI‘s objections) to be August

2006—the date that QCI first became aware of the ‘

981 Patent and was therefore first potentially liable

for active inducement of infringement. See Glob-

c::7—————7"ec~}2 /lpplfances, Inc. v. SE1’? 8.251., 111.3.

:. —, 131 S.Ct. 2060, 2068, 179 L.hd.2d
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1167 (201 1) (holding that knowledge of the patent

is necessary to prove active inducement of infringe-

ment).

A. The First Trial

The damages theory advanced by LaserDynam-

ics in the first trial was presented chiefly through

LaserDynamics‘ expert, Mr. Emmett Murtha. Mr.

Murtha opined that a running royalty of 2% of the

total sales of laptop computers by QCI is what the

parties would have agreed to as a reasonable roy-

alty had they engaged in a hypothetical negotiation

in August 2006. This opinion was based on Mr.

Murtha‘s understanding, obtained primarily from

LaserDynamics‘ other expert witnesses, that the

technology covered by the ‘98l Patent provided an

important and valuable function that was present in

all ODDs currently in use, and that the presence of

this function was a prerequisite for any laptop com-

puter to be successful in the marketplace. Since

QCI sold laptop computers and not ODDs, Mr.

Murtha viewed the complete laptop computer as an

appropriate royalty base.

*5 To arrive at his 2% per laptop computer roy-

alty rate, Mr. Murtha began by finding that 6%

would be a reasonable royalty rate to pay with re-

spect to an ODD alone. Mr. Murtha reached his

conclusion of a 6% per ODD royalty by relying on

“comparable rates in two separate licensing pro-

grams involving DVDs where the rates were 3.5 in

one case anda4 percent in another case.” A621,
A650—54. EN" The two patent licensing programs
were undertaken by third parties in the DVD in-

dustry around 2000. in’. He also relied on “a very

comprehensive royalty survey that was done by the

Licensing Executive Society in 1997,” which he

viewed as “a standard textbook for people who are

seeking to set reasonable royalty rates.” Id. The li-

censing survey was not limited to any particular in-

dustry but “was across whatever technologies were

being licensed by the people who responded,” and

suggested that in general, across all of those unre-

lated technologies, “for a minor improvement, we

would charge 2 to 5 percent. For a major improve-

:neo in TXS3 on 09/78/12 96: e 13 ojaggglz

ment, we would charge 4 to 8 percent. And for a

major breakthrough, 6 to 15 percent....” A653—54.
There is no evidence in the record that the two

third-party licensing programs or the industries in-

volved in the licensing survey included the patented

technology or even involved optical disc discrimin-

ation methods. See id: A652 (“[T]he two licensing

programs are important, because they indicate the

going rate, if you will, at least for those patents,

which may or may not be as important as the one in

question. ”) (emphasis added)‘, A653 (“Q Was the

[licensing] survey directed to ODD technology? A.

No.”).

Mr. Murtha did not deem the sixteen lump sum

licenses that were entered into between LaserDy-

namics and various electronics companies between

1998 and 2001 to establish a royalty rate for the ‘

981 Patent. Although he conceded that QCI would

“absolutely” be aware of these prior agreements in

a hypothetical negotiation context, he dismissed

any probative value of these 16 licenses because

they were entered into before the August 2006 hy-

pothetical negotiation date. He reasoned that, by

2006, the DVD market was larger and more estab-

lished such that the value of the patented techno-

logy was better appreciated and LaserDynamics had

more bargaining power.

Based on his discussions with LaserDynamics‘

other experts, Mr. Murtha concluded that the paten-

ted technology in the ODD is responsible for one-

third of the value of a laptop computer containing

such an ODD. Thus, he arrived at his 2% per laptop

computer rate simply by taking one-third of the 6%

rate for the ODD. When Mr. Murtha‘s proffered 2%

running royalty rate was applied to QCI‘s total rev-

enues from sales of laptop computers in the United

States—$2.53 billion—the resulting figure presen-

ted to the jury was $52.1 million.

By contrast, QCI‘s theory of damages was that

a lump sum of $500,000 would be a reasonable roy-

alty. QCI‘s expert, Mr. Brett Reed, found the 16 li-

censes in evidence—all lump sums ranging

between $50,000 and $266,000—to be highly indic-
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ative of the Value of the patented technology ac-

cording to LaserDynamics, and of what a reason-

able accused infringer would agree to pay for a li-
cense.

*6 Prior to the first trial, QCI filed a motion for

partial summary judgment, or in the alternative a

motion pursuant to Dauber! V. Merrell Dow Phar-

macezmca/,s, Imz, 509 U.S. 579, M3 S.Ct. 2786,

125 T...F,d.2d 469 (1993), with respect to damages.

QCI sought to limit damages to a one-time lump

sum of $232,376.00 based on LaserDynamics‘ prior

licenses, and to preclude Mr. Murtha from offering

any opinion to the contrary for being unreliable by

ignoring this established licensing practice. QCl‘s

motion heavily criticized Mr. Murtha‘s opinions for

being fundamentally inconsistent with LaserDy-
namics‘ licenses in either form or amount.

However, QCl‘s motion did not challenge Mr.

Murtha‘s one-third apportionment calculation to go

from his 6% rate per ODD to his 2% rate per laptop

computer, nor did it challenge his use of a com-

pleted laptop computer as a royalty base. The dis-

trict court never ruled on QCI‘s motion. QCI also

moved in limine to preclude testimony regarding

damages in excess of $266,000 or suggesting that

the prior 16 licenses did not establish a royalty rate.

The district court denied this motion. At no point

during the first trial did QCI object to or seek to

limit Mr. Murtha‘s testimony relating to his appor-

tionment or royalty base selection, nor did QCI file

a pre-verdict motion for judgment as a matter of

law (“JMOL”) implicating such issues pursuant to

licdcral Rule of Civil Procedure 50(a).

Two other issues arose during the first trial that

are pertinent to this appeal: (1) the district court's

instructions to the jury concerning QCI‘s position

regarding its buy/sell arrangements, and (2) the ad-

equacy of LaserDynamics‘ proof of infringement.
We discuss each issue in turn.

1. The District Court‘s Instruction to the Jury

Upon perceiving a change in position by QCI

concerning the frequency with which QCI‘s ODDs

were obtained via a buy/sell arrangement, the dis-

iilec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Da (F3-9 l‘‘'01‘>a'§€13

trict court instructed the jury as follows:

[P]rior to yesterday, the position of Quanta Com-

puters was that this buy/sell arrangement [was]

one of the ways in which they did their busi-

ness. Yesterday, the testimony was, for the first

time, that that was the predominant method of

doing business. You are instructed that this con-

stitutes a significant change in the testimony, and

no documents have been produced to support

that, and that you may take this instruction into

account in judging the credibility of all of this

witness‘ testimony and all other Quanta Com-

puter‘s positions in this case.

A34—35. A prior ruling from the magistrate

judge permitted QCI to utilize a demonstrative

showing how a buy/sell arrangement works

“conditioned on the Defendants‘ representation that

they would use the demonstratives to show gener-

ally one way that QCI obtains optical drives.”

A5100. QCI believed the district court's later in-

struction was based on a false premise that QCI had

changed its position. Prior to trial, LaserDynamics

was made aware of QCI‘s contention that approxim-

ately 85% of its ODD purchases were through buy/

sell arrangements. The testimony elicited by QCI at

trial was ostensibly consistent with this contention,

representing that QCI obtains drives from its cus-

tomers “more frequently” than from ODD sellers.

A754. Arguing that QCI did not run afoul of the

earlier magistrate judge's condition that the demon-

strative show only “one way” QCI obtains its

drives, QCI viewed the district court‘s instruction

unfairly prejudicial and moved for a new trial on

that basis. QCI‘s motion for a new trial on these

grounds was denied.

2. QCl‘s Challenge to the Proof of Infringement

*7 QCI challenged LaserDynamics‘ contentions

that the end users of the ODDs directly infringed
the '98] Patent. Asserted claim 3 of the ‘.981 Patent

includes the step of “processing an optical signal

reflected from encoded pits on an optical disk....”

The district court construed the phrase “encoded

pits on an optical disk” to mean “depression[s] in
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the surface of the disk which represent[ ] data or in-

formation.” LaserDyrzamz'cs, Inc. v. Asus Computer

Int’l, No. 2:06—cV—348—TJW—CE, 2008 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 63498, at *13 (E.D.Tex. Aug. 18, 2008) (

“Markman Order”). The subsequent claimed step

of “collating the processed optical signal with an

optical disk standard data which is stored in a

memory” was construed to mean “comparing the

processed optical signal with an optical disk stand-

ard data stored on a memory.” Id. at *15. The

Markman Order further explained that “there is no

requirement that the same optical signal determine

both the total number of data layers and also pit

configuration standard.” Id. According to LaserDy-

namics‘ expert, industry standards require that each

type of optical disc (i.e., CD, DVD, etc.) has a par-

ticular arrangement of depressions within the data

layer as well as a particular depth of the data layer

from the surface of the disc, such that the depth and

arrangement of depressions haVe a one-to-one cor-

respondence. LaserDynamics‘ theory of infringe-

ment was that the optical signal in the accused
ODDs included a “counter Value” that tracked the

time for the ODD to change focus from the trans-

parent outer surface of the disc to the internal data

layer. When the counter Value was compared with a

known threshold counter Value for a giVen type of

optical disc, the type of disc (including its standard

arrangement of depressions) could be identified.

QCI filed a motion for JMOL of non-

infringement, arguing that the ODDs in its laptop

computers, by measuring a counter Value of time,

were not literally measuring an arrangement of de-

pressions, which QCI contended was required by

the language of claim 3 and the district court‘s

claim constructions. Specifically, QCI notes claim

3 requires a step of “settling modulation of ser-

Vomechanism means dependent upon the optical

disk standard data which corresponds with the pro-

cessed optical signal,” which the district court con-

strued as “establishing the regulation of the auto-

matic feedback control system for mechanical mo-

tion dependent upon the recognized arrangement of

depressions for an optical storage medium which

:nec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Dage 15 oiaagg 14

corresponds to the processed optical signal.” Mark-

man Order at *16. QCI alleged that this construc-

tion indicates that the reference to operating the

serVo-mechanism based on “optical disk standard

data” requires the ODD to identify a spatial

Value—“the recognized arrangement of depres-

sions”-not to calculate a temporal “counter Value”

in order to discriminate between optical disc types.

A3190. The district court denied QCI‘s motion for

JMOL, finding no basis to disturb the jury's in-

fringement Verdict.

B. The First Jury Verdict and Post—Trial Proceed-

ings

*8 The jury ultimately returned a Verdict find-

ing QCI liable for actiVe inducement of infringe-

ment, and awarded $52 million in damages to

LaserDynamics, almost the exact amount proffered

by I\/Ir. Murtha. After the Verdict, QCI filed a mo-

tion for a remittitur or new trial pursuant to Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 59(a). In this motion, QCI

argued that the Verdict was grossly excessiVe and

against the great weight of the eVidence, and for the

first time argued that I\/Ir. Murtha‘s testimony
should haVe been excluded due to his unreliable

methodology in applying the “entire market Value

rule”—i.e., using the reVenues from sales of the en-

tire laptop computers as the royalty base—without

haVing established that the patented feature driVes

the demand for the entire laptop computer.

Rz'Ie—H[£e Corp, 1’. Kelley (70, 56 F.3d 1538, 1549

(l“cd.Cir.l995). In other words, QCI argued that

LaserDynamics failed to establish that the disc dis-

crimination method coVered by claim 3 of the ‘981
Patent was “the basis for customer demand” for the

laptop computers. Id.

The district court granted QCI‘s motion, find-

ing that LaserDynamics had indeed improperly in-

Voked the entire market Value rule. LaserDynamics,

Inc. v. Quanta Computer, Inc., No.

2:06—cV—348—TJW—CE, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

56634 (E.D. Tex. June 9, 2010) (“New Trial Op”).

The district court reasoned that “[t]he price of the

finished computers should not haVe been included
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in the royalty base [because] LaserDynamics

presented no evidence that its patented method

drove the demand for QCI‘s finished computers.”

Id. at *9. “At best,” LaserDynamics had only estab-

lished that “almost all computers sold in the retail

market include optical disc drives and that custom-

ers would be hesitant to purchase computers

without an optical disc drive.” Id. at *10. LaserDy-

namics‘ theory in the first trial was thus found to vi-
olate Rite—Hz'te as well as our then-recent decision

in Lucenl 'Tech.v,, Inc. V. Gateway, Inc, 580 F.3d

1301 (Fed.Cir.2009),FN4 which further expounded
on the entire market value rule. The district court

concluded that the $52 million damages award was

unsupportable and excessive, and granted QCI‘s
motion. Id. at *12—13. Because the district court did

not view l\/Ir. Murtha‘s 6%-per-ODD royalty as

clearly excessive, LaserDynamics was given the

option of a new trial on damages or a remittitur to

$6.2 million, which was calculated using the 6%

royalty rate applied to each ODD sold as part of

QCI‘s laptop computers. Id. at *11—13. LaserDy-

namics declined to accept the remittitur to $6.2 mil-
lion and elected to have a new trial.

C. The Second Trial

Prior to the second trial on damages, QCI re-

newed its objections to the anticipated testimony of

l\/Ir. Murtha concerning his dismissive view of the

existing licenses to the ‘981 Patent, and challenged

his 6% royalty rate based on ODD average price for

being improperly based on non-comparable licens-

ing evidence. QCI also expressly challenged l\/Ir.

Murtha‘s 2% royalty applying the entire market

value rule, relying on our decisions in IAzcen! Tech-

nologies, 580 l“.3d 1301, and 5./niloc 5./S/l, Inc. v.

Microsoft (,'orp., 632 F.3d 1292 (l9'ed.Cir.2011).

QCI‘s objections regarding the application of the

entire market value rule were sustained. LaserDy-

namics, Inc. v. Quanta Computer, Inc., No.

2:06—cv—348—TJW—CE, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

42590, at *8 (E.D.Tex. Jan. 7, 2011) (“Mr Murtha‘s

opinions that a reasonable royalty is 2% of the en-

tire market value of a computer, and that a disk
drive constitutes a third of the value of the com-

:nec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Dage 16 ofiagg 15

puter, are excluded.”). The district court permitted

LaserDynamics to put on evidence regarding a 6%

running royalty damages model based on ODD av-

erage price, but subject to certain restrictions re-

garding proof of comparability to the hypothetically

negotiated license. LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta

Computer, Inc., No. 2:06—cv—348—TJW—CE, at 3

(E.D.Tex. Jan. 19, 2011) (“[T]he court DENIES

Quanta‘s cross-motion to preclude Laser from ar-

guing that a running royalty is appropriate.”)',

LaserDynamics, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42590, at

*10 (permitting l\/Ir. Murtha to rely on the 1997 Li-

censing Executive Society survey “to allude to gen-

eral practices, such as preference for a running roy-

alty or a lump sum, but [not to] testify as to the roy-

alty rates discussed in the survey”); id. at *11

(ordering that, if seeking to present licenses as

comparable to the jury, “[i]t is not sufficient to state

that both patents cover optical disk drive techno-

logy. The plaintiff must establish the functionality

enabled by the patent-in-suit as well as the func-

tionality purportedly covered by the licensed patent

and compare their economic importance”).

*9 Before the second trial, QCI also filed a mo-

tion in limine to exclude the 2006 BenQ settlement

agreement from evidence for having its probative

value substantially outweighed by the danger of un-

fair prejudice or confusion of the issues under Fed-

eral Rule of Evidence 403. QCI‘s motion emphas-

ized the unique circumstances of the BenQ settle-

ment that rendered it non-comparable, as it was ex-

ecuted shortly before trial and after BenQ had been

repeatedly sanctioned by the district court. QCI also

challenged the probative value of any per unit roy-

alty rate that might be extrapolated from the BenQ

settlement, which involved only a one time lump

sum royalty payment of $6 million. The district

court denied QCI‘s motion, reasoning that LaserDy-

namics could use the BenQ agreement to “prove up

a per unit royalty rate from the information

provided in the agreement” so as to support its 6%

per ODD royalty rate. LaserDynamics, Inc. v.

Quanta Computer, Inc., No.

2:06—cv—348—TJW—CE, at 3 (E.D.Tex. Jan. 19,
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2011).

In light of these rulings, LaserDynamics

offered testimony that damages should be $10.5

million based on a running royalty of 6% of the av-

erage price of a standalone ODD. While the aver-

age per-unit ODD price utilized in the first trial was

the $28 mask price, LaserDynamics now used a $41

per ODD Value that was calculated based on a relat-

ively small sample of about 9,000 licensed nonin-

fringing drives made by Sony that were sold as re-

placement drives by QCI. In response to QCI‘s ob-

jections, LaserDynamics contended that this in-

creased Value was accurate and reliable because pri-

or to the first trial both QSI and QCI were accused

of inducing infringement. According to LaserDy-

namics, the prices of QSI‘s ODDs and QCI‘s laptop

computers were evaluated to support LaserDynam-

ics‘ damages theory going into the first trial since it

was not until after the district court's rulings in the

Pre—Trz'al Opinion that LaserDynamics dropped its

claims against QSI. Going into the second trial,

however, only QCI was accused of active induce-

ment, and so the price of ODDs sold by QCI be-

came a more central issue. Since QCI does not it-

self make and sell standalone ODDs, and since QCI

presented no representative sales price, LaserDy-

namics used the average price of the replacement

ODDs sold by QCI. QCI nevertheless contends that

this $41 price is far too high since the evidence is

undisputed that mask price of $28 paid by QCI is

always higher than the actual price of the ODD.

QCI‘s expert testified that the appropriate dam-

ages amount was a lump sum payment of $1.2 mil-

lion, based in large part on the fact that none of the

now twenty-nine licenses in evidence (excluding

the BenQ settlement) exceeded lump sum amounts

of $1 million. Based on evidence that QCI could

have switched from QSI drives to other licensed

ODD suppliers to avoid infringement at a cost of

$600,000, QCI‘s expert also opined that QCI would

have paid twice that amount to have the freedom to

use ODDs from any supplier.

*10 The jury ultimately awarded a lump sum

:nec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Dage 17 ojaagg 16

amount of $8.5 million in damages. QCI moved for

JMOL on the grounds that the hypothetical negoti-

ation date had been improperly set as August 2006,

that the evidence at trial did not support the jury's

award of $8.5 million, and that LaserDynamics had

failed to offer proof at trial to support its $10.5 mil-

lion damages theory. The district court denied

QCI‘s motion for JMOL.

=1==1==1=

LaserDynamics appealed the district court's

granting QCI‘s motion for a new trial and/or re-

mittitur based on the entire market value rule. QCI

cross-appealed the district court's denial of a new

trial on the alternative ground of the district court's

allegedly prejudicial instruction to the jury. QCI

also cross-appealed the district court's entry of sum-

mary judgment on the issues of implied license and

patent exhaustion, its denial of QCI‘s motion for

JMOL of non-infringement following the first trial,

and its denial of QCI‘s motion for JMOL following

the second trial. We have jurisdiction pursuant to

28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(1).

III. DISCUSSION

[lj[2j[3j[4j For issues not unique to patent law,

we apply the law of the regional circuit where this

appeal would otherwise lie, which in this case is the

Fifth Circuit. 2'41’ Lid. P’s}2z'p v. M'1'c~rr).s'Q/i (.'0rp., 598

1*‘.3d 831, 841 (1“cd.Cir.2010). Thus, the grant or
denial of a motion for a remittitur or a new trial is

reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Bmmnemanrz v.

Term Infll, Inc, 975 F.2d 175, 177 (5th Cir.1992)',

Bonura v. Sea Land Serv., Inc., 505 F.2d 665,669

(5th Cir.1974). Evidentiary rulings are reviewed for

an abuse of discretion. [fldilSTI'ié?S Magromer (‘mer-

as Y Pz'eIe.s' S .141. v. L51. }3’a_v01e Furs, 293 F.3d 912,

924 (5th Ci1‘.2002). Decisions on motions for sum-

mary judgment and JMOL are reviewed de novo.

Cambridge '1’ ’0xic0l0gy Group V. 1L'xnici0,s', 495 l“.3d

169, 173, 179 (5th Cir.2007).

For reasons explained in detail below, we hold:

(a) that the district court properly granted a new tri-

al on damages following the first jury verdict‘, (b)

that the district court erred in finding that QCI does
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not have an implied license to assemble and sell

laptops using ODDs purchased Via Philips and

Sony/NEC/Optiarc; (c) that the district court prop-

erly denied QCI‘s motion for JMOL of non-

infringement; (d) that the district court‘s jury in-
struction does not alone warrant a new trial on liab-

ility; (e) that the district court erred by setting the

hypothetical negotiation date as August 2006; (f)

that the district court erred in admitting the BenQ

settlement agreement into evidence; and (g) that the

district court erred in permitting Mr. Murtha to of-

fer his opinion concerning a 6% per ODD running

royalty rate based on ODD average price as a prop-

er measure of reasonable royalty damages in the
second trial. We address each of these issues in

turn.

A. The District Court Properly Granted a New Trial

on Damages

LaserDynamics contends that the district court

erred by granting QCI‘s motion for a new trial on

damages after the conclusion of the first trial. Es-

sentially, LaserDynamics believes that the district

court was precluded from ordering a new trial un-

der the circumstances, since QCI never raised its

entire market value rule argument until after the

jury verdict; and thereby waived any right to seek a

new trial to rectify that error. Moreover; LaserDy-

namics denies that it improperly relied on the entire

market value rule during the first trial, but contends

that it instead used a permissible “product value ap-

portionment” method. LaserDynamics Br. at 36-44.

We disagree with both of LaserDynamics‘ argu-
ments.

1. The Entire Market Value Rule

*11 We begin by noting that some products are

made of many different components; one or more

of which components may be covered by an asser-

ted patent, while other components are not. This is

especially true for electronic devices; which may

include dozens of distinct components; many of

which may be separately patented, the patents often

being owned by different entities. To assess how

much value each patented and non-patented com-

:nec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Dage 18 oiaagg 17

ponent individually contributes to the overall end

product—e.g., a personal computer—can be an ex-

ceedingly difficult and error-prone task.

[5] By statute; reasonable royalty damages are

deemed the minimum amount of infringement dam-

ages “adequate to compensate for the infringe-

ment.” 35 USC. § 284. Such damages must be

awarded “for the use made of the invention by the

infringer.” Id. Where small elements of multi-

component products are accused of infringement,

calculating a royalty on the entire product carries a

considerable risk that the patentee will be improp-

erly compensated for non-infringing components of

that product. Thus, it is generally required that roy-

alties be based not on the entire product, but instead

on the “smallest salable patent-practicing unit.”
Comell Univ. v. Hewlett Pac/azrd (31)., 609

F.Supp.2d 279, 283, 287-88 (N.D.N.Y.2009)

(explaining that “counsel would have wisely aban-

doned a royalty base claim encompassing a product

with significant non-infringing components. The lo-

gical and readily available alternative was the smal-

lest salable infringing unit with close relation to the

claimed invention—namely the processor itself .”).

[6][7l The entire market value rule is a narrow

exception to this general rule. If it can be shown

that the patented feature drives the demand for an

entire multi-component product, a patentee may be

awarded damages as a percentage of revenues or

profits attributable to the entire product. Rite [1ire,

56 F.3d at 154‘), 1551. In other words, “[t]he entire

market value rule allows for the recovery of dam-

ages based on the value of an entire apparatus con-

taining several features, when the feature patented

constitutes the basis for customer demand.” Lucent,

580 l“.3d at 1336 (quoting 3”l/Mi Afljg. Co. v. 1.Jura

()‘orp., 789 F.2d 895, 901 (Fed.Cir.1986)). The en-

tire market value rule is derived from Supreme

Court precedent requiring that “the patentee must

in every case give evidence tending to separate or

apportion the defendant's profits and the patentee‘s

damages between the patented feature and the un-

patented features, and such evidence must be reli-
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able and tangible, and not conjectural or speculat-

iVe.” Gc;rre1!.s'(2n V, Clark, 111 U.S. 120, 121, 4 S.Ct.

291, 28 13.12-‘d. 371 (1884). The Court explained that

“the entire Value of the whole machine, as a mar-

ketable article, [must be] properly and legally at-

tributable to the patented feature.” Id.

['8'] In effect, the entire market Value rule acts

as a check to ensure that the royalty damages being

sought under 35 U.S.C. § 284 are in fact

“reasonable” in light of the technology at issue. We

haVe consistently maintained that “

royalty analysis requires a court to hypothesize, not

to speculate.... [T]he trial court must carefully tie

proof of damages to the claimed inVention‘s foot-

print in the market place.” 1€esQ;Vei.com, Inc. v.

1',ansa, Inc, 594 F.3d 860, 869 (Fed.Cir.2010). A

damages theory must be based on “sound economic

and factual predicates.” Rfles V. Shell ExpI()rcz£I'(m

& Prod. C0,, 298 1“.3d 1302, 1311 (l“cd.Cir.2002).
The entire market Value rule arose and eVolVed to

limit the permissible scope of patentees‘ damages
theories.

a reasonable

*12 Importantly, the requirement to proVe that

the patented feature driVes demand for the entire

product may not be aVoided by the use of a Very

small royalty rate. We recently rejected such a con-

tention, raised again in this case by LaserDynamics,

and clarified that “[t]he Supreme Court and this

court‘s precedents do not allow consideration of the

entire market Value of accused products for minor

patent improVements simply by asserting a low

enough royalty rate.” 1./.m'1'oc, 632 l“.3d at 1319-20

(explaining that statements in Lucent suggesting

otherwise were taken out of context). We reaffirm

that in any case inVolVing multi-component

products, patentees may not calculate damages

based on sales of the entire product, as opposed to

the smallest salable patent-practicing unit, without

showing that the demand for the entire product is

attributable to the patented feature.

Regardless of the chosen royalty rate, one way

in which the error of an improperly admitted entire

market Value rule theory manifests itself is in the
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disclosure of the reVenues earned by the accused in-

fringer associated with a complete product rather

than the patented component only. In Uniloc, we

observed that such disclosure to the jury of the

oVerall product reVenues “cannot help but skew the

damages horizon for the jury, regardless of the con-

tribution of the patented component to this reVen-

ue.” Id. at 1320 (noting that “the $19 billion cat was

neVer put back into the bag,” and that neither cross-

examination nor a curatiVe jury instruction could

haVe offset the resulting unfair prejudice). Admis-

sion of such oVerall reVenues, which haVe no

demonstrated correlation to the Value of the paten-

ted feature alone, only serve to make a patentee‘s

proffered damages amount appear modest by com-

parison, and to artificially inflate the jury's damages

calculation beyond that which is “adequate to com-

pensate for the infringement.” Id.; see 35 U.S.C. §
284.

Turning to the facts of this case, LaserDynam-

ics and Mr. Murtha unquestionably adVanced an en-

tire market Value rule theory in the first trial. Mr.

Murtha opined that a 2% running royalty applied to

QCI‘s total reVenues from sales of laptop computers

in the United States—$2.53 billion—was an appro-

priate and reasonable royalty. The resulting figure

presented to the jury was $52.1 million, and the

jury awarded damages in nearly that exact amount.

Whether called “product Value apportionment” or

anything else, the fact remains that the royalty was

expressly calculated as a percentage of the entire

market Value of a laptop computer rather than a pat-

ent-practicing ODD alone. This, by definition, is an

application of the entire market Value rule.

[9] LaserDynamics‘ use of the entire market

Value rule was impermissible, howeVer, because

LaserDynamics failed to present eVidence showing

that the patented disc discrimination method droVe

demand for the laptop computers. It is not enough

to merely show that the disc discrimination method

is Viewed as Valuable, important, or eVen essential

to the use of the laptop computer. Nor is it enough

to show that a laptop computer without an ODD
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practicing the disc discrimination method would be

commercially unviable. Were this sufficient, a

plethora of features of a laptop computer could be

deemed to drive demand for the entire product. To

name a few, a high resolution screen, responsive

keyboard, fast wireless network receiver, and ex-

tended-life battery are all in a sense important or

essential features to a laptop computer‘, take away

one of these features and consumers are unlikely to

select such a laptop computer in the marketplace.

But proof that consumers would not want a laptop

computer without such features is not tantamount to

proof that any one of those features alone drives the

market for laptop computers. Put another way, if

given a choice between two otherwise equivalent

laptop computers, only one of which practices op-

tical disc discrimination, proof that consumers

would choose the laptop computer having the disc

discrimination functionality says nothing as to

whether the presence of that functionality is what

motivates consumers to buy a laptop computer in

the first place. It is this latter and higher degree of

proof that must exist to support an entire market

value rule theory.

*13 Our decision in Lucent is illustrative.

There, the patent at issue involved a helpful and

convenient “date picker” feature that was being

used within the grand scheme of Microsoft's Out-

look email software. We held that because the pat-

ented feature was “but a tiny feature of one part of

a much larger software program,” a royalty could

not be properly calculated based on the value of the

entire Outlook program because “there was no

evidence that anybody anywhere at any time ever

bought Outlook because it had [the patented]

date picker.” Lucenl, 580 F.3d at 1332-33

(emphasis added).

In this case, Mr. Murtha never conducted any

market studies or consumer surveys to ascertain

whether the demand for a laptop computer is driven

by the patented technology. On the record before

us, the patented method is best understood as a use-

ful commodity-type feature that consumers expect
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will be present in all laptop computers. There is no
evidence that this feature alone motivates con-

sumers to purchase a laptop computer, such that the

value of the entire computer can be attributed to the

patented disc discrimination method. As the district

court aptly stated, “[a]t best,” LaserDynamics

proved only that “almost all computers sold in the

retail market include optical disc drives and that

customers would be hesitant to purchase computers

without an optical disc drive.” New Trial Op. at

*l0. The district court correctly found that this

evidence fails to satisfy the requirements of our

precedent to support the usage of the entire market

value rule when calculating reasonable royalty

damages.

[10] Furthermore, Mr. Murtha‘s one-third ap-

portionment to bring his royalty rate down from 6%

per ODD to 2% per laptop computer appears to

have been plucked out of thin air based on vague

qualitative notions of the relative importance of the

ODD technology. The district court correctly con-

cluded that “[a]lthough [LaserDynamics] argues

that the many activities that may be performed on a

computer using a disk drive, such as playing

movies, music and games, transferring documents,

backing up files, and installing software comprise a

third of the value of a computer, [Mr. Murtha] of-

fers no credible economic analysis to support that

conclusion.” LaserDynamics, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEX-

IS 42590, at *6. This complete lack of economic

analysis to quantitatively support the one-third ap-

portionment echoes the kind of arbitrariness of the

“25% Rule” that we recently and emphatically re-

jected from damages experts, and would alone jus-

tify excluding Mr. Murtha‘s opinions in the first tri-

al. Cf Um':’.0c, 632 F.3d at 1318 (“Gemini‘s starting

point of a 25 percent royalty had no relation to the

facts of the case, and as such, was arbitrary, unreli-

able, and irrelevant. The use of such a rule fails to

pass muster under Daubert and taints the jury's

damages calculation”).

[1 lj Finally, we reject the contention that prac-

tical and economic necessity compelled LaserDy-
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namics to base its royalty on the price of an entire

laptop computer. LaserDynamics Br. at 15-18.

LaserDynamics emphasizes that QCI is in the busi-

ness of assembling and selling complete laptop

computers, not independent ODDs, and that QCI

does not track the prices, revenues, or profits asso-

ciated with individual components. Likewise,

LaserDynamics points out that QCI purchases

ODDs for a “mask price,” which the district court

described as “nominal” and essentially “an account-

ing fiction” that offers “little eVidence of the driVes‘

actual Value.” LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Com-

puter, Inc., No. 2:O6—cV—348—TJW—CE (E.D.Tex.

Jan. 21, 2011). LaserDynamics further points to Mr.

Murtha‘s testimony that, in his prior experience

working in patent licensing at IBM, IBM would of-

ten base royalties on entire products to address such

accounting difficulties. Thus, LaserDynamics con-

cludes that the parties would haVe had to use the

Value of the entire laptop computer as the royalty

base in structuring a hypothetical license agree-

ment, as it reflects the only true market Value of

anything that QCI sells.

*14 LaserDynamics oVerlooks that a per-unit

running royalty is not the only form of a reasonable

royalty that the parties might haVe agreed to in a

hypothetical negotiation. An alternate form is eVid-

enced by the many license agreements to the ‘Q81

l—’atcnt in the record for lump sum royalties that are

not calculated as a percentage of any component or

product, which immediately belies the argument

that using a laptop computer as the royalty base is

“necessary.” LaserDynamics‘ necessity argument
also fails to address the fundamental concern of the

entire market Value rule, since permitting LaserDy-

namics to use a laptop computer royalty base does

not ensure that the royalty rate applied thereto does

not oVerreach and encompass components not

coVered by the patent. That is, if difficulty in pre-

cisely identifying the Value of the ODDs is what

justifies using complete laptop computers as the

royalty base, when it comes time to then apportion

a royalty rate that accounts for the ODD contribu-

tion only, the exceedingly difficult and error-prone
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task of discerning the ODD‘s Value relatiVe to all

other components in the laptop remains.

MoreoVer, LaserDynamics proVides no reason

that QCI‘s own lack of internal tracking and ac-

counting of indiVidual components or its “mask

price” purchases precludes LaserDynamics from

deriVing or obtaining accurate information concern-

ing ODD Values from third parties, industry prac-

tices, etc. LaserDynamics in fact did obtain and use

alternatiVe pricing information from Sony-made

ODDs in the second trial. As explained below, this

Sony-made ODD pricing information was not per

se unreliable, as the jury was entitled to weigh it

against QCI‘s competing Views of appropriate ODD

pricing. Thus, we see no reason to establish a ne-

cessity-based exception to the entire market Value

rule for LaserDynamics in this case.

2. The Grant of a New Trial

[12] HaVing established that LaserDynamics‘

theory of damages was legally unsupportable, we

turn to the question of whether the district court ab-

used its discretion in granting QCI‘s post-Verdict

motion and offering LaserDynamics a choice

between a new damages trial and a remittitur of the

damages Verdict to $6.2 million. While LaserDy-

namics is correct that QCI made no pre-Verdict ob-

jection or raised any challenge whatsoeVer to Mr.

Murtha‘s testimony on an entire market Value rule

theory, under Fifth Circuit law this ostensible

waiVer by QCI does not preclude the district court

from exercising its discretion to consider the issue.

See Garriott V. NC5Qft Corp., 661 l*‘.3d 243 (5th

Cir.201 1) (finding that an otherwise waiVed argu-

ment made in a motion for a new trial was properly

addressed and preserVed when the district court ex-
ercised its discretion to consider the issue in its

opinion denying the motion).

[13] The Fifth Circuit has determined that “[a]
district court has discretion to consider new theor-

ies raised for the first time in a post-trial brief,

and an issue first presented to the district court in a

post-trial brief is properly raised below when the
district court exercises its discretion to consider the
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issue.” Qzwst Meclicazzl, Inc. v. /lpprill, .90 1".3d

1080, 1087 (5th Cir.1996) (citations omitted). In

this case, whether or not the district court could

haVe deemed QCI‘s entire market Value rule argu-

ments waiVed and ignored them, it did not. In light

of QCI‘s post-trial briefing, the district court identi-

fied the error of permitting the entire market Value

rule theory to go to the jury, and exercised its dis-
cretion to correct the error. We find no abuse of

discretion in the district court‘s decision to grant

QCI‘s motion for a remittitur or a new trial under

these circumstances, and we therefore affirm the

district court on this point.

B. QCI Has an Implied License to Assemble

Laptops Using ODDs from QSI Via Philips and

Sony/NEC/Optiarc

*15 [14] QCI contends that it has an implied li-

cense to assemble laptop computers for its custom-

ers that include the accused ODDs assembled by

QSI for Philips or Sony/NEC/Optiarc, pursuant to

Philips‘s and Sony/NEC/Optiarc‘s “haVe made”

rights under their patent license agreements with

LaserDynamics. The QSI-assembled ODDs at issue

are sold by Philips or Sony/NEC/Optiarc either dir-

ectly to QCI or indirectly to QCI Via QCI‘s custom-

ers such as Dell and HP, as directed by QCI‘s cus-

tomers. “The existence vel nan of an implied li-

cense is a question of law that we reView de nava. ”

zlnfan,/Bauc?1*, Inc. V. FAG, Ltd, 329 I’.3d 1343,

1348 (Fed.Cir.2003).

At oral argument before this court, counsel for

QCI explained that the Vast majority of the al-

legedly infringing ODDs would be coVered under

QCI‘s implied license theory, and that QCI‘s argu-

ments concerning patent exhaustion pertain to only

those same ODDs. Oral Arg. at 0:30-1:30, avail-

able at http:// oralargu-

ments.cafc.uscourts.goV/default.aspx?f1=20

11—1440.mp3. Because we find that QCI has an im-

plied license, bdg) not reach QCI‘s patent exhaus-
tion arguments.

The district court relied solely on Du Pan!

de N(m«2aur,s' 6’; Co. v. Shell Oil Ca, 498 A.2d 1108
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(1,)cl.1.985), in finding that “the Quanta defendants

do not haVe an implied license with respect to

driVes that are manufactured by QSI and eVentually

sold to QCI (or another Quanta entity), notwith-

standing the fact that those driVes are sold through

Philips or

[LaserDynamics‘] licensees.” Pre—Trz'al Op. at *4

(citing Du Pant, 498 F.3d at 1116). According to

the district court, “[t]he effect of such transactions

is to grant an impermissible sublicense.” Id. We

disagree.

In Du Pant, E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and

Company, Inc. (“Du Pont”) had entered into a li-

cense agreement with Shell Oil Company (“Shell”)

permitting Shell to “make, haVe made, use and sell

for use or resale” an insecticide product coVered by

Du Pont‘s patent. 498 A.2d at 1110. The license

agreement expressly prohibited any sublicensing by

Shell. Id. Union Carbide Agricultural Corporation,

Inc. (“Union Carbide”) later sought permission

from Shell to produce the patented insecticide, but

Shell declined due to the prohibition on sublicens-

ing in its licensed agreement with Du Pont. Id. at

1111. Instead, Shell and Union Carbide came up

with the following arrangement: (1) Union Carbide
would manufacture the insecticide under the “haVe

made” proVision of the license agreement between

Shell and Du Pont, then (2) Shell would immedi-

ately sell back the insecticide to Union Carbide pur-

suant to Shell‘s right to “sell for use or resale.” la’.
at 1111. The minimum amounts of insecticide that

Union Carbide agreed to make and the minimum

amounts that Shell agreed to sell back to Union
Carbide were identical. la’. at 1115-16. The Su-

preme Court of Delaware deemed this arrangement

an impermissible sublicense, rather than a permiss-
ible exercise of Shell's “haVe made” and “sell”

rights, because “ultimately, Union Carbide was pro-

ducing [the insecticide], not for Shell, but rather for

itself.” Id. (citing Carey V. 4’./nifed S'tafe,s*, 164 Ct.Cl.

304, 326 F.2d 975, 979 (Ct.C1.1964) (explaining

that “the test is, whether the production is by or for

the use of the original licensee or for the subli-

censee himself or for someone else”)).
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*16 The case before us presents a different

situation from that in Du Pant. The ODDs provided

to QCI Via Philips and Sony/NEC/Optiarc were un-

doubtedly assembled by QSI for Philips and Sony/

NEC/Optiarc, not for QSI or QCI. Even though the

ODDs made by QSI were in reality shipped directly

from QSI to QCI, the substance of the transactions

make clear that QSI‘s manufacture of the ODDs

was limited to the needs and requests of Philips and

Sony/NEC/Optiarc. QSI had no unfettered ability to
make more ODDs than were ordered from it. Noth-

ing in the record suggests that this overall arrange-

ment is designed to circumvent the terms of the pat-

ent licenses between LaserDynamics and Philips or

Sony/NEC/Optiarc. Indeed, the shipping and manu-

facturing arrangements involved in this case reflect

typical on-time delivery logistics of modern indus-

trial reality.

The apposite precedent is our decision in Cyri.>c

Carp. V. Inter! (','arp,, 77 F.3d 1381 (Fe(i.Cir.I9‘)6).

That case involved Cyrix Corporation (“Cyrix”), a

designer and seller of microprocessors, contracting

with other companies to manufacture integrated cir-

cuit chips containing the Cyrix-designed micropro-

cessors, then selling the chips back to Cyrix. Id. at

1383. Cyrix used manufacturers that were licensed

under patents owned by Intel, including

SGS—Thomson Microelectronics, Inc. (“ST”). Id.

ST had acquired by assignment a license from Intel

“to make, have made [and] sell” the patented

chips. Id. ST could not itself fulfill Cyrix‘s orders,

however, and, relying on its “have made” rights, ar-

ranged for its Italian non-subsidiary affiliate com-

pany (“ST—Italy”) to manufacture the chips, which

ST then sold to Cyrix. Id. The district court distin-

guished this situation from that in Du Pant and held

that ST did not exceed its rights under the Intel li-

cense by having ST—Italy make the chips for ST to

sell to Cyrix. Id. at 1384. Cyrix and ST were both

found to not infringe Intel's patents on this basis.

We affirmed, rejecting Intel's argument that the

arrangement among ST, ST—Italy, and Cyrix was a

mere paper transaction—a “sham” designed to cir-
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cumvent Intel's license to ST. Id. at 1387-88. We

endorsed the district court's reasoning that, unlike

in Du Pant, “[t]he production of the [chips] is for

the use of ST, the original licensee, and not for the

use of ST—Italy.” Id. at 1387. As we explained, “[i]f

the facts in this case had been that Cyrix made the

product for ST under ST‘s ‘have made’ rights and

then ST sold the product back to Cyrix, then they

would have been analogous to those in du Pant, but
those are not our facts.” Id. at 1388.

[15] This case likewise presents no “sham”

transaction as in Du Pant. QSI made the ODDs at
issue here to fulfill bona fide orders from licensees

Philips and Sony/NEC/Optiarc. The ODDs were

then sold to QCI by the licensees. QCI did not

make the ODDs for Philips or Sony/NEC/Optiarc

and then immediately purchase the ODDs back so

as to effectively receive a sublicense and obtain as

many ODDs as it wanted. Rather, as in Cyrix, the

manufacture of the ODDs by QSI and their eventual

sale to QCI for incorporation into laptop computers,

all via Philips and Sony/NEC/Optiarc, were legit-

imate and separate business transactions that did

not expand or circumvent the patent licenses. Id. at

1387-88 (“The two agreements, one permitting

ST—Italy to manufacture microprocessors for ST

and the other providing for ST‘s sale of micropro-

cessors to Cyrix, were separate business transac-

tions.”). Both the manufacture and sale of the
ODDs were valid exercises of the “have made” and

“sell” rights, respectively, under the license agree-

ments in this case. We therefore conclude that QCI

has an implied license to the '98] Patent with re-

spect to the ODDs made by QSI and sold to QCI

via Philips or Sony/NEC/Optiarc.

C. The District Court Properly Denied QCI‘s Mo-

tion for JMOL of Non—Infringement

*17 [16] QCI contends that LaserDynamics‘

evidence at the first trial was inadequate to prove

direct infringement by end users of the accused

laptops of asserted claim 3 under the district court‘s

claim constructions. As discussed above, claim 3

requires, inter alia, the steps of “processing an op-
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tical signal reflected from encoded pits on an optic-

al disk until total number of data layers and pit con-

figuration standard of the optical disk is identified”

and “collating the processed optical signal with an

optical disk standard data which is stored in a

memory.” The district court construed the phrase

“encoded pits on an optical disc” to mean

“depression[s] in the surface of the disc which rep-

resent[ ] data or information” Markman Order, at

*l3. The step of “collating the processed optical

signal with an optical disk standard data which is

stored in a memory” was construed to mean

“comparing the processed optical signal with an op-

tical disk standard data stored on a memory.” Id. at
"‘lS.

QCI does not challenge the district court‘s

claim constructions, but only whether the trial re-

cord supports the jury's Verdict of infringement.

Contrary to QCl‘s argument, nothing in these claim

constructions dictates that the arrangement of de-

pressions be “identified” or “recognized” in any

particular manner. Substantial eVidence exists to

show that the industry standards for Various optical

discs require specified arrangements of the depres-

sions horizontally as well as specified depths of the

data layers. The record amply supports that the

depth of the data layer precisely correlates to the pit

configuration arrangement, such that the measure-

ment of the depth (Via a counter Value) is a meas-

urement of the pit arrangement. Under the claim

constructions, the jury was entitled to find infringe-

ment on this basis, and we therefore affirm the dis-

trict court's denial of QCl‘s motion for JMOL of

non-infringement.

D. The District Court‘s Jury Instruction Does Not

Alone Warrant a New Trial on Liability

As discussed aboVe, upon perceiVing a change

in position by QCI concerning the frequency with

which QCl‘s ODDs were obtained Via a buy/sell ar-

rangement, the district judge instructed the jury as

follows: “this constitutes a significant change in the

testimony, and no documents haVe been produced

to support that, and that you may take this instruc-
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tion into account in judging the credibility of all of

this witness‘ testimony and all other Quanta Com-

puter‘s positions in this case.” A34—35. QCI con-

tends that this instruction so unfairly prejudiced

QCI that only a new trial could rectify the error.

[l7j[l8j[l9j[20j Since QCI did not object at

trial, we reView the district court's instruction for

plain error. Rodriguez V. Ifiiddeff Sports, Inc. 242

F.3d 567, 579 (5th Cir.200l). Plain error is “clear”

or “obVious” and must affect substantial rights. Id.

(quoting I,Inz'ied Slales V, (7aIve;”Iej», 37 F.3d 160,

162-64 (5th (;‘i1‘.l994)). Such error is reVersible

only if it “seriously affect[s] the fairness, integrity,

or public reputation of judicial proceedings.” Id.

(citations omitted). Although a district court is af-
forded broad discretion oVer the manner in which

trial is conducted, and may intervene to help ex-

pand upon or clarify witness testimony and eVid-

ence, such intervention “may not come at the cost

of strict impartiality.” Id. (quoting Unflea’ S£c1!e.s' V.

Saenz. 134 l*‘.3d 697, 702 (5th Cir.l998)). Thus,

“[i]n reViewing a claim that the trial court appeared

partial, this court must determine whether the

judge's behaVior was so prejudicial that it denied

the [defendant] a fair, as opposed to a perfect, tri-

al.” Id. (citations and internal quotation marks

omitted). In performing this reView, we must con-

sider the district court‘s actions in light of the entire

trial record and consider the totality of the circum-

stances. Sacenz, 134 F.3d at 702.

"18 [21] Our reView of the record shows that

QCI made different representations concerning the

frequency with which its ODD purchases were

made Via buy/sell arrangements. It is not the same

to suggest that a certain method is “one way” busi-

ness is done when in fact it is the predominant

way—85% of the time—that business is done. NeV-

ertheless, the district court‘s response to this poten-

tial inconsistency was harsh and prejudicial to QCI.

The question of whether there was any inconsist-

ency here, and the associated questions of credibil-

ity, should haVe been for the jury to decide. It is

one thing to point out a potential inconsistency to
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the jury and to raise an associated question of cred-

ibility. But it was error to instruct the jury to “take

this instruction into account in judging the credibil-

ity of all other Quanta Computer's positions in

this case.” A34—35 (emphasis added).

[221 Notwithstanding whether there was any

inconsistency in QC1‘s positions, on the balance, we
do not View the district court's instruction to consti-

tute plain error that standing alone warrants a new

trial. QCI was given a second trial on the issue of

damages, which cured any prejudice that the district

court‘s instruction might have caused in that regard.

As for infringement liability, a portion of the case

put on through entirely different witnesses, we are

not convinced that the instruction, in context, was

so severe as to prevent QCI from a receiving a

“fair, as opposed to a perfect, trial” on infringe-

ment. Rodriguez, 242 F.3d at 579 (citations omit-

ted). However, if the same testimony is introduced

at a subsequent trial, the court must leave to the

jury the decision whether any inconsistency exists.

E. The District Court Erred By Setting the Hypo-

thetical Negotiation Date as August 31, 2006

During both trials, QCI was bound by the dis-

trict court's ruling that the hypothetical negotiation

date for purposes of the Georgia—Pacific reason-

able royalty analysis was August 2006—i.e ., when
the lawsuit was filed. The district court reasoned

that since QCI was being accused of active induce-

ment of infringement, which requires knowledge of

the patent, and since QCI was not notified of the

patent until August 2006, this date was when QCI

first became liable to LaserDynamics. Based in

large part on this late date, LaserDynamics‘ expert

Mr. Murtha testified that he disregarded almost all

of LaserDynamics‘ twenty-nine licenses in evidence

that were executed earlier, reasoning that the eco-

nomic landscape had since changed.

[23] We have explained that “[t]he correct de-

termination of [the hypothetical negotiation] date is

essential for properly assessing damages.” [ntegra

I,i/é2.s'cience.s' 1, Ltd. v. Merck K('}c:/1, 331 F.3d 860,

870 (1“cd.Cir.2003). In general, the date of the hy-
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pothetical negotiation is the date that the infringe-

ment began. See Georgia—Pacific~, 318 F.Supp. at

1123. We have consistently adhered to this prin-

ciple. See, e.g., ;—’1pp:’.ied Med. Res, Corp. V. I./",8.

Surgical (.'orp., 435 F.3d 1356, 1363464

(1“cd.Ci1’.2()06) (“[T]he hypothetical negotiation

relates to the date of first infringement.”)', State In-

dus., Inc. V. 11101” Flo [r1d'us., 1:40., 883 1’.2d 1573,

1580 (Fed.Cir.1‘)8‘)) (“The determination of a reas-

onable royalty [is based] on what a willing li-

censor and licensee would bargain for at hypothet-

ical negotiations on the date infringement started.”).

"19 12411251126] We have also been careful to

distinguish the hypothetical negotiation date from

other dates that trigger infringement liability. For

example, the six-year limitation on recovery of past

damages under 35 U.S.(;‘. § 286 does not preclude

the hypothetical negotiation date from taking place

on the date infringement began, even if damages

cannot be collected until some time later. See 1/1/"(mg

Labs., Inc. V foshiba Corp, 993 1“.2d 858, 870

(Fed.Cir.1993). Similarly, the failure to mark a pat-

ented product or prove actual notice of the patent

pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 287 precludes the recovery

of damages prior to the marking or notice date, but

the hypothetical negotiation date may nevertheless

be properly set before marking or notice occurs. Id.

(“[T]he court confused limitation on damages due
to lack of notice with determination of the time

when damages first began to accrue, and it is the

latter which is controlling in a hypothetical royalty

determination”). In sum, “[a] reasonable royalty

determination for purposes of making a damages

evaluation must relate to the time infringement oc-

curred, and not be an after-the-fact assessment.”

Rites V, Shah’. Exploration & Prod, (_)’o., 298 F.3d

1302, 1313 (l“cd.Cir.2002) (citing Ilamon V. .»’lipim>.

Valley Ski /lrea, Inc, 718 1“.2d 107:3, 1079

(Fed.Cir.1983) (“The key element in setting a reas-

onable royalty is the necessity for return to the

date when the infringement began.”)).

[27j[28j [291 Here, there is no dispute that

while QCI first became liable for active inducement
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of infringement in August 2006, QCI‘s sales of ac-

cused laptop computers into the United States

began causing the underlying direct infringement

by end users in 2003. From the premise that the hy-

pothetical negotiation must focus on the “date when

the infringement began,” Ila/mom, 718 1“.2d at 1079,

we note that active inducement of infringement is,

by definition, conduct that causes and encourages

infringement. 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) (“Whoever act-

ively induces infringement of a patent shall be li-

able as an infringer”). While active inducement can

ultimately lead to direct infringement, absent direct

infringement there is no compensable harm to a

patentee. See /lro A«I:i‘:q. (R). v. (..:'<)nverIible '[’()p Re-

pfcwerivent (70,, 377 US. 476, 500, 84 S.Ct. 1526,

12 L.1jd.2d 457 (1964) (“It is true that a contribut-

ory infringer is a species of joint-tortfeasor, who is
held liable because he has contributed with another

to the causing of a single harm to the plaintiff”).

Thus, we hold that in the context of active induce-

ment of infringement, a hypothetical negotiation is

deemed to take place on the date of the first direct

infringement traceable to QCI‘s first instance of in-

ducement conductin this case, 2003.

Our holding is consistent with the purpose of

the hypothetical negotiation framework, which

seeks to discern the Value of the patented techno-

logy to the parties in the marketplace when in-

fringement began. In considering the fifteen Geor-

gz'a—Paczfic factors, it is presumed that the parties

had full knowledge of the facts and circumstances

surrounding the infringement at that time. Indeed,

the basic question posed in a hypothetical negoti-

ation is: if, on the eve of infringement, a willing li-

censor and licensee had entered into an agreement

instead of allowing infringement of the patent to

take place, what would that agreement be? This

question cannot be meaningfully answered unless

we also presume knowledge of the patent and of the

infringement at the time the accused inducement

conduct began. Were we to permit a later notice

date to serve as the hypothetical negotiation date,

the damages analysis would be skewed because, as

a legal construct, we seek to pin down how the pro-
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spective infringement might have been avoided via
an out-of-court business solution. See W(2rd3ec}2

Svs. V. 2'2/zfegrated Nefw0rI'cs* S0/1m'0n,s*, 2’;/Ic., 609

F.3d 1308, 1319 (Fed.Cir.2010) (“The hypothetical

negotiation ‘attempts to ascertain the royalty upon

which the parties would have agreed had they suc-

cessfully negotiated an agreement just before in-

fringement began,’ and ‘necessarily involves an

element of approximation and uncertainty.’ “

(quoting Lucem, 580 1*‘.3d at 1324-25)). It also

makes sense that in each case there should be only

a single hypothetical negotiation date, not separate

dates for separate acts of infringement, and that a

direct infringer or someone who induced infringe-

ment should pay the same reasonable royalty based

on a single hypothetical negotiation analysis.

"20 Lastly, QCI points out that the accused

ODDs were manufactured by QSI as early as 2001,

and urges us to deem 2001 the date of first infringe-

ment for the hypothetical negotiation. However, it

is QCI that is accused of active inducement here,

and the record shows that QCI and QSI are related

but independently operated companies, and that

QCI does not own a controlling interest in QSI.

Thus, there is no basis on which to further push

back the hypothetical negotiation date to 2001. See

Bi‘vIC'1€es., [ma v. ["aymenteci'1, LP, 498 l“.3d 1373,

1380-82 (Fed.Cir.2007) (declining to impute re-

sponsibility for allegedly infringing conduct from

one party to another).

Because our decision alters the time period

when the analysis under Georgz'a—Paczfic is to take

place, we remand for a new trial on damages pursu-

ant to the 2003 hypothetical negotiation date with

respect to those accused laptop computers not en-

compassed by QCI‘s implied license as discussed
above.

F. The District Court Erred in Admitting the BenQ

Settlement Agreement

[30] Before the second trial, QCI filed a motion

in limine seeking to exclude the 2006 LaserDynam-

ics—BenQ settlement agreement from evidence pur-

suant to Federal Rule of ljvidciicc 403. QCI‘s mo-
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tion emphasized the unique circumstances of the

BenQ settlement, which was entered into on the eve

of trial after BenQ had been repeatedly sanctioned

by the district court. We conclude that the district

court abused its discretion in denying QCl‘s motion

and allowing the agreement into evidence.

Rule 403 provides for the exclusion of other-

wise relevant evidence when the probative value of

that evidence is substantially outweighed by the

danger of unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, or

misleading the jury. Along these lines, Federal Time

of ljvidcncc 408 specifically prohibits the admis-

sion of settlement offers and negotiations offered to

prove the amount of damages owed on a claim. The

propriety of using prior settlement agreements to

prove the amount of a reasonable royalty is ques-

tionable. See, e.g., I61/ede v. l'i”esic:()II, 130 U.S. 152,

164, 9 S.Ct. 463, 32 l,.F.d. 888 (1889) (“[A] pay-

ment of any sum in settlement of a claim for an al-

leged infringement cannot be taken as a standard to

measure the value of the improvements patented, in

determining the damages sustained by the owners

of the patent in other cases of infringement.”)',

Deere cf’ (70. V, Ina’! Hcz;”ve.s'Ier (70, ., 710 F.2d

1551, 1557 (l“cd.Ci1".1983) (holding that “as the

White license was negotiated against a backdrop of

continuing litigation and [defendant's] infringement

of the Schreiner patent, the district court could

properly discount the probative value of the White

license with regard to a reasonable royalty”); see

also Ilamon, 718 l“.2d at 1078-79 (observing that

“license fees negotiated in the face of a threat of

high litigation costs may be strongly influenced by

a desire to avoid full litigation” and “should not be

considered evidence of an established royalty”

(quoting P.:ma’m't Corp. v. Sla1*zIz'n Bras. Fibre

Works, Inc, 575 l*‘.2d 1152, 1164 n. 11 (6th

Cir.l978) (Markey, J.))). The notion that license

fees that are tainted by the coercive environment of

patent litigation are unsuitable to prove a reason-

able royalty is a logical extension of Geor-

gz'a—Paczfic, the premise of which assumes a volun-

tary agreement will be reached between a willing li-

censor and a willing licensee, with validity and in-
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fringement of the patent not being disputed. See

318 F.Supp. at 1120.

"21 Despite the longstanding disapproval of re-

lying on settlement agreements to establish reason-

able royalty damages, we recently permitted such
reliance under certain limited circumstances. See

Rs2.sQNs2£, 594 F.3d at 870-72 (explaining that a set-

tlement license to the patents-in-suit in a rur1ning

royalty form was “the most reliable license in [the]

record” when compared with other licenses that did

not “even mention[ ] the patents-in-suit or show[ ]

any other discernable link to the claimed techno-

logy”). We permitted consideration of the settle-

ment license on remand, but we cautioned the dis-

trict court to consider the license in its proper con-

text within the hypothetical negotiation framework

to ensure that the reasonable royalty rate reflects
“the economic demand for the claimed techno-

logy.” Id. at 872.

Unlike the license in ResQNet, the BenQ settle-

ment agreement is far from being the “most reliable

license in [the] record.” 594 l<‘.3d at 872. Indeed,

the BenQ settlement agreement appears to be the

least reliable license by a wide margin. The BenQ

settlement agreement was executed shortly before a

trial—a trial in which BenQ would have been at a

severe legal and procedural disadvantage given the

numerous harsh sanctions imposed on it by the dis-

trict court. The $6 million lump sum license fee is

six times larger than the next highest amount paid

for a license to the patent-in-suit, and ostensibly re-
flects not the value of the claimed invention but the

strong desire to avoid further litigation under the

circumstances. LaserDynamics executed twenty-

nine licenses for the patent-in-suit in total, the vast

majority of which are not settlements of active litig-

ation and do not involve the unique coercive cir-

cumstances of the BenQ settlement agreement, and
which are therefore far more reliable indicators of

what willing parties would agree to in a hypothetic-

al negotiation. Additionally, in light of the chan-

ging technological and financial landscape in the

market for ODDs, the BenQ settlement, entered in-
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to a full three years after the hypothetical negoti-

ation date, is in many ways not relevant to the hy-

pothetical negotiation analysis. See Odefics, Inc. v.

Siarage Tech. (.'0rp., 185 F.3d 1259, 1276-77

(Fed.Cir. 1999) (agreeing with the district court that,

for two licenses entered into four and five years

after the date of first infringement, “the age of the

license agreements, in the context of the changing

technology and ‘financial landscape’ at issue, made

those agreements irrelevant for the hypothetical ne-

gotiation analysis). This record stands in stark con-

trast to that in ResQNet, where a lone settlement

agreement stood apart from all other licenses in the

record as being uniquely relevant and reliable. This

case is therefore well outside the limited scope of
circumstances under which we deemed the settle-

ment agreement in ResQNet admissible and probat-

ive. The probative value of the BenQ settlement

agreement is dubious in that it has very little rela-

tion to demonstrated economic demand for the pat-

ented technology, and its probative value is greatly

outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice, confu-

sion of the issues, and misleading the jury.

l<‘cd.R.1L\»'id. 403. Accordingly, we conclude that the

district court abused its discretion by admitting the

BenQ settlement agreement into evidence, and must

exclude the agreement from the proceedings on re-
mand.

G. The District Court Erred in Admitting Mr.

Murtha‘s Opinions Concerning a 6% Royalty Rate
Per $41 ODD

*22 Because we are remanding to the district

court for a new trial on damages under the proper

2003 hypothetical negotiation date, we do not reach

QCI‘s argument that the second jury verdict of an

$8.5 million lump sum lacks evidentiary support, so

as to entitle QCI to a $1.2 million judgment on

damages as a matter of law. However, for the pur-

poses of remand, we do reach QCI‘s Daubert chal-

lenge to Mr. Murtha‘s methodology in the second

trial and find that the district court erred in allowing

the jury to hear his testimony concerning a 6% roy-

alty rate derived from the Sony-made $41 ODDs.
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1. Mr. Murtha‘s Use of the Sony—Made $41 ODDs

QCI argues that Mr. Murtha‘s testimony in the

second trial was unreliable for using a $41 per
ODD value that was calculated based on a relat-

ively small sample of about 9,000 non-infringing

drives made by Sony, not by QSI. QCI Br. at

69-70. We disagree.

LaserDynamics contends that the $41 price of

the Sony ODDs was more appropriate than the $28

mask price used in the first trial with respect to

QSI-made ODDs. According to LaserDynamics,

since QCI does not track prices and revenues of the

ODDs that it buys to incorporate into laptop com-

puters, and does not generally sell stand alone

ODDs, the $41 Sony-made drives that QCI sells as

replacement parts better reflect the market value for

ODDs independent of the completed laptop com-

puters. QCI counters that the $41 price was unreli-

able because it was based on a small sample size of

licensed and therefore non-infringing drives, which

is irrelevant to the price of the accused drives, and

because the record shows that the $28 mask price of

the accused QSI-made drives is always higher than

the price to the consumer.

[31] As the district court explained, “[Mr.

Murtha‘s] approach appears to be a reasonable at-

tempt to value [QCI‘s] drives based on arms-length

transactions. Although the jury may ultimately de-

termine that [Mr. Murtha‘s] approach is unreason-

able, the approach is not subject to a Daubert chal-

lenge. ” LaserDynamics, No.

2:06—cv—348—TJW—CE (E.D.Tex. Jan. 21, 2011).
We conclude that the district court did not abuse its

discretion in declining to exclude Mr. Murtha‘s use

of the $41 Sony-made ODDs on Daubert grounds.

2. Mr. Murtha‘s 6% Royalty Rate Per ODD

QCI contends that Mr. Murtha‘s opinion that a

reasonable royalty in this case would be 6% of each

ODD sold within a laptop computer by QCI was
unreliable under Federal Rule of Evidence 702 and

should have been excluded. We agree.

The first of the fifteen factors in Geor-
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gia—Pacz'fz'c is “the royalties received by the pat-

entee for the licensing of the patent in suit, proving

or tending to prove an established royalty.” 318

F.Supp. at 1120. Actual licenses to the patented

technology are highly probative as to what consti-

tutes a reasonable royalty for those patent rights be-

cause such actual licenses most clearly reflect the

economic value of the patented technology in the

marketplace. See Re.s'QNe£, 594 F.3d at 869 (“[T]he

trial court must carefully tie proof of damages to

the claimed invention‘s footprint in the market

place.”).

*23 When relying on licenses to prove a reas-

onable royalty, alleging a loose or vague comparab-

ility between different technologies or licenses does

not suffice. For example, in Lucent, where the pat-
entee had relied on various licenses in the same

general computer field without proving a relation-

ship to the patented technology or the accused in-

fringing products, we insisted that the “licenses re-

lied upon by the patentee in proving damages [be]

sufficiently comparable to the hypothetical license

at issue in suit,” and noted that the patentee‘s failure

to prove comparability “weighs strongly against the

jury's award” relying on the non-comparable li-

censes. 380 F.3d at 1325, 1332.

Likewise, in ResQNet, the patentee‘s expert

“used licenses with no relationship to the claimed

invention to drive the royalty rate up to unjustified

double-digit levels,” and which had no “other dis-

cernible link to the claimed technology.” 594 F.3d

at 870. We rejected this testimony, holding that the
district court “must consider licenses that are com-

mensurate with what the defendant has appropri-

ated. If not, a prevailing plaintiff would be free to

inflate the reasonable royalty analysis with con-

veniently selected licenses without an economic or

other link to the technology in question.” Id. at

872. On remand, we directed that unrelated licenses
could not be relied on to increase the reasonable

royalty rate above rates that are more clearly linked
to the economic demand for the claimed techno-

logy. id. at 872-73.
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Actual licenses to the patents-in-suit are pro-

bative not only of the proper amount of a reason-

able royalty, but also of the proper form of the roy-

alty structure. In Word-tech Systems, the patentee

relied on thirteen patent licenses that it previously

granted to third parties. (309 1“.3d at 1319. We rejec-

ted the patentee‘s reliance on eleven of the thirteen

licenses for being in the form of a rur1ning royalty

(whereas the patentee had sought a lump sum pay-

ment) and for including royalty rates far lower than

the jury returned. Id. at 1320-21. The remaining

two licenses, although in the form of lump sums,

were also rejected for not describing how the lump

sums were calculated or the type and volume of

products intended to be covered by the licenses.

id. at 1320. We ultimately reversed the $250,000

verdict and remanded for a new trial on damages

because “the verdict was clearly not supported by

the evidence and based only on speculation or

guesswork.” Id. at 1319-22 (citation and internal

quotation marks omitted).

[32] In this case, the district court denied QCI‘s

Daubert motion and permitted l\/Ir. Murtha to testify

concerning his opinion of a 6% rur1ning royalty rate

during the second trial. However, the district court

insisted that LaserDynamics prove that two DVD-

related patent licensing programs and the 1997 Li-

censing Executives Survey relied on by l\/Ir. Murtha

(to the exclusion of the many past licenses for the ‘

981 patent) were sufficiently comparable to the hy-

pothetically negotiated license l\/Ir. Murtha

proffered. LaserDynamics, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

42590, at *8—*1 1.

*24 The district court correctly recognized that

LaserDynamics‘ reliance on the two DVD-related

patent licensing programs and the 1997 Licensing

Executives Survey was problematic, but its ruling

erroneously permitted continued reliance on this

evidence where comparability between it and a hy-

pothetical license to the ‘.981 Patent was absent. The

DVD-related patent licensing programs did not in-
volve the ‘98l Patent, and no evidence shows that it
even involves a disc discrimination method. A652.
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The 1997 licensing survey was even further re-

moved from the patented technology, since it was

not even limited to any particular industry, but

“was across whatever technologies were being li-

censed by the people who responded.” A653—54.

Like the licenses we rejected in ResQNet, this li-

censing evidence relied upon by Mr. Murtha

“simply [has] no place in this case.” 594 1<‘.3d at

871. Relying on this irrelevant evidence to the ex-

clusion of the many licenses expressly for the ‘.981

Patent served no purpose other than to “to increase

the reasonable royalty rate above rates more clearly
linked to the economic demand for the claimed

technology.” Id. at 872-73.

Aside from the BenQ settlement agreement dis-

cussed above, the licenses to the patents-in-suit

were all for lumps sum amounts not exceeding $1

million. Mr. Murtha‘s 6% running royalty theory

cannot be reconciled with the actual licensing evid-

ence, which is highly probative of the patented in-

vention‘s economic value in the marketplace, and of

the form that a hypothetical license agreement

would likely have taken. Although Mr. Murtha con-

ceded that QCI would be aware of LaserDynamics‘

prior licenses in the hypothetical negotiation, he

dismissed the probative value of the licenses be-

cause they were entered into between 1998 and

2003, before the August 2006 hypothetical negoti-

ation date. Mr. Murtha reasoned that, by 2006, the

DVD market was larger and more established such

that the value of the patented technology was better

appreciated and LaserDynamics had more bargain-

ing power to insist on a running royalty. Thus, in

his view, LaserDynamics‘ past licenses could not

reflect an appropriate royalty for QCI in 2006.

This reasoning is not supported by the record,

however, which undisputedly shows that by around

2000, the DVDs and ODD markets were already

experiencing tremendous growth such that by 2003

those markets were highly saturated. LaserDynam-

ics Br. at 8-9 (“The landscape for the acceptance of

the DVD format began to change in about 2000. In

a relatively short time span, from around 2001 to

:nec in TXS3 on 09/28/12 Dage 30 olgaggzg

2002, video rental stores transitioned their entire

stock from VHS tapes to DVDs. By 2003, nearly

every home had a DVD player, and nearly every

computer had a DVD drive.” (citations omitted))',

QCI Br. at 64 (“The increase in demand for optical

disc drives was fully anticipated by the industry in

2000, before many of the prior license agreements

were entered into.”). Most of the early lump sum li-

censes that were summarily rejected by Mr. Murtha

were thus entered into when the value of the paten-

ted technology was readily apparent and demand

was already projected to greatly increase. The reset-

ting of the hypothetical negotiation date to 2003,

the date of first direct infringement induced by

QCI‘s conduct, further undercuts Mr. Murtha‘s reas-

oning that the licenses to the ‘981 patent from the

1997 to 2001 time frame were too early to be pro-

bative. That the Licensing Executives Survey relied

upon by Mr. Murtha—which has no meaningful ties

to the patented technology-was created in 1997

highlights the inconsistency in Mr. Murtha‘s select-

ive reasoning. Such strained reasoning is unreliable

and cannot be used to ignore LaserDynamics‘ long

history of licensing the ‘981 Patent.

"25 In sum, the 6% royalty rate was untethered

from the patented technology at issue and the many

licenses thereto and, as such, was arbitrary and

speculative. See Um'l0c~, 632 F.3d at 1318;

1€esQNef, 594 1“.3d at 873. A new trial is required

because the jury's verdict was based on an expert

opinion that finds no support in the facts in the re-

cord. See W()rdIec}2, 609 F.3d at 1319-22

(prohibiting jury verdicts to stand if they are

“clearly not supported by the evidence” or “based

only on speculation or guesswork” (citation omit-

ted))', see also Brooke Cfraup Lid. v. Brown (Er, WW1"-

amson fobac-co Corp, 509 US. 209, 242, 113 S.Ct.

2578, 125 1.,.1.:}d.2d 168 (1993) (“When an expert

opinion is not supported by sufficient facts to valid-

ate it in the eyes of the law, or when indisputable

record facts contradict or otherwise render the opin-

ion unreasonable, it cannot support a jury's ver-

dict.”). On remand, LaserDynamics may not again

present its 6% running royalty damages theory.
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As a final matter, we do not hold that LaserDy-

namics‘ past licenses create an absolute ceiling on

the amount of damages to which it may be entitled,

see 35 U.S.C. § 284, or that its history of lump sum

licenses precludes LaserDynamics from obtaining

damages in the form of a running royalty. Full con-

sideration of all the Georgz'a—Paczfic factors might

well justify a departure from the amount or even the

form of LaserDynamics‘ past licensing practices,

given the appropriate evidence and reasoning.

IV. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we affirm-in-part

and re-verse-in-part the district court's judgment.

We remand for further proceedings regarding the

damages owed by QCI pertaining to the infringing

ODDs not purchased by QCI Via Philips and Sony/

NEC/Optiarc, and for which QCI does not have an

implied license to the ‘ 981 Patent. On remand, the

hypothetical negotiation date shall be set in 2003,

the BenQ settlement agreement shall not be admit-

ted into evidence or relied upon at trial, and Laser-

Dynamics shall not again present its 6% running

royalty damages theory.

AFFIRMED—IN—PART,

VERSED—IN—PART, and REMANDED.

Costs

No Costs.

FN1. While LaserDynamics contends that

all ODDs performing a disc discrimination

method are within the scope of the ‘981

Patent, Quanta Computer, Inc. (“QCI”)

disputes that Mr. Kamatani invented the

concept of disc discrimination, alleging

that “[t]here are numerous other techniques

disclosed in the prior art for determining

what type of disc is inserted in an optical

disc drive.” QCI Br. at 10', A648. The

validity of the ‘981 Patent is not before us,
and so we do not address whether the

scope of the invention as alleged by Laser-

Dynamics is accurate other than to con-

sider QCI‘s non-infringement contentions

iilec in TXSD on 09/28/12 Dage 30

below.

l“N2. This court has sanctioned the use of

the Georgz'a—Paczfic factors to frame the

reasonable royalty inquiry. Those factors

properly tie the reasonable royalty calcula-

tion to the facts of the hypothetical negoti-
ation at issue.” I/m'Ioc I/'S.»’1, Inc, v, M1"-

crosqft Corp., 632 l“.3d 1292, 1317

(Fed.Cir.2011).

FN3. Citations to “A; herein refer to

pages of the Joint Appendix filed by the

parties.

FN4. Lucent was issued two months after

the jury verdict but before QCI‘s new trial
motion was filed.

FN5. At oral argument before this court,

counsel for LaserDynamics for the first

time argued that the district court merely

denied QCI‘s summary judgment motion

on these issues, but did not also enter sum-

mary judgment against QCI, and that such

a supposed denial of summary judgment

cannot be appealed to us after a trial where

QCI did not take further steps to preserve

the issue. Oral Arg. at 11:18-13:57. QCI‘s

briefing repeatedly characterized the dis-

trict court's order as entering summary

judgment against QCI, but LaserDynamics

made no challenge to this characterization

until oral argument. A subsequent motion

refining this argument and seeking to dis-

miss these portions of QCI‘s appeal for

lack of jurisdiction was filed on March 23,
2012.

LaserDynamics‘ belated argument hinges

on an incorrect premise. The district

court's order plainly went further than

denying QCI‘s motion and made affirm-

ative rulings on these issues as a matter

of law. See LaserDynamics, 2009 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 115848, at *3—5. The dis-

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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trict court indicated that “for purposes of

trial, the court advises the parties of the

following holdings,” e.g., “the Quanta

defendants do not have an implied li-

cense with respect to driVes that are

manufactured by QSI and eventually

sold to QCI (or another Quanta entity),

notwithstanding the fact that those driVes

are sold through Philips or Sony/

NEC/Optiarc, two of [LaserDynamics‘]

licensees.” Id. Thus, LaserDynamics‘ cit-

ing to Ortiz V. Jordan, : U.S. :,

—, 131 S.Ct. 884, 889, 178 l,.F.d.2d

703 (2011,), for the proposition that an

appellate court has no jurisdiction oVer a

denial of summary judgment following a
trial on the merits is to no aVail.

l*‘c(1.l{.Ci\»'.l’. 56(1) permits the district

court to enter summary judgment in fa-

Vor of a non-moVing party, and LaserDy-

namics points to nowhere in the record

where it objected to any procedural de-

fect in the district court's doing so. On

this record, we see no genuine disputes

of material fact that would preclude us

from reversing the district court on the

implied license issue.

C.A.Fed. (TeX.),2Ol2.

LaserDynamics, Inc. V. Quanta Computer, Inc.

--- F.3d ----, 2012 WL 3758093 (C.A.Fed. (TeX.))

END OF DOCUMENT
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03:

03:

03:

03:

49:

49:

49:

49:

50:

Case -4:O9—cv—O1 827

LA)[\)|—‘
A.

ab

l4PM Z¥mer€x:a;

lo o

responsibilities you had with you were the president o:

When I

was in charge o‘

very ta’

3‘i9E§38@é§§z§ou@‘§E‘{§‘/B3? M“. 0%-3ié}.?s 51989 2 of 294
243

WesternGeco here in America?

was managing the North American business, I

a- l things that happened in North

The people, the operations. Granted we had a

ented.people doing most of the work. it

ul

Q. What

America?

A”28PM Z- UO[\)|—‘©kOCO\lO\L)‘|
OGul

:\ ah the world

45PM Z-

Q.

A. No,CI)\lO\L)‘|
Q.

58PM 20 A. YES,

2l Q.

22 worldwide

23 A” Well

24 on lots o

08PM 25

iimately

As we do a good bulk of the work in o

” Mexico, we have our largest processing center in

people and a lot o:

30 countries.

el' ’n_my lap i‘ it was successful or not.

sort o: work does WesternGeco do here in North

WesternGeco conducts seismic surveys, and.we process

seismic data and.then deliver this product to our client.

”shore U.S. and the

based here in Houston, where we have a lot oi

computers and.we take this data.

Is WesternGeco's business only here in North America?

sir. We're located all over the world.

And.were you personally involved in any worldwide

activities?

I was.

Can you explain a little bit about what activities

you had a role in?

started in the "eld.and.worked, in my career, I

f boats and field operations. So I've worked in

In addition, when I got to come back to the
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08:18

08:18

08:18

08:19

08:19

08:19

20

21

22

23

24

25

e 4:09-CV-01827 :ocument562G -Hedin XS._ on O9fi28/12 Dage 3 of 2043 1 1

LOCASCIO Cbntinued.DireCt Of THOMAS SCOULIOS

They do.

Q

.A

Q Is that n

.A

it.

ecessary?

It is, yeah, it's very necessary.

Do they communicate with one another?

It wouldn't work without

Q Does WesternGeco make and did it develop its own equipment

to perform this technology?

A. "e do.

Q Does WesternGeco sell —— I mean O

gas companies using this technology?

A. We do.

company. We

and then we o

Q 5 migh

vertical inte

design i‘

er i-

"er services to oil and

We are what we call a vertically integrated

"or services.

-, i_

gratiot, what par‘

-his is Wes‘

:, we engineer it, make it, we then use it

So we have the whole chain.

:ernGeco --

A. That is the design engineering.

Q And then as you go up the chain, what

A. Well, you

in a survey.

design it.

Q So at -he

A COJCJCGCC .

7HE

would —— that a geophysical

integrated, or is the model

7HE

You engineer it.

at the boL-om of this

: is that?

are the next steps?

And then you use it

top o_ the chain is performing a service?

COURT?

Mfl7WE35:

Mayra Malone,

_ more like the

There is both.

CSR,

Is that typical of the industry, that you

- company would.be vertically

ION model?

H

There is examples o;

RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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08:20

08:20

08:20

08:2l

08:2l
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LOCASCIO Cbntinued.DireCt Of THOMAS SCOULIOS

1 both.

2 %Y_H&. LoCASCIO:

3 Q At the top, where you perform the surveys, who are you

4 performing -hem for?

5 A. We are performing them for oil companies.

6 Q And they are the customers, sir?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q I take it they pay for these services?

9 A. They do.

LO Q In the ION Fugro model, do you understand who performs

L1 services for customers?

L2 A. Fugro does —— sorry, Fugro—Geoteam.

L3 Q Are they at the top of the chain?

L4 A. They would be.

L5 Q What par- of i- do they do?

L6 A. They perform.the acquisition surveys. They process the

L7 data to some extent.

L8 Q Are they paid by oil companies?

L9 A. They are.

20 Q Unlike WesternGeco, who designs the equipment and sells it

21 to Fugro?

22 A. In this case, it is ION.

23 Q Where are they in this chain?

24 A. They are in the design stage at the bottom. They make the

25 equipment, design it.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR

mayramalone@comcast.net
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08:21

08:21

08:21

08:22

08:22

08:22

C e 4:09-CV-01827 Iocument562G -Hedin XS._ on O9fi28/12 Dage 5 of 2043 13

LOCASCIO Cbntinued.DireCt Of THOMAS SCOULIOS

1 Q Does WesternGeco compete with Fugro?

2 A. "e do.

3 Q Does WesternGeco compete with ION?

4 A. "e compete with Fugro as a ‘unction o‘ them having ION

5 equipment.

6 Q And do you believe that you would.be competing with Fugro

7 without equipment from someone, in this case, ION?

8 A. No. Fugro couldn't do what they are doing if they didn't

9 have equipment.

LO Q There was a comment yesterday about WesternGeco buying

L1 things ‘rom ON. )o you buy the birds that laterally steer

‘2 ‘rom "ON?

L3 A. We have been buying the orange older —— the 5011 cable

‘4 level or device, I believe is what we used to call it. But we

L5 buy the Compass Bird.

L6 Q Do you buy anything that laterally steers ‘rom "ON?

L7 A. "e do not.

L8 Q Do you buy any software or any computers ‘rom "ON that

L9 laterally steer your birds?

20 A. We do not.

21 Q You mentioned you buy a Compass Bird, the orange one?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q What do you mean?

24 A. It is a —— we buy —— they have compasses inside them, They

25 hang o"" the bottom of the cable, and they have the wings for

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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12

12

12

12

12

:21

:21

:22

:22:

:22

Case -4:O9—cv—O1 827

:38

:46

:00

11

:28

Docunment562—3 iiled in TXS

Cross—Scoulios/By Mr . Thompson

3 on O9/28/1 2 3age 6 of 204 465

1 Q. But that doesn'- tha- rarely happens; correct, that

2 you find out that in§orma-ion?

3 Au Sometimes they tell you directly, sometimes the bids

4 are open and public, and you can analyze them.yourself,

5 sometimes it's indiv’duals, sometimes it's rumor and

6 hearsay inside the oil company, and you get di””erent

7 versions back.

8 You try to understand why so you can

9 improve and do better.

LO Q. And.you look at all those sources o" in”ormation Lo

Ll determine why competitors want a job to determine how to

L2 bid in the future?

L3 A” We attemp- Lo yes, sir.

L4 Q. Pnd.a'l o” Lhose reasons and rumor and innuendo and

L5 anything eLse you would hear would go into the CRM

L6 database to heLp you try and track your competitors?

L7 A” Not a1" o‘ them, no.

L8 Q. Most of them?

L9 Au it's got a pretty —— it's relative —— depending on

70 di””erent groups, it has in some places very low

71 ut"i ation, in some places higher. it's very individual.

22 Some of us aren't very good at putting stu"” in the CRM.

23 Q. How about when you were regional manager for North

24 America, was your group rather pretty good about putting

25 sUi"”in_CHM?

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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12

:22

:23:

:23:

:23:

:23:

Case -4:O9—cv—O1 827 Docunment562—3 iiled in TXSD on 09/28/12 4663age 7 of 204

Cross—Scoulios/By Mr. Thompson

1 A” We weren't the best. So we were —— we would have

2 used it —— we should have used it a lot more than we did.

3 Q. So it seems —— how many di””erenL regions are within

4 WG for the marine seismic area?

we 5 A” Well, marine —— every region has marine in it. So

6 you have North America, South America. You had Asia. At

7 the tine Asia was —— I don't know it it had been split

8 into Asia and "ndia or i” i, was one. Yo; had.MEA, which

9 was Middle East Africa, and then you had Europe and West

05 ’ O Zkirica.

Ll Q. And.you've already indicated that —— and you had

L2 experience in the North America region; correct?

L3 A” i did.

L4 Q. And.went on your world tour earlier today. You've

12 L5 had experience in other regions; correct?

L6 A” Yes, I've wor<ed, yes, in many countries.

L7 Q. Which of the five regions, if you couLd rank them, i:

L8 you know, would be the best about keeping track and

L9 keeping up with the CRM database?

26 20 A” "t's ind‘vidua's. Some people are avid users o” ‘L.

21 it's a very d‘””icu'- database to use. We try to use it.

22 We encourage people to use it. But, CRM happens to be

23 something that we should be a lot better at.

24 Q. So even within WesternGeco, you yourself, and the

43 25 management position, realize the CRM has its limitations?

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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12
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12

:23:

:24

:24

:24

:24
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53

:04

:21

:36

:52

Docunment562—3

Cross—Scoulios/By Mr .

iiled in TXSD on 09/28/12

Thompson

3age 8 of 204 467

l A” "f the users don't input everything in, you're not

2 going to get everything back out.

3 Q. And.it's only as good as the information that the

4 people input?

5 Au That's correct.

6 Q. Phd_much of the information they are including is

7 based o”” rumor and innuendo, and as well as press

8 releases and other sources o" in”ormatio1?

9 A” Some of -he information; correct. But most of the

’O in”orma-ion at CRM with regards to win or loss job is

11 simply they change the color if we want it. And if it's

12 lost, they'll try to indicate the reason why through

L3 discussion.

L4 Q. Now, going back, you said your understanding was the

L5 reason Furgo was chosen over WG for the Statoil and the

L6 Chukchi Sea was price?

;7 Au That's correct.

L8 Q. You had not had any other discussions about any of

29 tmaamhmmmsoremEp1oB1ma:wm%fllsdmijeda

20 contract as to whether -ha- had any e”"ect?

21 A” I did not. T know that we wor<ed for Statoil before

22 and after, and we continue to work for Sta-oil today.

23 Q. Do you know, at least with regard to cha- job, do you

24 know if Statoil, do they have a preference, at least

25 between your alternative bids, between the Q vessel and

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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03:

03:

03:

03:

03:

O8

09:

09:

09:

09:

Case -4:O9—cv—O1 827

:58

l5

28

44

59

Docunment562—3 :HedH1TXS D on O9fl28ll2 3age9<fi2O4 578

Cross—Bi ttl es ton/By Mr. Burgert

l making solid streamers and things like that. So we looked

2 at the number o” di””erent areas. This was one of them.

3 Q. Phd_l thin< you told Mr. Gilman that others before

4 you had looked at ways to move streamers laterally; is

5 that right?

6 A” Of course, because the stroamnrs are moved laterally

7 by monowings, They existed betore. "n “act, the first

8 time people started to move cables sideways like this was

9 the second wor'd.war ‘or minesweepers. So you know, the

’O history o‘ devices that pull cables sideways is a very

ll long history.

l2 Q. So any statement that you invented lateral steering

l3 is just wrong?

l4 A” Yes. T am_not the inventor of laterally steering.

’5 "'m.an inventor o‘ a globa' control system.

l6 Q. And.the global control system is software in a

l7 computer, isn't it?

l8 A” It's rather more than that. There's many components

’9 o" wha- " cal" an overall control system. It's the

20 methods by which you're going to do it. It's the

2l measurements you're going to need to do it and the other

22 devices. But it depends on your terminology, T think, and

23 how you —— what you encompass in lhat stalement.

24 Q. All right. Well, one of the —— and the reason I

25 asked that is because, in response to one of Mr. Gilman's

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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54:

54:

55:

55:
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28PM

l2PM

25PM

44PM Z-

59PM Z-

'oo'\1'o\otIlu)l[\);—\©LOOO\10\L)‘Inew»;
20

2l

22

23

24

25

times you were told that?

A.

Q.

Yes .

I want to talk to you

Docum-e&tIE@g—$”>_B§il;e§§n

_:OT. a

Dage 10 01°20-4

1072
3 i’bP,%{%%l%

“ew minutes, sir, about

whether there's some other equipment you could use to do

this work, other than ION's. Okay?

A. Okay.

Q. Today, does Fugro use —— withdrawn. Today Fugro

doesn't use lateral steering recognized from any

manufacturer other than TON; right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And the jury's heard a couple o” di ””erent ways one

could try to steer streamers, move r:'_ght through that.

You're not wear of anybody in the industry using ropes to

perform lateral steering, are you?

A. I'm not aware of that.

Q. You're not aware of anybody in the industry using

steerable tail buoys, are you?

A. I'm not aware of that.

Q. There's something called the E bird; right?

A. Correct.

Q. Is -ha- from a company called Comberg?

A. That's also correct.

Q. And the E bird was not compatible with your

streamers; correct?

A. That's correct.
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55:

55:

56:

56:

56:

Case 4:O9—cv—O1 827 D0C“m'9&'z5c§§-s°>—B§}'f§§;‘ HES? ?£b9,%{%%l% Dage'T10f2O4

lO73

l Q. Phd.so, at the time you decided to go with LON's

2 equipment or even in the years Lhat followed, the E bird

3 was not an option or an alLernaLive Lo you because it was

4 not compatible with your streamers; correct?

40ml 5 A” Correct.

6 Q. And.as o‘ 2012, ‘ive years after you started using

/ figib'N, the E bird was still not compatible with your

8 system; correct?

9 A” I believe they have one prototype unit, which is

57m1LO supposed to be compatible with our sections now.

Ll Q. S‘x, ‘five and a ha": years later, a‘ter you started

’2 using "ON's equipment?

L3 A. Yeah.

L4 Q. Phd_even today, it's not comercially available, it's

09mIL5 just a prototype?

L6 A” No, but remember the E bird system.hasn': been in the

L7 market for so long. it's a fairly new product.

L8 Q. So back in 2008, when you started buying and using

’9 "ON's equipment on your fleet the E bird wasn't even

24m12O available at the time?

21 A. That's correct.

22 Q. And.it's only more recently become available because

23 it's never been acceptable to you because it doesn't work

24 on your streamers?

33m125 A” That's correct.
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»J>LA)[\)|—‘
43PM

54PM Z- »J>U)[\)|—‘CDkOOO\10\L)‘|
08PM Z-

CI)\10\L)‘|
L9

:20PM 2O

2l

22

23

24

:38PM 25

Docum-e&tIE@g—$”>_B

Sercej

Q.

they are?

A.

Q. Ttank you.

A. Ttat's correct.

Q. T?

A. Ttat's correct.

Q.

true?

A. Yes.

Q.

you did a test on

A. That's correc:.

Q.

§'?§§“ HES;

Tte company is called Sercel.

Ard that also came out atter

3 i’bP,%{%%l%

There's a company called Nautilus.

"ON launched

Dage 12 01°20-4

1074

Do you know who

_ makes your streamers?

ey have something called the Nautilus; right?

I1'giJ:'

And there was actually a point unlike E bird where

the Nautilus; right?

And you decided to stop pursuing Nautilus because it

didn't work very well on your tests; correct?

A.

SOITIG

test for us.

Q.

correct?

A.

Q.

failure; correct?

A. We never real:

Yes, that's correct.

_y got to evalua'

flaws with the desf_gn tha

:e

we never really got to test it because we ran into

fishing nets and.basically that —— that ruined the

Sir, you did evaluate Nautilus as a potential device;

And you consider that evaluation to be a complete

it. "t was some

: we iden ‘ed straight away.
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Case 4:O9—cv—O1827 Docum-eE1:tIE@g—$”>_B§il;.>§§'{:1 ms; ilrbgfgggélga Dage 13 01°20-4
l075

1 "L sort o” de "erred us from continuing with that device

2 until it was properly fixed.

3 Q. You found f" aws in the Nautilus device that rendered

4 it unacceptable :'_n your view?

am 5 A. That's correct.

6 Q. And as far as you know today you still don't know --

7 withdrawn. You st:'_ll don't today use :'_t; right?

8 A. We don't use :'_t today, but we believe those issues

9 has been rectified.

05PM 1.0 Q. But you haven't actually done another test since the

Z_l one that was a failure?

1.2 A. That's correct.

1.3 Q. There were in 2008, no alternatives for you, other

1.4 than ION to o”er lateral steering; correct?

25m 1-5 A. Naut:'_lus was available in 2008. So it was ava:'_lable

1-6 although :'_t was, it wasn't so —— it was sort o" pre “erred

1-7 product.

1.8 Q. It wasn't preferred because o” this "ai lure you had

’ 9 trying it? "s that why you're saying that?

50PM 20 A. That's correct.

2l Q. it tore up the streamers; right?

22 A. That was the end resu' t. '%ut do you blame that on

23 the Nautilus unit or the f" shnets, yeah?

24 Q. At the time you blamed it on Nautilus, correct?

03PM 25 A. Yeah. We thought that the Nautilus with the fishing
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l that fair?

2 A” Yes.

3 Q. Now, there was aLso a discussion —— you can take that

4 down, Mr. Carlock. " we could switch to the ELMO,

5 please.

6 There was a discussion yesterday with

7 Mr. LoCascio about di””erenL laLera' steering control

8 devices. A.few months after the initial tested on the

9 .ALlanLic o" »igih'N'bugro also go test o‘ Fgi:in, :urgo

L0 also Les Led Lhe Nautilus device that's manifac Lured by

Ll Sercel; right?

2-2 zx. Zxzfew HKXT:hS.

L3 Q. What was .he Limejrame? You tell me, what was the

’4 time‘rame?

L5 A” I think it tested v’gib'N in Uecember 2007, and that

L6 that it tested Nautilus in January 2009, L think.

L7 Q. A_year later, perhaps?

L8 A” L think so, maybe, yeah.

L9 Q. Okay. .And in connection with that —— that was aboard

20 the NATUNA_vesseL?

2l A” That's correct.

22 Q. And.that NautiLus test didn't work because of the

23 issue with the ‘ishing gear; correct?

24 A” We basicalLy never got to the point where we could

25 test Nautilus because we caught the "shing gear while we
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Torgers on

2 test the lateral be1e"iLs o" it or Lhat sort of technical

3 ability. So we just saw had an wan-ed e””ecL Lhat the way

4 that it caugh- the fishing nets.

5 Q. NE; 3y, today, who are the four largest players in

6 the towed marine seismic market by way of contractors?

7 A” That wouLd be CCGV} Veritas, PGS, WesternGeco, and

8 then you have Fugro or Palorkus that's number 4. That's a

9 close race.

LO Q. Since you're here Let's talk about Tugro. What kind

’l o‘ dev’ce does CCGV; which was resulted from_the merger of

L2 CGG and Veritas, what type of lateral steering device do

L3 they utilize?

L4 A” I don't know with certainty that. T know they have

L5 NautiLus on board but L also believe they have figib'Ns.

L6 Q. What about PGS?

L7 Au " be'ieve again it's not absolute —— I don't have any

L8 evidence for i_, but ‘L's ”rom_my understanding that they

L9 have used the vigir N and that they are also now using

20 this e3ird system.

2l Q. And.e3ird is manufactured by yet another company

22 called Kongsberg?

23 Au That's correct.

24 Q. Phd_WesternGeco we know was has its Q—FLN device;

25 right?
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l A” Yes, but I know very littLe about WesternGeco.

2 Q. And Fugro uses figib'N, c'early?

3 Au That's correct.

4 Q. So as we sit here today, there are one, two, three,

5 four devices that can accomplish Lateral steering in the

6 towed marine seismic market. WouLd you agree with that?

7 A” Yes.

8 Q. And.you would agree with me -haL CGG Veritas —— well,

9 let me back up. Nautilus is manufactured by a company

L0 called Sercel?

Ll A” That's correct.

L2 Q. Pnd.Sercel is wholly owned by CGG Veritas?

L3 Au " believe so, yes.

L4 Q. All right. So you would agree with me, that

L5 WesternGeco's largest competition in the market, in the

’6 form.of CGGV and ?SS is util’ ‘ng at least two other

L7 devices than vigi:'N to compete against WesternGeco in the

L8 lateral steering market; fair?

L9 Au That's fair.

20 Q. So it appears that CGG Veritas and PGS have accepted

2l an alternative product that can accomplish lateral

22 steering; fair?

23 A” Yes.

24 Q. AlL right. Can we switch back, if we could, and :'ll

25 mark this as ON'iEnbnstrative 3. T think that's right.
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1 device and a «‘gi%ird device; is that fair?

Au That's ‘a‘r.

Q. Okay. ?r’efly we had also talked —— we just talked

about Sercel that makes this Nautilus device. They also

make solid streamers; correct?

A” That's correct.

Q. And.those streamers are called Sentinel?

Au That's correct.

Q. And are those the streamers that Fugro uses?

A” Yes.

Q. So when we talk about assembling these di"”erenL

pieces parts, you use ORCA; right?

A” Correct.

Q. And ORCA_is manufactured out of Tdinburgh, Scotland

by Concept Systems?

A” Yes.

Q. And.the lateral controller and the figib'N are also

manufactured by "ON or prov‘ded by ION?

Au That's correct.

Q. And.the streamers that you use, those are provided

throughout your entire fleet by Sercel; right?

MK. TOCASCIO: Your Honor, given the alignment

of the parties, :ON and Fugro and they have the same

interest, we object to leading the witness.24

25 H&. 10£3jRSON: It's not my witness. Z'm_also
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l technology to others?

2 Dage’l80f2O-4 1639

2 A” We don't.

3 Q. Why not?

4 A” Because we use our technology to provide services,

5 and we're constantly trying to make better services and

6 improve the industry overall. And if we —— we want to do

7 what we do, and we encourage others to do what they want

8 to do and innovate and do di””erenL Lhings.

9 Q. Phd.is that part o‘ your culture o‘ inventing is

LO investing in your technology and then using it with your

Ll customers?

L2 A” Exactly, yes.

L3 Q. Is it valuable to have the bene”iLs o” that

L4 investmen- so you can di””erentiate yourse" in the

L5 marketplace?

L6 Au Yeah. That's what we want to do is make money from

L7 providing better services or more valuable services to our

L8 customers so they've got a better quality of product, and

L9 they —— because, you know, these surveys, they may only

20 cost millions, but the companies are makiig saving through

2l better optimized billions. Ln Jack with %B, remember

22 once, said, you know, this 3“ seismic wil' save us

23 billions, because that's —— that's very highly geared.

24 Q. Prior Lo Lhe launch of Q—Marine, how did companies

75 di”"erenLia-e Lhemselves? Was it just sort of a price
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l Q. With more than a hundred tenders a year, how do you

2 keep track of them_all?

3 Au Several hundred, T said.

4 We put them into a database called CRM.

5 Q. What does C --

6 A” Customer relationship —— sorry.

7 Q. What does CRM stand for?

8 A” Customer reLationship management. It's not specific

9 to us. L mean, it's used in a lot of industries. it's an

L0 approach. And Schlumberger uses it for all —— we use it

’1 ‘or all Schlumberger bids.

L2 Q. How did CRM or customer relation management get its

L3 start at WesternGeco?

L4 A” Well, actually, T started it a good long time ago

L5 because what you have to have —— we started with a vessel

L6 schedule, where you live or die by the vessel schedule.

L7 And that vessel schedule is our vessels, of course, but

L8 it's also the competitor vessels.

L9 When you lose a bid, which of course, we

20 do, then it goes to one of your competitors, and.we want

2l to know where or when. So having a schedile put in helps.

22 So L did that, and then L linked the

23 module that's we used to cost the survey, because it's a

24 lot of parameters. it's a quite complicated thing, and

25 you pull up statistical databases and all the rest of it.
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But what we

'ostwe

“finds its way

:ors are doing?

We may get
u

for

l the competitor wins, we don't know which one they've

2 selected because the customer hasn't chosen.

3 do know is when we look, when we win it, we do our best to

4 find out what the price is and the customers wilL usually

5 tell us, they're quite pLeased to tell us if

6 something on price, and we know what the scope was, so we

7 know the price and the scope and that gives us an idea oi

8 what people are charging per vessel month and we're

9 watching that very closely.

LO Q. Where else do you ge- information Lhat

Ll into the CRM —— about what your competi

L2 Au So we get it directly from_the customer.

’3 it from_public bidder, so it's a small, Like lO percent oi

L4 the country —— of the world, where the bids are opened in

L5 public, even when it's a western oil company ExxonMbbile

L6 or Chevron, they're all public, and they're all published

L7 so that you know the price and usually the duration

L8 the specification of work.

L9 So that is very clear and then we'll have

20 a clear idea and.we'll put that in that data.

2l Q. Is there a standard policy about entering data in a

22 timely fashion?

23 A” Oh, yeah. L want it to be put in very clearly in a

24 timely fashion and examp'e

25

for marine Sam Gracon who is my

marine sales manager, which she just changed roles, she
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l wiLl be phoning people up and nagging them_if there wasn't

2 something, and she was —— or she is very obsessed about it

3 being accurate. So if we're not certain if we don't thin<

4 it's reliable, it doesn't go in there.

5 So I wouldn't —— to be honest I wouldn't

6 say it's complete, its incomplete, bu: T trust what's in

7 there and that is what :'m.—— L need to use in my

8 business.

9 Q. Have you ever seen a print out of some piece of the

LO CRM?

Ll A” I did see a —— yeah, I think you had that in the

’7 o"”ice, yeah. That's not what I use.

L3 Q. You don't carry the —— this ‘s Pla’nLi””'s 547, you

L4 don't hauL this around with you li<e this?

L5 A” No, I don't even haul it around. L think that's an

’6 ?xcel. ‘ do"'t haiL it around in Excel either.

L7 T L COUKJ: Could you tell us what you do?

L8 +:W'lNfiSS: Yes, absolutely.

L9 1 COUKI: You put that on the screen?

20 +:W'lNfiSS: 'ook at it on the screen. it's

21 a Web application, so I can 'og in ‘rom_anywhere, it's

22 obviously secire, 'og ‘n ‘rom.anywhere I am_in the world,

23 get on to the appl’cat‘on, then I can search by

24 opportunity.

25 Phd.then we've got something called
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3 on O9fl28/12 Dage 22 Of 204 1 69 4

l Q. You can actually select what level of the employees

2 you want to include?

3 Au Yeah. One—by—one, yes.

4 Q. Phd_what's the result of the data? “ we could go to

5 the next slide, Dave.

6 For this question about value and steerable

7 streamers, what were the resu'ts ‘or your approximate

8 market?

9 Au So you can see for our approximate market, this is --

LO the question was asked was: Do you see —— how do you

’l va'ue where lO is actually the, you know, gang busters and

’9 l is " don't care. .And you can see this is the mean of

L3 the medians, so two average responses. And.we can see

L4 it's around eigh- for those six categories of value in

L5 steerable streamers.

L6 Deployment is a little bit lower, which we

L7 wouLd cxpcct, because we charge a limp —— a fixed sum_for

L8 deployment. So the customer —— it takes us a day or three

L9 days. The customer isn't paying. {e doesn't really care.

20 He wants it done quickly.

2l Q. Okay. Thank you, Mr. WaLker.

22 I want Lo LaLk Lo you a Little bit about the

23 damage to WesternGeco ‘rom_"ON introducing figib'N into the

24 marketplace and its use by Fugro.

25 F.‘ rst o‘ all, who are WesternGeco's main
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Dage 23 Of 204 1 695

l competitors?

2 A” Our main competitors are Fugro CGV and PGS.

3 Q. Phd.what companies are currently competing against

4 WesternGeco Q—FLN lateral steering, using ZON's fig’b'N

5 equipment?

6 Au Eugro had it on " think all their ‘leet, and CVG and

7 PGS have some.

8 Q. What was the lateral steering market like before

9 »igib'N entered the market?

LO Au So Lateral steering market was stable, it was

Ll constantLy growing. We obvioisly had a hundred percent of

L2 it, but it was growing year on year.

L3 Q. Phd.what happened atter -’giE N entered the market?

L4 A” Well, then we started losing jobs and the premium

L5 which I discussed that we could get in the marketplace,

L6 evaporated very quickly.

L7 Q. Was there a decrease in your market share as a result

’8 o‘ "ON's introduction to this technology?

L9 A” Yes. We started Losing jobs with lateral steering.

20 Q. There are —— " th‘nk 700 or so jobs, 25 of those are

2l jobs where WesternGeco is seeking its lost pro”i_s "or the

22 infringement. Did WesternGeco bid on all those jobs?

23 A” Yes, we did.

24 Q. Did you have the capability of actually doing the

25 work on all those jobs if you had gotten them?
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l A” Yes, we did.

2 Q. How so?

3 Au Wel', after »igib'N was introduced, we —— and we

4 started iosing market share, as you've said, then we —— we

5 had in 2009, we had some empty slots on the vessel

6 schedule. So that's the vessel is there willing to do

7 work, but we couldn't find a project for it. So they were

8 tied ip at the dock cite, not for a long time, but that is

9 time that we would have used in doing these projects.

LO Q. {ave you looked specifically at those 25 jobs to see

’1 if there was a ship that would be able to have done that

’7 work, if it wasn't for the infringement?

L3 A” There was in some cases. We couldn't have done all

’4 of them, we could have done some of them, yes.

L5 Q. You couldn't have done all the hundreds, but you

L6 could have done the 25?

L7 A” Just with the slots we might have done, but we had

L8 extra capacity we could have used anyway.

L9 Q. So you had some you could have the boats you had.

20 What's the excess capacity?

2l A” We had —— we built six vessels. And.the last two of

22 those we held back. We held back for —— one for l3 months

So we could have brought

So we didn't have the —— we didn't have the
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l work for them to do.

2 Q. Which ships are those?

3 A” That was the TAZMN and the COOK.

4 Q. Were there any other ships you could have used to do

5 this work?

6 A” Yes. We had three 8 streamer Q—marine vessels, so 8

7 ‘or Fugro. ' talked about earlier, Eugro started that

8 with an 8 streamer, a lateral steering boat. So it's

9 pertectly saleable in the market today.

LO We had three of .hose vessels, the TOPAZ,

‘l THfi SfiA%C}fiR and the PR vfi, that were equipped with

L2 Q—Marine, and.we actua"y derigged them, So we could have

L3 just kept those operating. We turned them.into source

L4 boats.

L5 Q. A_source boat is the same type of boat, but it only

L6 has the airgun?

L7 A” It only has the airgun, but when we're doing

L8 undershoot projects or we're doing azimuth, then we need

L9 source boat for some of Lha- time as well.

20 Q. When you're in a si-ua-ion where you have a job and

2l you need to be there, but you don't have a ship, are there

22 other ways you can soLve that?

23 A” Well, we could if we wanted to charter a vessel and

24 put our equipment on it. And very otten the customer may

25 be —— the timing may be critical, it may not be critical.
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Torgers on

You mean what is the driver?

Let me restate it.

Yes.

That was a long question.

you on this.

: want to be compact for

At no time has WesternGeco attempted to

allocate any portion o: revenue attributable to a single

aspect o:

A”

E Q+Marine; for example, lateral steering?

We only —— we have a kilometer rate that includes

whatever is there, yes.

Q.

that

times

combi

Q+Marine, no"

A”

whole

So there's

you charge

OVGI COIIVG

ned suite o

to your customers, say,

the premium —— likewise, the premium price

for example, X

qtional, that would be as a result of the
I)

'1 the dia ”erenL technical aspects oi

We can separate out the CMS, because tha'

fleet, and.we've never succeeded in sor

t just lateral steering?

t's on the

_ selling
O.

that as an add—on to the conventional.

Q.

A.

compo

Q+Marine, but it

Q.

A.

Remind us o:

Tha'

nent. So

Okay.

t's the source --

it was preexisting.

CMS again.

That's the sourceI'm_sorry.

that's —— in marketing terms, it's added to

isn't really linked to it.

So that we know we haven't been

able to sell despite trying.
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there is no a

And yet even
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Torgers on

We know that, of the remaining three

the one -hal's asked for.

though it's the one -ha-'s asked for,

.temp. within WesternGeco to break out and

say, This par

steering?

A.

the project, then

Q. Would you also agree, then, i

:icular survey was won because of lateral

"5 it says lateral steering on the tender and we won

that's our assumption.

f you lost a survey to

another company, like Fugro, we've heard several examples

today with Mr. LoCascio, that somewhere w"

WesternGeco's records, there would be an

"thin

indication that

you lost a survey because of lateral steering?

Al

was a requirement and we los-

would be —— that would mean

it had lateral steering and they had got through

Q.

database in a moment,

i

We would

technical barrier l

triangle.

Well, we

f WesternGeco lost a survey bid because o:

know lateral steering —— lateral steering

i then we would know thatvi

lhal another company lhal won

lhal

was talking, and then it's inlo that

‘ll get into the specitics o‘ the CRM

NE; Walker.

But would you expect it, in connection

with a monitoring of a competitive tender situation, that

a competitor

using lateral steering, you would expect someone to make
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'1

l an entry in that database that says, We lost because OL

2 lateral steering?

3 A” it would depend on —— the CRM is used by a’l o‘

4 Schlumberger. So we've got thousands o‘ techno'ogies, so

A3 5 we couldn't have a tick box that would teLl us that. It

6 would be either in the comeits or it wouLd be in the

7 system, maybe in one of the e—mails.

8 Q. Would you expect to see any kind of record that

9 specifically says, NE; Walker, WesternGeco los- this

58 L0 Tellow survey, for example, to Eugro because of lateral

Ll steering? Would you expect to see that some sort of

L2 record at WesternGeco?

L3 A” Not necessarily. Because we have —— " there's more

L4 than one —— if lateral steering is a speci"catio1 and

46 L5 there's more than one that are qualified that mee- that

L6 specification, then the reason, once you may be one of the

L7 others on the triangLe; but without the specijicaLion --

L8 oh, my apo'ogies " h’t the mike —— without the —— meeting

L9 the spec‘"‘ca-ion, we'd be the only people.

36 20 Q. WelL, let's look.

2l Hx. TORGLRSON: "5 we could go back to the

22 ?TMO, p'ease.

73 %Y LR. '..'ORG_L'&SON:

24 Q. Under Demonstrative 6 —— do you still have your

52 25 demonstratives up there with you, sir?
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1 intormation in or we see it from.some public source.

2 So i”, “or example, a customer says

3 something to us, then we would regard that as useful

4 information. We wouldn't regard that as hearsay.

5 Q. So you know, Mr. Scoullios here in the courtroom?

6 Au Yeah.

7 Q. And he used to be —— work in North America region for

8 sales and was responsible for tendering?

9 Au Yeah.

LO Q. And.we know that he actually helped put together

Ll WesternGeco's bid “or Lhe Chukchi survey for —— against

L2 Eugro for Sta-oil up o”” the coast of.Alaska?

L3 A” Yes. ' think so.

L4 Q. And if he stated that the CRM database was founded at

L5 least in part on rumor and hearsay, you would think that

L6 would not be an accurate description?

L7 A” I would —— L'm_still asking what exactly rumor and

L8 hearsay means. We try to gua'i‘y everything that goes

L9 into it. Now, there may be something that is just a

20 customer's opinion, and if that counts as rumor, then it

2l would be rumor.

22 Q. Fair. Would you agree that some groups —— agree or

23 disagree is the sane, would you agree or disagree that

24 d’””erenL sales groups have varying utilizations of

25 actually putting information into the CRM database?
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adopting it straigh- o"” and Shell adopting ’- “or the

survey, and in the :ar Last Chevron adopted it and Total

adopted it, but not everyone adopted it in the first gwo

years.

Q. At the outset, NE; Walker, you would agree with me

that some companies made it clear to you or to

Wes:ernGeco, that they would never pay more for this

single sensor technology?

A.

statement made by a coup"

Q.

A.

Q.

They'd never pay more for Q+Marine.

G

Who was the couple in the early days?
-1

Chevron and E onMobi’ W€l’€ .

Now, there's a word,

That was the

‘n the early days, yes.

I don't know if it's been used

today, but it's been used in the past in this trial about

commoditization?

A” Yes.

Q. What does commoditization mean to you, sir?

Au So, comoditization means -he ”'aLLen‘ng o‘ the

eguali at’on o” -echn’cal opera:iona' consideration, so

that real'y al' that's left is people fighting on price,

so spread‘ng uni”orm’Ly o” speci‘icat’on.

Q. Some of these oil companies attempted to comoditize

Q%Marine by pushing down the pr’ce; r‘ght?

A. Well, most oil companies will push down on price,

they're big projects, yeah.
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Torgerson

you recall that testimony?

A. I do.

Q. "" you look at the ON +1 hibit 178, this is an

e—mai ' , 1"‘ you'd look at the top portion, W. Carlock, so

we get our context.

This is an e—mai' "rom John Paul Herman on

November llth, 2009. Who is W. lerman?

A. He was the account manager for Anadarko and other

"O? __r\_'customers in 'T.urope '?.urope, A‘ ca.

Q. And you're copied 0'1 this e—mail?

A. "I am, yes.

Q. And it's about feedback from jub:'_lee partner meeting

Q—Marine. Do you recall this discussion?

A. "i recall the meet:'_ng. ' joined it remotely.

Q. What was the jubilee?

A. The jubilee was a project. That's the name of the

project, and Cos (phonetic) Moss was the operator, and

can't‘raj d "Anadarko and other companies —— " 'm a‘

remember who —— were partners, and we had operated the

project for Cos Moss A ? and there had been a lot o::
n

internal decent as it later emerge between the members o:_

that partnership about the survey design that Cos Moss A ?

had run with.

They wanted to get a particular data set,

and the way you design a survey will cause you to get a

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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l certain data set.

iii-ed in TXSD on 09/28/12 Dage 32 Of 204 17 4 5
H

2 Q. Do you recall that Anadarko was critical of the

3 Q+Marine technology in connection with this discussion?

4 A” "n this discussion they were critica' of what they'd

5 seen on this particu'ar project.

6 Q. Let's look at number 2, specifically, Mr. Carlock,

7 and can we blow that you?

8 Let's reset it, if we can. And.just focus

9 on that Paragraph 2. "They found the jubilee survey to

L0 have been slow, problematic and expensive and gave them a

’i finished product that they felt was no better than a

L2 conventional shoot." Do you agree or disagree with that

L3 assessment by.Anadarko.

14 A” T agree that's what they said.

15 Q. And if you go down to number six, "Excessive feather

L6 busted their budget, Cosmos had not factored in feather

17 over L5 percent, that was included. The 35 to 40 percent

’8 infil' was more than they expected. They are also

L9 concerned about using this data with so much feather and

70 in"il' ”or 4?." Do you recall that being discussed?

2l A” it was —— I mentioned it was a survey designed and we

22 had told Cosmos that we didn't think what they wanted to

23 do was the right way to shoot it and it turned to be the

24 case.

25 Q. All right. "f we can pull back out to the larger

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreport
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Torgers on

l documents, Mr. Carlock, and focus on these last few points

2

3

¢>

#>L0POF4C)E)00\JO\LN
I‘I‘I‘I‘I‘ KOCD\JO\LN
21

here

"Number

live up

has ye

thei r

Q—Marine on

would

at the bottom.

General Qdflarine and technology coments.

one, Qdflarine document's and advertising does not

to expectation with Anadarko." Number 2, "Anadarko

to see an uplift with Qdflarine over conventional on

"ew proprietary projects."

Number 3. WAnadarko prefers not to use

their proprietary work. They don't believe it

be better than conventional."

And.number 4, "Anadarko does not see

anything wrong with Qdflarine and if it was priced equally

with conventional, would not have a problem with Q4Marine,

they just don't see the uplift."

Now, the term uplift, would you agree that

that's a synonymous with premiunfl

A”

Q.

It is synonymous with premium, yeah.

And do you recall Anadarko tapping on these coments

about its perception of Q in November 2009?

An

all

rememberThey didn't have a lot of experience, and l

lhose coments.‘ve o "f you look at five as well.

22

23

24

25

Q. ive. Made a coment that theSure. Let's look a

conventional WAZ, that's white azimuth?

A”

Q.

Azimuth.

Data.
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1 A. Originally they wanted to know what we'd done. They

2 were say:'_ng, Wait a minute. We want to see this black

3 box. Tell us what you're doing.

4 And when we sat down with them and

5 explained what we were doing, then the whole thing went

6 away. it was a bit of drama.

7 Q. Has West/*rnGoco roloasod —— agreed to release that

8 data as you sit here today?

9 A. No, we haven't. it's the measurements. It's not

1.0 data. It's noise.

2.1 Q. Okay. And this was an issue, this re"usal to re’ ease

L2 the raw sensor measurements? At least back historically,

2-3 in the 2001 timeframe, that was a concern expressed to you

1.4 by Chevron?

2-5 A. Yes.

2.6 Q. Exxon?

2-7 A. Yeah.

i. 8 Q . Total ?

L9 A. Total raised it.

2 O Q. Kerr—McGee?

21 A. Kerr—McGee said they wanted it and we had a

22 discussion and it was a storm in a teacup.

23 Q. You think you resolved it "avorabl y?

24 A. Yes.

25 Q. Now, if you keep reading on this document, right

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporteI@aol.com
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%Y.H{. TORGjRSON:

2 Q It says: Upscaled Q—Fin currently in testing, available

3 2009.

4 So this was for the 2008 SEG?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q Do you remember what city the 2008 SEG was?

7 A. It might have been here actually.

8 Q Was it Las Vegas?

9 A. Maybe it was Las Vegas. Atter 20 o‘ them, you tend to

‘ 0 ‘orget .

;1 Q I have never been to one of those. I don't get to go to

;2 those.

;3 But just for pirposes real quick, the SEG is the

;4 American trade show and the EAG is the European trade show?

;5 A. Yes.

;6 Q The EAG is usually in June and the SEG is usually in the

’7 ‘all?

;8 A. Yes.

;9 Q All right. And.here we see at the bottom; WG response to

20 )igiE N and Nautilus. Any client who claims our leadership is

21 being eroded, needs to see this and read our frequently asked

22 questions.

23 A. Yes.

24 Q Would you agree with me, Mr. Walker, that WesternGeco was

25 marketing this potential increased steerage of the Q—Fin 2 to

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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N and Nautilus?

that you were, consistent with

trying to make something new to

- technologically from the rest

Q And clearly you are touting your leadership in the industry

fairness, was a monopoly. You

_ late 2007, right?

y. "t wasn't at this

5 this new device.

from WesternGeco at that point was to say:

We

:ies and tout those

Elmo, Ms. Loewe.

for losing bids in this

And can we all agree that probably the number one

1 respond to the market reaction to )i

2 A. Yes.

3 Q And you would agree with me

4 what we discussed before lunch,

5 Q—Fin that would di""erenLiaLe i

6 of the competitive field?

7 A. Yes.

8

9 at that stage, fair?

L0 A. We had a lo- of experience and we wanted to lead on the

L1 experience.

L2 Q All of that experience, in

L3 were the only one in the field until

L4 A. It had originally been a monopo'

L5 stage.

L6 Q And the reaction

L7 We have been working in anticipation o:

L8 are going to give it some new capabili

L9 capabilities?

20 A. We were trying to extend leadership, yes.

21 MR. TORGERSON: "f we could go to the

77 %Y.H{. TORGjRSON:

23 Q "e talked about some reasons

24 industry.

25 reason for losing bids is price?

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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370120331

fore as lateral steering, broadband data and

They are not related, but those are three big drivers at

typical’

I'm

-arge ticks that you

y see three primary

steering and.broadband data,

So the solid streamer is about noise attenuation generally,

Until 2010, specifically with regard to the TASMAN vessel,

h

-he

We delayed its rollout because TASMAN was delayed.

1 those to me be:

2 solid streamer, correct?

3 A

4 present.

5 Q Fair. And I'm.not implying that they are related.

6 just saying those are sort of the three I

7 look in the box and say you wi1'

8 drivers, %o1id streamer, 1atera'

9 right?

LO A

L1 yes.

L2 Q

L3 WesternGeco did not have solid streamer capability on any

L4 Q4Marine vessel?

L5 A NO .

L6 Q Why weren't solid streamers put on the other Q vessels

L7 before 2010?

L8 A. 3 caus th y w r alr ady guipp d.

L9 Q And they had gel fi"ed streamers?

20 A. They had a fluid fi"ed streamer.

21 Q What was the fluid?

22 A. "sopar, "sopar N. My apologies.

73 ' wi'1 slow down.

24 Q One of the reasons for not replacing

25 streamers with solid streamers is you wan-ed

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 A i would disagree and state that

%ut2 not sure.

Dage38of2@833

can't see how it would be that di

3 because it is a gel, a streamer is a gel, a reversib'

Fair.4 Q And you would agree with

Z'm.not an engineer, so I'm

""erenL

e gel.

me that until 20;O with the

5 TASMAN —— and what month in 2010 did the TASMAN come out with a

6 solid streamer?

7 A. We came out in April 2010.

8 Q So before April 2010, as it relates to Qdflarine vessels

9 being bid on projects, you would agree with me that WesternGeco

;1 three?

16 Q

;9 streamers?

;0 could only meet two of the technical guali:fications and not all

;2 A. It would depend upon why the solid streamer was required.

‘3 Qecause if the solid streamer was a way of reducing the

;4 toise —— which it is, it's a big selling point —— then we did

;5 that perfectly well with the single sensor approach.

You would agree with me that some oil companies, just like

;7 you have testified aboit with lateral steering having primary

;8 importance, some oil companies had primary importance of solid

20 A. I have seen it expressed as a preference. I don't think we

21 have ever lost a job because we don't have solid streamer. It

22 is expressed as a preference because of noise geterally.

23 Q And we have seen in connection —— we will ge- to the

24 specific document in a moment —— with regard to the Statoil

25 survey and the Chukchi that was lost to Fugro, that WesternGeco

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 to place Q—Fin devices on its solid streamers non—Q boats

2 be:

3 A

4 would.be worthwhile

fore 2010?

There was a discussion and.people looked about whether it

view o"from the point o“ engineering the

5 coupling because a lo- o_ sections have particular coupling and

6 particular requiremen'

7 Q

8 A

9 Q

12 A

14 Q

15 A

17 A

So

NO.

How many vessels are in WesternGeco's

WC.

i

And I don't think i

f there was a demand :

:s and '

: was tested.

;1 putting Q—Fins on its non—Q vessels?

We —— it was just on the Q streamer.

16 —— 15.

Sorry.

;6 Q And how many o:

Those --

;8 33 seismic vessels.

;9 Q All right.

20 A. We have an additional

21 source of comand.

22

2 3 with Q?

24 A. ll.

25 Q And of

L3 to work with the Q streamer.

Mayra Malone, CSR,

5 those are seismic vessels?

five or six vessels that we use

RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net

:hen you go through the other end.

But to be clear, it was never actually done?

for a streamer with 1a:era1

L0 steering capability, W st rnG co n v r r ally investigated

It was designed

fleet today?

I thought you meant —— those are 15

I

IOI

Q And of those 15 33 capable vessels, how many are equipped

those 11 that have Q, how many have Q solid
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guali‘ications.
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We can talk

What are

are won or lost, based on your experience?

.A

contractual discussions and rela

experience is very impor

Q

specific physical characteristics, like riptides or things o;

We have —— we talk about whether we have --

that nature?

.A Yes. Obviously I

operational experience.

Q

A

:ant.

mean lack o: operational experience

What about age of vessels?

Age o: vessels, if they are not purpose built

_ reasons or perhaps business reasons why bids

we have

:ionship, and operational

Especially in a given area that might have peculiar
H

from

for seismic

is a question mark with one oil company at the moment.

Q

A

Q

Who is that?

Total.

Operational experience, T could also ad -- for example,

believe you also mentioned business experience, like the

history of the companies together?

A Yes .

Q That's important, right?

.A Hope so.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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‘or 'osing bids?

guali‘ications.

3age41of2@836

We can talk

What are

are won or lost, based on your experience?

.A

contractual discussions and rela

experience is very impor

Q

specific physical characteristics, like riptides or things o;

We have —— we talk about whether we have --

that nature?

.A Yes. Obviously I

operational experience.

Q

A

:ant.

mean lack o: operational experience

What about age of vessels?

Age o: vessels, if they are not purpose built

_ reasons or perhaps business reasons why bids

we have

:ionship, and operational

Especially in a given area that might have peculiar
H

from

for seismic

is a question mark with one oil company at the moment.

Q

A

Q

Who is that?

Total.

Operational experience, T could also ad -- for example,

believe you also mentioned business experience, like the

history of the companies together?

A Yes .

Q That's important, right?

.A Hope so.
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1 Q What else an I

1‘ ocument 562-8 -Hedin XS- on 091/28/12 3age42of2@837

Torgerson Cross of Robin Walker

missing on the di "erent reasons that a

2 company might lose a seismic bid?

3 A We

4 negotiation. And other than that,

5 anything else.

6 Q You

7 .A

8 Q

I don't

i would think so, yeah.

9 a particular bid was won or lost, correct?

2. O A "f w hav m_t th k

;3 who won.

2.5 Q

I. 6 A

2.7 Q

20

21 A

22 manner.

23

We usually get,

;4 age, so they signal that

Q And speci:

;1 always try and find out.

;2 where were we on price.

y t chnical speci:

talked about contracts, which is a part of the

T can't think of

feel like this is a pretty comprehensive list?

Now, you would agree with me that you often don't know why

fications, we will

We will usually :

Usually

You had agree —— go ahead.

So we have that mix.

bids are won or lost?

find out on price,

find out on availability and

with Total, a cl

very loudly.

Z'm_sorry.

fically when you approach them, if

ar m_ssag on v ss l

You would agree with me, Mr. Walker, that information is

;8 actually rarely available to WesternGeco or even its

;9 competitors because oil companies decline to say the reason why

It is rarely available in a concise, clear, transparent

an oil company

24 says, Well, here is the reason why you lost the bid, you would

25

Mayra M

agree with me that you can't believe them?
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Torgerson Cross of Robin Walker

tell us.

be"

Of course we will.

they —— what they will tell us.

—— in general we will believe them

There may be something

ieve the words coming out o;

We can't possibly know what they

Q You are going to believe the words that come out of their

A. We are going to take them that they are no‘

We may have a view that‘

: necessarily out

:hey are watching

Q NB. Walker, do you remember having your deposition taken in

-hand from a client or a cus

:ing Contrac

:hat very o:

:omer what"

:or A.versus Contractor C,

I personally don't necessarily know.

ften you don't know

:heir rationale

D or

that question being posed to you?

Q And at the time you said, in response to that speci:ic

1 A. We will believe them i;

2 what

3 else that they don't

4 don't tell us, but we wi'1

5 their mouth.

6

7 mouth?

8

9 and out lying to us.

;0 what they say carefully.

L1

;2 this case in September of 2011?

;3 A. I do, yes.

;4 Q Do you remember being asked"

‘ 5 "i rs

L6 nigh: be as to selec

;7 F? Do you remember

18 A. Yes.

19

20 question:

21 A. Yes.

22 Q And you continued:

23 sit having made notes and say,

24

25

And if we asked them,

No, we don't, we don't necessarily know, right?

I don't want to

I believe what they say.

In September 2011, Mr. Walker, you told.me you

can't believe what they say when they do tell you a reason,

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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20

21

22

23

24

25

Torgerson Cross of Robin Walker

from the market, right?

A. Yeah.

Q Nobody has this, right?

A. Not at the moment.

Q Okay. And you would agree with me that this is, in a

sense, oversampling, a —— a 2012 version o: what the industry

has called oversampling before?

A. Yes. So what we are hoping is, by having this very fine

sampling that we will —— we have ideas on how to process this

data, and our customers have ideas on how to process the data.

"5 you talk about oversampling, we would say six

and a quarter by six and a quarter is correct sampling.

Are you familiar with PGS's H)3) o "ering back inQ Okay.

the mid 2000s?

A Yes .

Q Was that an approach to oversampling?

A. That was still undersampl d, b caus th y w r —— that was

a branded approach to streamers 50 meters apart.

Q Now you would agree with me, NB. Walker, that at the end o:

the day, based on what we have talked about for reasons :or

losing bids and that you might not necessarily be able to

believe the oil companies when they tell you why, you would

admit, would you not, that you don't ultimately know the reason

why oil companies select another company other than WesternGeco

for a particular survey?

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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Torgerson Cross of Robin Walker

1 A. We some— —— well, sometimes we know. We talked about the

2 l0 percent where it's clear.

3 We know if we've met the technical, the must—have

4 technical specs written in the tender.

5 We know if we've not met the technical

6 requirements, for example on broadband. "5 we haven't got a

7 broadband o""ering, that is —— then that would be very clear.

8 We don't win all of them.

9 Q And is Wester1Geco taking the position in this lawsuit that

;0 every survey bid that it lost between today and before, that

;1 had a preference ‘or lateral streamer steering, was because of

‘7 "ON's )igiE N or some other competing technology related to

‘3 'ateral steering?

;4 A. No. It's a very small proportion of them.

;5 Q And in fact, you don't know the reasons from these

;6 companies?

;7 A. What they are saying is there were —— as I understand it --

;8 200—something projects, and we're just looking at the 25 where

;9 lateral steering was required.

20 And if there had not been anyone else in the

21 market to provide lateral steering, then we're saying we would

22 have won those projects.

23 Q And that lateral steering, that might be a dominant

24 component or it might be a smaller component. You just don't

25 know how those companies are weighting those decisions, right?

Mayra Malone, CSR,
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20

21

22

23

24

25

iocument 562-8 -iled in

Torgerson Cross of Robin Walker

XS _ on 09/28/12 3age46of2@868

A. What we are saying, looking at it, is we believe those

are --

in the

lateral steering is a must—have, and other quali:

nice to have.

not on the must—haves.

Q Do you recall, when I

September 70ll, Mr. Walker,

that is a technological barrier. From_what we have seen

tender documents, what we have seen as a requirement,

fications are

The weighting will be on the nice—to—haves and

took your deposition in

' asked you that very question?

And you answered, in talking about the

components, and you admitted that you don't know the reasons

and the weights that oil companies provide to lateral steering.

A. I said —— no.

let me clarity.

a requirement as a must—have,

requirements,

weighting is at this distance.

then we say that is a priority.

In general, i_ it's no

that is one of them.

T said, in general, we would —— i_ it's --

: written in the tender as

then i‘ there are multiple

And we can't say what the

t it's a definite requirement in the tender,

Q So with regard to these 25 surveys that you are claiming

lost pro_its on, can you con"irm

o_ those sirveys took place more

coast of the United States?

A tt- that is relevant to the extent, yes, as tar as "

"or me that every single one

than 12 miles outside the

know.

Q You can confirm that every one of these surveys of these

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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Thompson Cross of Robin Walker

13:54 1 lists of lost profits, 25, they all occurred more than 12 miles

2 outside the U.S., yes?

3 A They —— o""shore?

4 Q Yes.

13:55 5 A No, you said outside the U.S.

6 O""shore, the coast.

7 Q O” -he coast. 17 miles o” the coast of the

8 United States, yes.

9 A Yes

13:55 1-0 MR. TORGERSON: I pass the witness.

1. 1 CROSS —EXAMINAT ION

’ 2 %Y LR. THOMPSON:

1.3 Q Good a_f-ernoon, M. Walker.

1.4 A Good a_f -ernoon.

13:55 1.5 Q We have“1't had a chance to meet. My name is James

1.6 Thompson. I'm representing Fugro—Geoteam.

1.7 You will be happy to know that W. Torgerson has

1.8 covered most o:: my areas o:: inquiry, so we will be quicker.

1.9 II wan- to o" low back up, i:: we could, and go

13:55 20 back and talk a little bit more about the Statoil job.

2l A Yes.

22 Q '3 understood your testimony correctly, you indicated

23 that Statoil was one of the early adopters o:: streamer

2 4 steering, correct ?

13:55 25 A Yes.
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1 But you testified that you believed customers

2 today are wanting lateral steering the most of those —— of the

3 technology in the suite, correct?

4 A. That's what they are saying in their tenders and in their

5 communication to us at these trade shows.

6 Q Okay. And we talked a little bit —— do yoi know, has

7 WesternGeco ever attempted to allocate any of the Q—Marine

8 revenue broken down by these discrete components of Q—Marine?

9 A. No. We just have a kilometer rate.

LO Q And would you agree with me —— and you have actually said

;1 that would be impossible to do, to break out the valuation of

;2 the di""erenL technologies?

;3 A. Yes. Because it " give you one kilometer rate, then that's

‘4 it. "t's —— —— can't make a value judgment about what you

‘5 ‘ind.important.

;6 Q And actually, do you remember, sir, at your deposition, you

;7 actually said that would be impossible to do?

2.8 A Yes .

;9 Q Okay. And so it would be impossible for WesternGeco to

20 break out by percentage of total survey revenue the value of

21 lateral steering?

22 A. We tried to do —— at one stage internally, we messed around

23 with sort of a Chinese menu where we just stuck numbers on it,

24 but it didn't go anywhere, and I don't think we ever sent it as

25 a proposal.
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Direct—Morton/By Ms .

3 on O9fl28/12 Dage 49 Of 204 2 O8 3
Tsou

l Q. What's the next slide the show?

2 A” Well, L <now this has been shown before, but this is

3 a Live case of a seismic vessel without steering on the

4 left. And.they turn the cabLe —— or they turn the

5 steering on, and 20 minutes Later it was well behaved.

6 This kind of steering is very important

7 for some of the jobs I did because we brought the cable up

8 into the wave base, above the wave base.

9 Q. So it's not just a matter of putting the streamers

LO close together if you don't have something to keep them

Ll separated?

L2 A” Oh, no. You can see some of those streamers are very

L3 close together, bit you have huge gaps. And if you were

L4 to shoot with that, it makes odd holes in the picture,

L5 and —— if the left is what you shoot with. So they either

L6 have to be fixed.with infill or whatever, but you reaLly

L7 don't want the pictire —— you don't want the data that was

L8 acquired by the boat on the left.

L9 Q. Is avoiding the kind of tangle risk we see on the

70 left important for an oil company?

2l A” Yes, ma'am, indirect'y. "t may not cost me directly

22 to untangle alL that s-u””, but it will cost the oil

23 company maybe Loss of the weather window.

24 In the North Sea, you have, I don't know,

25 something like that May to October, they will shoot. And

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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1 after October, the waves are so high nobody wants to be

2 out on a boat, and you can't acquire data anyway. So if

3 yo; had a tangLe on that block —— and :'ve had this

4 several times in_my career where bloc<s are about to

5 expire and you've got to go shoot. "‘ you miss the

6 weather window because of a tangle and you don't acquire

7 the data, you've just lost the business opportunity that

8 you needed to —— because you don't have the data.

9 Q. Did you see any support in the documents you reviewed

’O ”rom.Lhis case for this opinion?

Ll A” ?or what?

L2 Q. Did you see any documents in the case that support

L3 your opinion?

L4 A” Oh, yes, ma'am.

L5 Q. Let's turn together to PTX 214.

L6 Can you tell us what this document is?

L7 A” Yes, ma'am, This is —— looks like either internal or

L8 externa' -- ' think it's external —— sales presentation by

’ 9 “/0 or ’’ON.

20 Q. Phd.let's turn to 211.

21 A. Yes, ma'am.

22 Q. What are we seeing here?

23 A” Well, this is —— the slide is basically saying that

24 you're going to get better resolution. it talks about --

25 it uses it in terms o‘ cross—line bin si e.

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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l A

2 su

3 conclusion I

Well, as I

1‘ ocument 562-8 -Hedin XS _ on 09/28/12

Kaplan Direct of Raymond Sims

indicated,

"ered by WesterhGeco.

4 pro"its o” $159.1 mi11ioh as a result o:

4ageb1of2u370

T was asked to determine the harm

Ahd based on my analysis, the

reached was that WesterhGeco has su

5 infringement by the parties, by ION

7 products, the

8 are not claiming lost pro.

"ered 1ost

E the assumed

and Fugro.

And for those surveys that are —— use the )igiE N

ihtrihgihg )igiE N product systems for which we

fits, they would be ehti

9 reasohab1e roya1ty o‘ $10’.9 mi11ioh.

12 A

13 Q

14 A

;5 Q All right.

They are separate.

Did you do an analysis o; --

Zh other words, they are added.

;1 considered in addition to one another?

So the total damages to which you are

;7 A. That's correct.

;8 Q All right. Let's start with the lost pro:

9 A. Okay.

20 Q And what are lost profits?

21 A. Well, lost profits are the pro.

22 defendant in this case —— Z'm.sorry, the p1aihti

23 case, WesterhGeco, was prevented from.maki

24 ihfrihgemeht in this case, the ihtrihgihg

25 were in the marketplace ahd.beihg used by

;6 testi‘yihg is $761 mi11ioh in this case?

:led to a

;O Q Are these overlappihg damages or separate damages to be

fits ahalysis.

iits that —— that the

in this

)igib'
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N system had not

for some of those

those

fringing

they would

fits that

1 competitors.

2 So it ”ON's intringiqg )igiE

3 been on the market and had not been used by WesternGeco's

4 competitors to compete against Wes-ernGeco

5 surveys for which it was used, WesternGeco would have won

6 surveys, would have earned those revenues and then earned the

7 profits on those revenues from those surveys.

8 Q And have you determined, from the review of the

9 documents and the testimony, how many surveys are involved

L0 total that are par- oj the damages analysis in this case?

L1 A. Yes. Throug —— throughout March of 2012, which was the

L2 period for which we had data, there were 207 total surveys that

‘3 ‘ identitied that had —— that ised the )igiE N —— in:

‘4 )igiE N systems.

L5 And the total revenues that were generated from

L6 those surveys, based on the injormation that I had, were

L7 $3 billion. And.I conclided that Wester1Geco would have won 25

L8 of those surveys, and the revenue on those 25 surveys was

L9 $319.3 million.

20 The cost that WesternGeco would have incurred in

21 order to conduct those surveys would have been about

22 $160.3 million. And, therefore, their profit that

23 have earned had they done those surveys, so it's pro:

24 they lost, would be —— would have been $159.1 million.

25 Q Now, we're going to discuss this a little bit

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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25
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Kaplan Direct of Raymond Sim

-iled in X8. on 09/28/12 4ageb3of2u375

S

accordance with their regular market share, but you have not

assigned those into the lost pro:

A. That's correct.

Q All right.

I have not.

Well, what are the

profits analysis in a patent case?

A. In order to

reconstruct the

happened but

presence of the

So we take

fits category?

factors that go into a lost

determine lost profits, what we have to do is

market. We want to know what

for the infringement, or in this

)igiE N systems in

would have

case but for the

the marketplace.

)igiE N out and we say, What would the

market have looked like, and how —— who would have made the

sales?

otherwise conducted using )i gi J:' N?

Who would have conducted those surveys that were

And so typically, when we do a reconstruction,

there are %ur "actors that were actually set

case and typically used in li

reconstruct the market. First is:

patented product?

The second is:

acceptable noninfringing alternatives?

The third is: DOGS

forth in a court

:igation to identify or to help us

Is there a demand for the

Are there any available

the patent owner, in this

case, WesternGeco, have the capacity to satis_

demand?

And then

able to quantify the pro.

finally:

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1‘ ocument 562-8 -Hedin XS- on O9l28/12

is w hav tak n a sample oL

jlect demand.

4ageb4of2u276

I have done in this case.

jirst bullet point,

:s that you've reviewed, and.many o: which

I have gone through a number of —— a lot

5 documents and

Some of them_have actually been displayed here

5 these other deposition videos, so you may have

will try to go through them quickly in

fore we get to them, have you also seen the responses

ION's amended response to

1 made but for the infringement?

2 And so that's what

3 Q All right. Well, let's look a- that

4 the demand for the patented produc:.

5 And have you listened to the testimony and

6 reviewed the documents and reached some conclusions about that?

7 A. Yes, I have.

8 Q All right. What w 'v don

9 some of the documen'

L0 have already been discussed explicitly by witnesses in trial,

L1 have we not?

L2 A. Yes. I mean,

L3 o‘ —— 'ike " said, hundreds of -housands o:

‘4 identi‘ied a number of Lhem.Lha- re

2.5

L6 today in some o:

L7 seen them already, but I

L8 that event.

L9 Q And be:

20 to discovery by ION and Fugro in the case?

21 A Yes.

22 Q All right. And_is this

23 WesternGeco's Znterrogatory Number 1O?

24 A. Yes, it is.

25 Q Okay. And rather than read the whole thing out loud, do

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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2 Q

‘or all o‘

1‘ ocument 562-8 XS- on 091/28/12-iled in --’age 235 of 2428 8

Kaplan Direct of Raymond Sims

5 their surveys.

Now, in addition to Fugro and some others, was WesternGeco

3 also in that market, and did its business operations reflect a

4 demand?

5 A

6 were there long betore

8 And during that time period, service revenue

Well, yes.

And

I mean, WesternGeco created the market. They

)igiJ:' N.

I have here sales from 2006 through 2011.

from their

9 Q4Marine, which is their lateral steering, was $2.7 billion.

;3 Q "5 we're ta"

LO So WesternGeco alone conducted surveys and generated revenue o;

;2 steering.

king about the

H

;1 $2.7 billion over this time period using their lateral

first bullet point, that is: Is

;4 there a demand :

;5 conclusion?

;6 A. My conclusion is that there is definitely a demand.

;7 is a very strong demand ‘or --

for the patented product? What was your

There

‘or the patented technology.

So we see a multibil;ion—do;lar industry?

lTSt "actor.that's the

I think the second factor that you mentioned in

let points was the availability ot nonintringing

2.8 Q

2.9 A Yes.

20 Q All right. Now,

21

22 your set o" bu"

23 alternatives.

24 A. Correct.

25 Q And did you also --

CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 A. Availability of

2 Q Right.

3 that?

4 A "l did.

5 Q Okay. And what

6 A. Well, an acceptable nonin'

7 lateral steering system.that provides the same benefits as

l‘ ocument 562-8

Kaplan Direct of Raymond Sims

-Hedin XS

acceptable nonin'

is an acceptable nonin'

_ on 09/28/12

‘ringing alternatives.

4ageb6of2u289

And did you also make an inquiry and analysis into

‘ringing alternative?

‘ringing alternative would be a

the

8 patented lateral steering system that doesn't use the paten'

9 So it is something that someone else could use and not in:

l0 the patents.

ZS.

fringe

;1 And, o‘ course, it would have to provide the same

;2 benetits. "t would have to work. It would have to be

;3 acceptable not only to the contractor but also to the customers

;4 and it would have to be available during the appropriate time

;5 period.

;6 Q You have heard, T assume, some of the testimony about the

;7 Nautilus bird, an e3ird bird?

"ON

;8 A. l have.

l9 Q Or e3ird. Why don't we take a look at what Fugro and l

20 determined about the availability of those potential

21 alternatives?

22 A. Okay.

23 Q What did Fugro have to say about this in 2009?

24 A. Well, in 2009, they were doing a CAJ%X application to get

25 funds to buy )igiE Ns, additional )igiE W systems. .And they

ayra Malone, csa, RMR, CRR
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indicated on that document that there were no alternatives.

Q And that's in June of 2009?

A. That's in June of 2009.

Fugro a customer satisfaction survey.

ION.

was no longer available, what

And the comment

question.

Q And that was Mr.

A. That was Mbrten

And one of

There are

the guestiots in that

By?

responded to the questionnaire.

Q Those are Pl

which are Fugro

2 Tri alainti

documents; is

A. That's correct.

Q Now, did Mr.

before he testified in this case?

A. Yes, he did.

And also in 7009,

—— the response was:

Bxhibit 313 and 920, both of

By also get deposed just a

"ON sent to

Fugro was a customer of

--’age b/ of 2.93 90

H

survey was: )igiE N

would you replace it with?

Good

By —— his name is highlighted —— who

that right?

few weeks ago

Q And was he asked in particular about the eBird unit?

A. I believe he was asked about both, but yes.

Q Let's start

A. Okay.

with eBird.

At his deposition, he was asked about the e

asked whether Fugro had ever purchased eBird units and his

answer was DO. And.he indicated that

the connector with eBird, with using e

streamers.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR,

Bird on Fugro's

And.he said it is not commercially available to

CRR
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the Sentinel stream, which is the streamer that Fugro uses.

So as late as —— I

the e3ird wouldn't —— wouldn't work —— even i

commercially acceptable, it wouldn't work on

by Fugro.

Q Now, do we have any information about what

thought about this potential competing bird?

A. Yes.

Q And what in:formation is that?

A. W ll, h r w hav an mail, and i

plan, one dated

about Kongsberg, which is the manu:

e3ird.

shortened sigii

And it indicates that '

there were not any good coments.

think it's July 12 of 20l2,

: it were

the streamers used

ION really

I believe it's a business

October, late October of 2009 and it is talking

being used for -esLing.

facturer or developer o;

they were doing some tests and

The test period was

ficantly and they destroyed the cable that was

And obviously destroying the cables is

not a good thing because the cables cost a lot o: money.

Q And did ION

that time?

learn about any defects in the e3ird around

A. Well, the bottom document, it is important

reasons .

they have no high—level control system.

drivers

which means they have got

lateral control

for contractors

"t only o

‘or a couple

Number one, if you look in the middle there, it says

"ered

system.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 customer.

2 your own lateral controi

4 devices and had no‘

5 acknowledged

6 twisting, so

7 Q All right.

8 to say about this in late 2011 when one o:

9 deposed in

2.0 A

;4 And this is

2.5 Q

;8 test it and :

So it is real

;2 proven and it's no‘

;6 competing, nonin'

‘_‘ ocument 562-8

Kaplan Direct of Raymond Sims

And

-haL

this case?

-Hedin

_ system.

find out i:

20 A. W0.

21 about

22 their lateral s

23 to do testing,

24 worked, they

25

;9 skepticism_there may be?

they have

had to show

:eering, when

XS

they weren't very good.

That was two years ago.

;1 still was not commercially available.

: commercially available.

)igib'

Mayra Malone,

them data.

establish yoursel: in the market.

CSR,

_ on 09/28/12

-he device caused damage to the cable

)id

Well, Mr. Gentle indicated that even at the end o‘ 20l’,

the 27-h of October 2011.

--’age be of 2.93 92

_ly not an option unless you have got

then they go on to say they tested 12 of the

thing good to say about them and they

from

ON have any more

5 their people were

It is not commercially

And to his

;3 knowledge, it had never been employed on a commercial survey.

Now, when somebody introduces what they hope is a

‘ringing alternative, does the industry

;7 suddenly rush to it or is there some time while people try to

it works and perhaps overcome whatever

I mean, as you've seen —— as you heard Mr. Walker talk

it, even when they introduced the Qdflarine system with

N was introduced, they had

to convince the customers that it

And so it takes time to

RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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Mbre importantly, in order to win a survey and

bid a product on a survey,

it in October of 2011, the

October o‘ 701’

of 2012.

pretty much lost the 2012 survey season

Q {as any information come your way to the e

of today?

A NO.

Q Why don't we talk aboit Nautilus

that's also something that

A. Okay.
H

O Once again, did one o‘

you to have it and if you don't have

surveys that you are bidding for in

are going to take place in the summer or fall

So i_ it is not on the market in 201;, you have

'ora 'ot o‘ the areas.

"ect that the

e3ird would be an available nonin‘ringing alternative even as

Not during this time period, no.

for a second because

was mentioned.

"ON's directors, NB. Gentle, have

anything to say about that

.A Yes. He indicated tha'

in late 20ll?

:, again —— his recollection was that

at the beginning o‘ 70’0, Wautilus was still not seen as

commercially viable. In o:her words, they hadn't been tested

and shown to be commercially viable or acceptable in the

marketplace.

Q What did Fugro have to

that Fugro might have been

say —— assuming just for a moment

evaluating the possibility o:

changing its mind about the then decision that there were no

alternatives, what did Mr. 3y have to say about Nautilus when

he was deposed just three weeks ago?

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 A. Well, remember that ION was looking at it from the

2 perspective as a competing product. Fugro would have been

3 loo<ing at it from the perspective of something to use instead

4 of )igiE N. They actually testified —— tested the Nautilus

5 device. And.what happened was that the Nautilus device

6 destroyed some of their streamers. They went back to Sercel,

7 the manufacturer, and demanded their money back.

8 Mr. 3y indicated the test was a complete fai'ure

9 and that they never bought a Naitilis device as a result of

L0 that. And that is consistent with the prior testimony from "ON

L1 which indicated that, you know, as of 2010, it still wasn't

L2 proven in the marketplace.

L3 Q There was some discussion in the courtroom by Mr. By that

L4 this had something to do with some stray fishing nets. Z'm.not

L5 sure if you were here for that testimony.

L6 A. T was.

L7 Q But does this indicate to you that that mishap, whatever it

L8 was, was something that Fugro considered to be a problem or a

‘9 fault with the device rather than just some sort of stray or

20 random accident?

21 A. Well, I mean, he said it was a complete failure and they

22 are not buying any Nautilus units as a result. So I would say

23 they didn't want to risk using the Nautilus product because

24 they didn't think it worked properly.

25 Q And they also demanded that Sercel give them_their money

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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1 back --

2 A Yes .

3 Q —— or reimburse them for the streamers the Nautilus had

4 destroyed?

5 A. Correct. And the word they used —— well, the question they

6 asked was that the Naitilus had destroyed, and Mr. 3y said yes.

7 He didn't say the Nautilus had destroyed. He just said the

8 implication was that they did destroy them.

9 Q Any ‘urther intormation about Nauti'us ‘rom Fugro's files?

L0 A. Yes. There is an email, an internal Fugro email and this

L1 is communicating a discussion that someone at Fugro had with

L2 someone who works for CGGVeritas, which owns Sercel, which was

L3 testing the Nautilus. And this is dated late May of 2010 and

L4 it indicates that there were failed Nautilus birds. And he

L5 said, ""5 you hear rumors in the industry that the Nautilus

L6 birds are revolutionary and fantastic, disregard them. It

L7 doesn't work. The modules failed."

L8 So as late as May 17, 2010, the Nautilus still

L9 wasn't —— hadn't shown that it was acceptable in the

20 marketplace.

21 Q Z'm_not sure if you were here for the deposition testimony

22 earlier today from Mr. Cunkelman and perhaps one other

73 individua' at "ON, but both of them said, as I recall —— you

24 tell me it this is true —— that CGGVeritas buys )igiE N ‘rom

25 them?

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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‘rom them, yes, over the

Q Do you have any information that they are actually buying,

instead of that, Nautilus because they think that is a better

or acceptable nonin'

A. Well, they may be today.

doesn't cover today.

Q Right.

issue or requirement in your lost pro:

A Yes .

acceptable nonin‘ringi1g alternatives

available in the marke

f concluded"

zringing alternative?

I don't —— but my damages period

So did you reach a conclusion as to the second

fits analysis?

that during this period, there were no

that would have been

:place and that the only lateral steering

device that would have been available in the market would have

been WesternGeco's Q—Marine systems.

Q In doing your lost pro:

just the 25 surveys; is that right?

A. Qight.

Q Wot the other 182 surveys?

A. Qight.

Q The third factor that you identi:

fits analysis, we are talking about

fied as being an important

part o_ the analysis was capacity; is that right?

A. Correct.

Q And why don't you explain that brie

A. Well, I mean,

that are available

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR,

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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1 if WesternGeco didn't have the capacity to conduct those

2 surveys, then they couldn't have done them_and couldn't have

3 g n rat d th r v nu and they wouldn“

4 pro_i-s.

: have earned the

I'm_not sure who would have done them, but they would

5 have to have the capacity.

6 So what I did was I looked at the injormation,

7 talked to people at WesternGeco, identified —— loo<ed at their

8 fleet and d

9 necessarily

L2 that during

L3 competition

L0 capacity available to co

And,

Lhis

-from )1' gi Jr‘

L4 being delivered a

L5 things that

L6 demand --

L7 surveys.

2.9 Q

20 A

21 vessel that already had it on.

1 )1'g1' b‘

they were getting"

"hat is derigging?

Derigging is taking the equipment,

N hadn“

: rmin d wh th r th y had capacity available.

for example, you heard Mr. Walker testi:y

N, had actually delayed some boats

dd had derigged some boats.

L8 done and they would have been able to plan

So,

the demand,

Not

that they actually had the capacity but they had

tduct those surveys.

time period, WesternGeco, because of the

from

So those are

: been on the market and the

they were getting the

Those are the things that they li<ely would not have

for it.

the Q equipment o a

for example, there were

22 three boats that had Q—Marine systems equipment on them and

23 they took that equipment o

24 those boats to source boa

25 Q And did you make a de'

Mayra Malone,

ZS.

CSR, RMR,

those boats and they converted

tailed investigation as to the amount

CRR
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Q And did you determine whether or not WesternGeco had the

capacity available?

A Yes, " did. Qased on the in:

length of the surveys, the number o:

surveys,

capacity, o:

I determined that they would need 54 months o;

formation in the record, the

days, the duration of the

vessel capacity, in order to conduct those surveys

over this time period.

available capacity,

actual capacity o_ other boats tha

had 59 months of

i also determined,

the actual capacity of the Q fleet,

based on looking at the

capacity, at least. And that's without

doing some other things that they could have done.

So, for example,

slide, one o.

the COOK and

delivered in

with Q equipment that had been taken

and the TOPAZ.

some OI

_ the

testijied earlier, was that they had de:

the TASMAN.

2009 and they deferred them_until mid—2OI

they didn't have a need for them.

Now,

So

it and put the rest of it on the COOK.

Mayra Malone,

They were originally schedul

one of those boats, the COOK, was OJL

CSR,

those boats when they were originally scheduled.

ferred the delivery o;

the

. WesternGeco had, would have

EVER

' think it you go to the next

things they would have done, as Mr. Walker

_ed to be

.0 because

So they could have taken

fitted

from the ER )+, Sfifi

RMR, CRR
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1 accelerated the COOK and the TASMAN, they would have to have

2 purchased another set o:

3 equip the COOK with Q equipment,

4 $36 million O:

And over the course o:

capital expendi

E Q equipment.

:ure.

They would have had to

and that would have cost them

5 the damages period, the

6 depreciation on that Q equipment would have been about

7 19.2 million, so it would have cost them.money to get this

8 capacity, but it was there ready to be taken advantage oL.

L2 Well, what

L3 what Mr. Wa

L6 capacity.

L7 capacity.

L8 have had.

L1 the TOPAZ and used some o.

L4 They would have le_t

Now, in addition to that,

L0 they took the Q equipment o o

The COOK and the TASMAN would have had 28 months of

That's the 59 months of

the PR >«-.,

T just mentioned that

the SfiA<C{fiR and

I'm_suggesting is they wouldn't have done

those three vessels as Q vessels.

L5 during that time period, those vessels had 31 months o:

that equipment to put on the COOK.

that and

lker has siggested is they wouldn't have done that.

And

capacity that they could

L9 Now, that doesn't i1ClJde the fact that that's

20 only 31 months for the BR )4, S%A<CH%R, and TOPAZ out of about

21 three years that they would have been doing Q surveys. They

22 could.have done —— there is another 77 months during that

23 three—year time period that they could have done Q surveys but

24 they were doing other things. They were doing source —— they

25 were being used as source boats.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR,

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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Well, what Mr. Walker indicated is that they can

2 charter source boats. "n

3 during this time period,

4 becaise they didn't need"

5 chartered those boats and i:

6 another two months or another

7 chartered source vessels and used"

them anymore.

8 as Q vessels to do Q surveys. T

9 million and a hal:

don‘L0 and I

13 Q I don't know i:

L6 Q And that is:

L2 additional capacity available i_

And he said:

5 you recall"

L1 had capacity to do the surveys wi

ha‘

they terminated some o:

‘act, they had chartered boats. And

5 those charters

So they could have

5 they needed another month or

four months, they could have

the ER )£, S
-1'7\
.\<CHfiR and TOBAH

: would have had a cost o:

5 dollars a month to charter the

a

source vessel

t believe they would have had to do tha - because they

L5 A. My memory is not that good.

When people are in:

they

L4 Mr. LoCascio asked Mr. Walker, and that is --

L7 recession, when does it hurt the most?

thout that, bit

deeded i

L9 have got all this slack time and slack capacity.

they had

the last question that

fringing and you are in a

In a recession, the reason is you

20 Is that right?

21 A. That's correct. I mean, if you have got the capacity and

22 other people —— if there is a recession and you have got a lot

23 of excess capacity and other people are doing the surveys that

24 you should be doing, it's costing you money.

25 Q One of the things you haven't calculated, T assume, in your

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 think where we were is that the $319 nullion in revenue is

2 not some ]ind o‘ premium.pricing that WesternGeco might

3 have wanted to charge, but the assessment of the actual

4 revenue on those surveys.

5 The Eugro survey is their actual numbers,

6 the other surveys that were lost to other intringers or

7 competitors are the best numbers from_the ’nte'ligence

8 that everybody's gathered at the company; is that right?

9 Au Correct.

LO Q. All right. So how did you go about determining that

L1 there were 25 Lost surveys out of 207 total surveys, that

’2 were using rig E N systems?

L3 AL WeLl, we Looked at all those surveys and tried to

’4 identity what the requirements were for those surveys.

L5 And as L indicated yesterday, what I did was I concluded

L6 that if there was a requirement for lateral steering,

L7 either the survey required it or the customer required it,

L8 Lha- if WesLernGeco was the only provider that couLd

’9 provide lateral steering, that since there was a

20 requirement for lateral steering, WesternGeco would have

21 made those sales.

22 So wrat I did was go througr those 207

23 surveys, and " ide1ti‘ied 25 surveys, where I concluded

24 and " contirmed with Mr. Walker, that there was a

25 requirement for lateral steering. .And so, those are the

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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l 25 surveys that I have calcuLated lost profits on. And

2 there are basica'ly three di””erenL categories. The first

3 one is 43 surveys for three oil companies, StatoiL, Total

4 and BP. The second is Apache surveys that were done by

5 Figro, and the third is sort of a catchall, which is other

6 sirveys that required 'ateral steering.

7 Q. Phd.what is the timeframe in which these 25 surveys

8 fall?

9 A” Well, the first survey was started literally like New

LO Year's Tve of 2008, and the last one went into 20l2. So

Ll they're spread out over that time period.

L2 Q. Ndm Mr.MbLkerLesL‘Wed unandjer anweyiietii

L3 think he called Total HolLand, or the Pistolet survey?

L4 A” Yes, I heard Lhat for the first time when he

L5 testified here the other day.

L6 Q. The $64 million survey?

L7 Au Correct.

L8 Q. Is that included in your analysis?

L9 A” "t is lot. We onLy included surveys based on the

70 in”ormaL’on Lha- we had and the information we had was

2l through March of 20l2.

22 Q. All right. And.that's a survey that's actually

23 either being done or about to be completed by Tugro as

24 best you know, is that right?

25 Au That's my understanding from_Mr. Walker's testimony,

RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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steerable streamers are requi red. A method for steering

of the streamers will be considered as a prerequisite.

Q. All right. So going through the Apache surveys, your

conclus:'_on was that you could safely assess these as being

surveys that required the patented technology?

A . Correct .

Q. And had WesternGeco been the only company in the

market able to o “er its patenled technology, what was

your conclusion as to whether or not these surveys would

have been won by WesternGeco as opposed to Fugro?

A. My conclusion is that's why here, that they would

have been won by WesternGeco. "'3 there's no one else with

lateral steering, then WesternGeco would have won the

surveys.

Q. Well, let's go to the third bucket that makes up the

25 surveys that you assessed.

A. Okay.

Q. And what is Slide 46?

A. Well, Slide 46 is l think a ' ist o‘ —— " think

there's lO here maybe that —— add‘ ti ona' surveys that

we've identified that indicated that there was a

requiremen- “or latera' steering. In one source or

perhaps many sources indicated that there was a request or

a requirement ‘or latera' steering devices to conduct

those surveys .
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l discussion with Mr. Walker, indicates that although —— and

2 they said steerable wouLd be required, but he indicated

3 that steerable would definitely be needed for that type of

4 a survey.

5 Q. All right. And.that's ?lainLi””'s Trial ? h’bit 650,

6 that's from_Fugro's copy of the tender; is that right?

7 Au That's correct.

8 Q. All right.

9 Au Maybe I should reiterate, make it cLear, that al' of

L0 these surveys were conducted using the vigir N latera'

Ll steering. So they did, in fact, use lateral steering for

’7 all of these surveys.

L3 Q. All right. Let's look at Statoil Alaska. This is

L4 the Chukchi Seas; is that right?

L5 A” Yes.

L6 Q. Okay.

L7 A” And.we've heard some testimony about this from

L8 Mr. Scoulios and from_Mr. Walker, and they indicated that

L9 based on the conditions that lateral steering would be

20 required. They aLso indicate —— Mr. Walker indicated that

2l he was working with Statoil to try to convince them that

22 they should use fan mode, that would be preferred, which

course, requires lateral steering.73 o‘

24

25 did use

Ultimately, as Mr. Stiver testified, they

fan mode —— "they" being Fugro did use fan mode to
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Direct—Sims/By Mr . Kaplan

'1

1 incorporation o‘ figib'N units?
I‘

A” Correct. 3hat's a document we saw earlier indicating

U)[\)
that Fgib'N al'ows them to do fan mode.

4 Q. A'l r’ght. So we've now looked at the three buckets

36 5 of surveys that make up the 25 surveys that you talked

6 about.

7 M3. KADTAN: "‘ we can turn to Slide 33 for

8 just a second.

9 %Y LR. K[—\9"Al\T:

44 LO Q. And.those are the three buckets or the three groups

’1 o‘ surveys that ma<e up the 25; is that right?

;2 Au That's correct.

L3 H{. KAJ AN: And let's now go to Slide 58.

’ 4 %Y LR. KAJTAN:

:56

:15 20 case, conduct the surveys. And the di

Q. How did you go about determining what WesternGeco's

lost profits would be as you assessed them in this case?

A” Okay. The 'ost protits are basically the revenue:\:\:\:\ OO\1ON(II
that you lost, minus the cost that you would have incurred

L9 to make those sales or generate that revenue, or in this

"erence between

2l those is the lost profits. That's the profits that

22 WesternGeco would have earned had it conducted those

23 surveys.

24 Q. So if we start with the revenue side, the revenue

28 25 that you calculated on those 25 surveys was how much?
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l A” $319 million. L don't know if you noticed; but on

2 each of those slides where we had the individual surveys,

3 there was a revenue number. And that came either from_the

4 Tugro records or from.the CRM database.

5 Q. And.then moving to the next slide, the next factor is

6 how much it cost you to get that revenue; right?

7 Au Correct. And again, what we're looking at the

8 incremental cost, how much would it have cost to conduct

9 an additional 25 surveys over that four—year time period.

L0 So you don't ta<e into account all of the fixed costs that

Ll have already been incurred because they're not going to be

L2 incurred again.

L3 Q. And if we go to the next slide, you begin to assess

L4 the cost; is that right?

L5 Au Correct. So the operating cost o" per”orming 25 more

L6 surveys, and I say 2009 because the first survey started,

’7 'ike, 'iteral'y the last day of 2008, we wanted to

’8 identity those costs that varied directly with the number

’9 o‘ surveys. So as I said, it doesn't include the

20 president's salary; it doesn't include, you know, the home

21 o"”ice. There's a lo- o” “fixed costs that are already

22 paid “or tha- you woildn't have to incir again. So we

23 onLy take into account those costs that would be

24 additional costs that WesternGeco would have incurred had

25 it conducted those 25 surveys.
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l Ahd_based on their actual financial

2 records, looking at their actual Q—Marine division

3 financia' records, loo]ing at the costs over that tine

4 period, " determined what those costs were, and that was

5 $14’ mil'ion over that time period for those 25 surveys.

6 Q. But you aLso added another figure in case there was a

7 need for additional ship capacity?

8 A” Well, L added another 19.2 million. "f you recall,

9 when we discussed capacity, " indicated that, rather than

LO defer the delivery of the TASMN and the COOK, they would

Ll have had them delivered as originally scheduled, and

L2 rather than derig the B& vfik SfiA%C}fi& and TOPAZ, they

L3 wouLd have left them with Q eqaipment, which means they

L4 wouLd have had to buy new Q eqqipmeni for the COOK. And

L5 that Q equipment would have cost money, and this

’6 19.? million is the depreciation on that equipment over

L7 this time period.

L8 Mk. KA3TAN: Let's go back to Slide 29 for a

L9 moment, please, Dave.

20 %Y LR. KAJTAN:

2l Q. Tha-'s the figure that you talked about yesterday

22 afternoon, is that right, when you were discussing

23 capacity?

24 Au Correct. The 19.2 million.

25 Q. Okay. All right.
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A” I haven't included it in my calculation. That's

correct.

Q. We don't have the final information?

A” Correct.

Q. All right. So in sumary, if we're looling at the

lost profits surveys, we see that 15 were done by Tugro,

10 were done by other companies; is that right?

A” That's correct.

Q. And in apportioning that $l59.L nullion, how much of

that is lost profits that is directly attributable to the

surveys done by Tugro?

A” 65.7 nullioq.

Q. And how much o” it is to -he surveys done by the

others using ION's infringing «igib'N's equipment?

A” 93.4 m’l'ion, And.the reason that number is bigger

than Fugro is because the Fugro jobs tended to be a little

smaller, shorter duration; whereas the other 10 were

bigger, longer duration surveys. So the revenues

those surveys were greater than the Eugro ones.

Q. sut all of these surveys were performed with

you've been asked to assume is in‘

from

what

‘ringing technology from

formed

:ON?

A” Correct. They were all —— they were all per:

using the dgib'N systems.

Q. All right. Now, you said there was a second
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So

l total quantifiable benefits, the 260 nnllion is

2 65.9 percent.

3 Q. So they got a 'ot b‘gger bang from the buck

4 purchasing these infr’ng‘ng systems, than they did in the

5 other part of the business?

6 Au Correct. They're overal' pro”i, margins were lower

7 than the value that the vigir Ns contributed.

8 Q. All right. Let's go to Slide 94 then.

9 Au Okay.

LO Q. What does this show?

Ll A” Well, now we're moving on to LON. So what we just

L2 determined was that the benefit, the premium that was

L3 generated for Fugro, was 65.9 percent of those total

L4 guantifiab'e benefits as a premiunu

L5 So now we have to figure out how to share

L6 that. Now we're moving on to LON, and we're trying to

’7 figure out with a --

L8 Q. Sorry.

L9 A” Now we're moving on to LON and we have to figure out

20 what the value of the patent and dimension is to LON.

2l what we're doing here, since they don't do surveys, is

22 we're looking at their profits on selling the figib'N

23 systems as compared with other products.

24 Q. Do you need to take a drink?

25 A” No. That's all right. So we know that from their
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l records, that the profit margins on their figi:'N systems

2 are 54 percent. The profit margins on the res- of their

3 business, rest o" this division are 77.4 percent. So when

4 thqysetl Fgm'Ns,jus:the figfl£N:$6tam;aLxB, Hwy

5 have a prem’um.pro”ic o" 76.6 percent.

6 Q. Now, you chose 54 percent as their profit margin. 7o

7 you recall Mr. Mb"”a-'s deposition where he testified that

8 their margins there were typicaLly 60 or 70 percent?

9 Au Yeah. L'm_not sure what he was referring to. It may

LO have been gross profit. " don't reca‘l. Qut based on the

Ll actual documents that we had, ' calcu'ated them to be 54.

L2 Q. Okay. And from.that you determined what —— what is

’3 premium_prof’t?

L4 A” Well, if their normal profit margins are 77.4 percent

L5 and they're only at 54 percent on the fig’b'Ns, that means

L6 they're getting a premium_pro”‘- on the Fg’b'N sales.

L7 Q. Phd.so, what did you do with Lha- nimber?

L8 A” Well, figured out how much Lha- was in dollars. So

L9 this is focused on the figib'N systems that were sold to

20 customers other thai Tugro, because we've aLready dealt

2l with Fugro, so the -o-al sales of vigir N birds and

22 lateral controller, which is the figib'N system, for those

23 customers —— those other customers was $72.3 nullion.

24 So that means their prenium.profit on

25 those sales, 26.6 percent, was $11.3 nulLion. Their total
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pro_i

jus-

$11.3

Q.

other words, you're not looking at all the

-he sales o:

mil"on.

And it
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Direct—Sims/By Mr . Kaplan

- was about twice tha

E the

we can return to Slide l4, please.

but she premium_profit on
vi

»igi:'N systems alone, was

Now, in

:ON sales

because according to Slide 14, the numbers you had,

whether they are about $63 million worth o“ sales o‘ the

IigiJ:'

Au Correct.

actualj

Q. ‘Right.

A” But...

Q. A_little too sma"

A” "t is pretty sma".

Q. All right.

A” Okay.

Q.

nonFugro entities?

Au Correct.

Q. A" right.

$63 mi"ion?

Au Correct.

Q. All right.

premium_proji-?

A”

And actually I

N units, including the lateral controller?

note here that this schedule

_y calculates that 54 percent.

to read on the slide?

Let's return, please, to Slide 95.

What you did here is you only took the sales to the

Correct.

And.that's roughly two—thirds of that

And.on those sales only, you calculated a

$11.3 nullion.
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that,

ZON se'

sales.

products,

And based

was

those pu"

67.8 mil"‘O1 based on the sales of the

we looked

Q.

A”

O.

:CEJ'S

3 addit’

All right.

D0cunment562—3

Direct—Sims/By MT. Kaplan

:il-ed in TXSD on 09/28/12

But that's just on the

Now,

JD-_‘ormation in the record '

dgib'N systems alone.

: we move to the nex'i

‘n "act, " th’

ls its F gi E‘

And, of

a.

Now

Well, that's those pull through sales.\\:\:\ OO\1ON(fl
gi J:' N systems.

:\ U3

l\) C)

2l

22

23

24

25

Q.

that was played, Mr. Cunkleman's deposition, the

it generates pro_i

on an analysis that

damages expert,

onal products that I

Tor example, yesterday, in one o_

Dage 79 01°20-4 2430

: slide, there

that indicates

nk we've heard some testimony that when

N systems, it expects pull through

It expects to generate sales on other produc'

when it ma<es sales ocourse,

.s on those other produc'

through sales was —— would have been

Iigi J:'

: on the prior page.

what are convoy?

That's

the deposi'

"pull through" was used quite a bit, and perhaps

"bundling"?

A”

A”

Yes.

Yes.

Is that what we're talking about here?
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l Q. What does that mean?

2 Al Well, it means that when you sell one product, when

3 the people buy that product, they buy something else as

4 wel'. And it you hadn't sold the firs- product they

5 wouldn't have bought the second product.

6 So this $67.8 million in reverue was

7 generated because they sold the intringing I‘g’b'N systems

8 and so, the pro”i-s ”rom.these sales is prem’um.pro‘it

9 that they wouldn't have earned had they not sold the

’O figib'N systems.

ll So l calculated the profit on those sales

l2 at their normal protit margins o‘ 27.4 percent, and

l3 determined that they would have earned an additional

’4 $’8.6 m"'ion in protits. Chen _ add .hat to .he

’5 l’.3 m""on in prem’um.pro”its lhat they earned on the

’6 Fgib'N systems alone. And so, .he tolal premium.profits

l7 that were earned by ION, as a resilt of selling the

’8 figib'N systems, was $29.9 million. So had they not

l9 sold —— well, had they not sold the figib'N systems, their

20 projils would have been lower by the 29.9 nullion, plus

2l the other about “l million in normal protits. So they

22 would have been lower by about $40 nullion, $41 million.

23 Q. The other sales and profits lhat they get from

24 essentially having this ‘lagship «igi:'N, which pulls

25 through or puts into the bundle the o‘
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l Q. They'd walk into the negotiation at the tine

2 understanding that; is that right?

3 Au Correct.

4 Q. Okay. Ahd.what did you assess as the value of the

5 Zajac contribution?

6 A” Well, based on the expectation of how much it

7 improves for the 4 —— it's realLy related to 43 surveys --

8 there was an expectation of 5 to 6 percent uplitt ‘n

9 revenues. LON and Fugro would have better bargaining

LO positions in this case because it's just an improvement

Ll patent; it doesn't enable anything. And so, T concluded

L2 tha- Lhe value of Zajac would be about l5 percent of the

L3 valie of the 3ittleston patents, and based on the

’4 sitcleston patenL, Lhat would be about 5 percent of the

L5 quantifiable benejic, but only o‘ T“ surveys. So it's

L6 only applied to the bene"iLs ”ro T“ surveys, not all

L7 surveys, just 43 surveys.

L8 Q. And if we look at the next slide, these are the final

L9 reasonable roy --

20 THE COURT: Go ahead.

91 %Y H%. KAJTAN:

22 Q. —— Lhe final reasonable royalties that you believe

23 should be assessed aga’nst "ON and against Fugro?

24 Au Correct. So ‘or "ON, the total revenues from.the

25 figib'N systems were 42.3 nnllion. And that's only sales
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l to the non—Fugro, to customers other than Fugro. And so,

2 the royaLty rate of 35.3 percent applied to those sales of

3 42.3 nnllion would be $14.9 million.

4 For Fugro, as it reLates to the Bittleston

5 patents, there were $260.? million in the quantifiable

6 benefits contributed by the patents to those surveys that

7 used the Fgib'Ns. The royalty rate was 33 percent of

8 those benefits. Ahd.so, the reasonable royalty would be

9 85.9 million.

L0 And.then for the Zajac patent, the

Ll guanLifiable benefits, the portion of that 260.2 that

L2 relates to 43 surveys alone, is $6.2 m"lion. Applying

L3 that 5 percent royalty to the $6.7 mil"on results in a

’4 royal-y o” JJSL over $300,000, about .3 million.

L5 Q. And.that number is assessed only against Fugro?

L6 Au Correct.

L7 Phd.so, ‘f we look at the total then, to recap the

L8 los_ pro"iLs "’gures and the reasonable royalty figures,

L9 what do we have?

20 A” Well, Lost prof’ts on those Fugro surveys, you recall

2l were 65.7 nfillion. The los- profits on the non—Fugro

22 surveys, those other customers, was 93.4 nnllion. So the

23 total is l59.l nnllion.

24 The reasonable royalty for Fugro was

25 86.2 nnllion. You saw that on the prior slide. And the
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on?

It

T asked

1 correct?

2 Au Correct.

3 Q. And.that would include helping find the damages

4 documents ou- of these 7 million pages; right?

5 A” Well, helping —— I mean —— we, yes, T guess that

6 would be correct, yes.

7 Q. And.another thing T think you told Mr. KapLan is that

8 you asked the WesternGeco lawyers to get specific

9 in”ormaL’on ”rom."ON or Fugro through deposition

LO questioning?

Ll A” There was some of that, yes.

L2 Q. And.did the WesternGeco Lawyers restrict you in any

L3 way from.what you could ask, in terms o" in"ormaLi

L4 A” Not Lha- T know of. Not that T'm_aware of.

L5 Q. Did they tell you there was anything in terms of the

’6 information you requested that they couldn't get for you?

L7 A” T can't thin< of any specific instances, no.

L8 Did you ask them.to depose any of the oil companies

L9 to find ou- what .he oiL companies said about their

20 reguiremen- for s-eerabLe streamers?

21 A” T don't thin< I asked them to depose someone.

22 wasn't my place to ask them to depose someone.

23 them, you know, where we could get information about those

24 revenues.

25 Q. Okay. .And one of the things you relied on heavily --
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l Q. Now, much of the data in the CRM database comes from

2 reports that are gathered by WesternGeco people, from

3 either conversations or publications or things li<e that;

4 correct?

5 A” Well, you said much o‘ it. ' think the bulk of the

6 data comes from_their contact with people in the --

7 relevant people in the industry, talking to customers,

8 seeing what's happening. I wouldn't say on the ground.

9 wouLd say on the sea, you know, their contacts and things

LO like that. %ut think there is some information that

Ll comes from_some of those other sources that you've just

L2 described.

L3 Q. Right. And to get the best output, you need the best

L4 input in any calculation; correct?

L5 A” Yes. You want to use the best information that's

L6 available, correct.

L7 Q. Okay. .And in part o‘ this two—plus year study

L8 million—dollar pLus work, didn't you consider i- part of

L9 your job to Lry to get the best information?

20 Au Within the constraints that we have in the context of

2l a litigation, yes.

22 Q. Okay. Well, that's exactly my point. You know or

23 don't you know, the constrain-s o" litigation?

24 A” L do know that there are constraints, yes.

25 Q. And, in jac-, you told your client, WesternGeco,
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Dage 85 Of 204 2 4 5 4

l Q. So it's within your realm_of knowledge, after 30

2 years in this business, and doing all these reports, that

3 it is possible to get testimony from_third parties?

4 A” Oh, sure.

5 Q. Right?

6 A” It is possible under certain circumstances, " think,

7 yes. L don't know what those circumstances are, and I

8 don't know what the limitations are because that's part of

9 the 'egal part o‘ the process. %ut do know that it is

LO possible in some circumstances to get third party

Ll depositions.

L2 Q. And in this case, you didn't even investigate with

L3 your client, WesternGeco, whether they could subpoena an

L4 oil company to give a deposition about what they felt was

L5 important in this earLy?

L6 A” No, I didn't —— I didn't investigate in the way you

L7 just said, but " tried to determine whether that

’8 intormation was available and I was told that it was not.

L9 Q. Oh, okay. WelL, let's explore that a bit. You asked

20 if it was available and told that them that it was not?

2l A” Other than the information that was prodiced as the

22 part of the 'it’g&tion.

23 Q. So 1‘, in “act, WesternGeco could have subpoenaed an

24 oil company, they told you they weren't going to do it,

25 use what we're giving you?
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Cross—Sims/By Mr . Burgert

2 which is they have three bedrooms.

3

iii-ed in TXSD on 09/28/12 Dage 86 Of 204 2 4 64

first they have to meet my main criteria,

And in this case, based on what I've done,

4 is looked at those surveys that have that primary criteria

5 which is a requirement for latera' steering

6 Then there's a decision made by the

7 contractor —— by oil company, as to which contractor

8 satisfies requirement, but then the decision is made based

9 on other things.

LO Q. And.your assumption there is lateral steering is the

’ 1 primary dri ver?

L2 A” My assumption is that they require lateral steering,

L3 and they can't do the survey, or don't want to do the

L4 survey without it. And.that's based on the information

L5 that I went through on my direct.

L6 Q. “’d you see any studies where the tender required

’7 latera' steering, that the contract ultimately went to

L8 someone who didn't have lateral steering?

L9 A” T can't think of any examples.

20 Q. Okay.

2l A” But it certainly wasn't included in my lost profits

22 calcuLations. So none of those surveys went to someone

23 who didn't use lateral steering.

24 Q. No, T unders-and that. It's just that you've a read

25 the testimony in the depositions, T take it that it's
vi
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Cross—Sims/By Mr . Burgert

1 very di ”iculL to figure out from_an oil company what

2 drives their decision; right?

3 Au Yeah, ‘ think "'ve heard that, yes.

4 Q. And, in fact, you've read testimony, i think,

5 probab'y ‘rom_the deposition o‘ Mr. Walker, where he says,

6 ?ven it they tell you the reason they picked you, you

7 can't trust them because they might not be telling you the

8 truth?

9 A” Well --

LO Q. Would you agree with that?

ll A” I think the oil companies would like to keep as much

’7 o‘ their decision making process close to the vest as

L3 poss’b'e. That's not surprising. But, again, we were

’4 loo]‘ng at not —— those other factors we were looking at

i5 the requirement for lateral steering and only —— we only

16 looked at those 25 out of 207, where lateral steering was

i7 required.

L8 Q. Qetore figib'N came to market in 2007, were there

L9 tenders that required lateral steering?

20 A” T —— wel', it you mean tenders that went to all

2l contractors, I'm.1ot sure that I've seen any. "‘ you mean

22 tenders that might have gone to WesternGeco as a direct

23 bidder, : think that's probably likely.

24 "n ‘act, " think Mr. Walker may rave

25 testified to that. But it wouldn't surprise me if there
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including the depth, the

D0cunment562—3 iii-ed in TXSD on 09/28/12 Dage 88 Of 204 2 4 68

Cross—Sims/By Mr . Burgert

Now, obviously, when they do a spread

other things that take place and

figi%ird, which I think is the

depth control and ORCA.is a navigation system.

So I

the overall system.

Q.

A.

and --

control system --

:'m

I believe that's

understand that those are all part o:

Do you know what the PCS is?

the positioning control system

not sure i:

:'m

E that's part —— that's where lateral
I)

not sure if it's interchange or i;

it's part of the same thing or what.

Q. Did you ever include that as part o‘ your figib'N

system?

A” "‘ it's the lateral control system, then I would say

yes.

Q. But you don't know if that's the lateral controller

or not?

A” I've seen testimony that says it's the same and I

don't know from.persona; experience whether it is or not.

Q. Now, the 93 —— or I'm.sorry —— the $65.7 million in

lost pro"i_s “or these Fugro surveys, is that money :ON

should pay?

A”

Q.

A.

You don't know?

Well, it's money that someone should pay.

ION sold the systems, and Fugro used them to compete
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D0cunment562—3

that's what should be paid to WesternGeco

:il-ed in TXSD on 09/28/12 Dage 89 Of 204 2 4 6 9

Cross—Sims/By Mr. Burgert

So between the two of them, I believe

for those

It's not —— it's not my purview to say whosurveys.

should pay, but that's

”ered.SL1

the damages that WesternGeco

Q. Well, how about the nonFugro surveys, those 10 lost

pro 1' us

A” No.

Q. Do yo; think all that's on

A” Correct.

i3eoause Fugro i'

supplied those I1'giJ:'

ION?

N systems to those contractors,

“or $93.4 million, should Fugro pay for those?

: wasn't involved in those.

They're the ones that sold those and

and

so they are the ones that caused the loss of sales and the

loss o ppWtsLoWaxam&md

Q. Now, you understand, don't you, that surveys done in

the open sea 17 miles o

surveys; right?

A. Well,

assumpt‘on

those «‘giE N systems,

calculations.

Q. So your assumption is that the supply o_

where they go, anything, that's intr‘

‘s that there is in:

from the United States, regardless o:

You've been told that?

:'m_not an infringement expert.

to whether they infringe certain claims.

fringement by the supp'y o‘

“shore U.S. are not infringing

T know that

there's an issue as to where the surveys are conducted as

But my
I)

and that's what I've assumed in my

-he systems

5 where title passes,

ngement?
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Cross—Sims/By Mr . Burgert

Dage 90 Of 204 2471

When you calculated the damages based on sales to

third—party surveyors, you relied mainly on the CRM

database and discussions with WesternGeoo personnel; is

that right?

A.

in;

Q.

A.

as to which boats had

when they had then.

those boats were

I wouldn't say mainly; but i did rely on that

ormation, yes.

What else did you rely on?

T relied on in‘ormat‘on, testimony from_people at ION

J: .fig‘ N systems, what surveys and

i used the CRM database to identify when

ised in certain surveys.

So, yes, I did rely on CRM, but that's not

the only thing : relied on.

Q. No, I didn't really ask that question. T asked about

the revenues these nonparty surveyors earned from_doing

the surveys using the ION system.

A” Right.

Q Tell me your source for the revenue numbers.

A” Just the revenue number alone?

Q Right.

A. That was from_the CRM database.

Q. Now, the CRM database is something we've heard about

that was compiled —— or is continuously being compiled by

the folks at WesternGeoo.
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to do

Document 562-3 :il-ed in TXSD on 09/28/12

Cross—Sims/By Mr . Burgert

And.one of tte things that

when you received all of the document

Dage 91 Of 204 2472

you were able

production is

compare the actual Fugro revenue to what the CRM said the

Fugro revenue was; correct?

A” Correct.

Q. And at least for one of those surveys, I think that

the CRM was o”” by over $80 million, wasn't it?

A” I don't remember. T know that there were a number of

surveys, obviously, that Fugro prov’ded in”orma,ion "or,

and that some of them, the in‘ormat‘on in the CKM database

was higher, and.mos- of them, : think about a third were

higher and rest of -hem_were lower. And on —— overall, it

turned out to be just about right on.

Q. Phd_when you say "just about right on," you're

talking what?

A”

Q.

I'm_talking about $1.4 billion.

No. I think we're talking past each other.

When you compared the Fugro numbers that

were produced showing their actual revenues and compared

that -o the CRM database, which is what Wes‘

-o pu

reven

A.

Q.

A.

t in wherever it gets its numbers abou'

.195 --

Right.

—— the numbers were di ”erent; right?

The numbers were di ”erent; but again,

:ernGeco uses

: the

if you look at
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1 the total —— some were higher; some were lower. Qut "

2 you look at the total, it was almost —— it was very close.

3 Q. Phd.what is very close? it's over a million dollars;

4 right?

5 A” A million dollars on over a hundred million dollars,

6 yes. Over a billion dollars.

7 Q. Well, you know, a m’ll‘on here, a nnllion there,

8 we're ta']’ng real money; right?

9 Al "t's 'ess than 1 percent. And it was actually —— the

lO actual Fugro revenues were higher by over a million --

ll about a million dollars. So the numbers that we used from

l2 the CRM database, had we used them, would have been lower

l3 than what actually —— what Fugro actua"y reali ed.

l4 Q. My point, though, is the numbers in the CRM database

l5 were in some cases tar di””erenL ”rom_Lhe actual numbers.

l6 They just averaged out to be about a million for Fugro;

l7 right?

l8 Al Correct.

l9 Q. And.you don't have any in”ormaLion ”rom.Lhe other oil

20 companies that you could compare to what the CRM database

21 says their revenues were, so you relied on CRM?

22 Al Correct. And because the Eugro —— you know, the

23 in”ormaLion ”rom Tugro —— for the Fugro cases indicated

24 that, ‘or al' o” lhose surveys the di"”erence was very

25 small. So based on the fact that those other surveys --
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Cross—Sims/By Mr . Burgert

non—Q vessels?

Dage 93 01°20-4 2483

A” I don't remember that.

Q. Now, how many Qdflarine vessels did WesternGeoo have

during this damages period that you calculated?

A” Well, it ohaiged over —— it increased over time; but

I think at the outset, they had about seven, maybe eight.

Q. How many do they have today?

A” I believe they have L1.

Q. So over the per’od o" time that you oa'ou'ated

damages, their oapao‘

didn't double, but it went

A”

Q.

ty in

In round numbers.

terms o‘ Q vesse's ’noreased --

ip by what, 40 percent or so?

And these new vessels that they added were vessels

that were much larger; they oou1d pu11 more streamers.

Weren't they?

A”

Q.

were oider vessels that could tow

Two of them were; maybe three o_

A‘1 r’ght. .And the vessels that '

ar

right?

A” Well, and I'm_not sure what you mean by "

Some were 8 versus 10 or 12.

Q.

A.

Q.

Is that what you

: think mos- o_ them.are L0 or 12

think the new ones tow?

-hem_were.

they deoomissioned

”ewer streamers;

”ewer."ar

And you've heard the testimony that more streamers is

better; right?
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urgert

I take

l A” I think it depends on the survey, but generally

2 speaking, the more you have, the more you can cover.

3 Q. And.the retirement of these vessels that you document

4 on one o‘ your s‘ides, those were the older ones, weren't

5 they?

6 A” Three of them were the older ones, yes.

7 Q. That towed fewer streamers, that were less

8 su "icient?

9 A” There were eight—streamer.

LO Q. They were less e”"icient than new vessels; right?

Ll A” Less e""ic’ent in what way?

L2 Q. "n ‘ue' consumption.

L3 A” I don't know ‘or a ‘act. I mean, they continued to

L4 use them, So I don't think —— they didn't retire the

L5 vessels. They just took the Q rigging o”” the vessels.

16 Q. Right. .And they --

;7 A” They continued to use the vessels.

L8 Q. They used them as source vessels; right?

L9 A” T believe they used them as source vessels, yes.

20 Q. And.that's because they needed source vessels,

2l it?

22 A” Well, they always need source vessels, but they

23 decided to use those rather than charter vessels based on

24 the demand for the various types of vessels.

25 Q. T'm_going to walk through some of the evidence that
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l right?

2 A” Yeah. I mean, a lot of them are in the same area.

3 Q. in the water?

4 A” Well, they're in the water, but a lot of them are in

5 the same area; but yes. Generally speaking they take

6 place all over the world.

7 Q. Okay. .And in order to mobilize, to do a survey, you

8 have to have a vessel in the area where the oil company

9 wants to survey; right?

L0 A” You have to have one there when they wanted the

Ll survey or roundabout that time. I mean, there's some

’2 ‘lexibility sometimes, but you have to get a boat to that

L3 area, yes.

L4 Q. And.part of —— and in fact, a signi”‘cant part of a

L5 person or a —— a person —— of a company bidding to do one

’6 o‘ these surveys invoLves vessel availability, where that

L7 vessel might be, how Long it might take to get to the

L8 survey area, that sort of thing; right?

L9 A” Sure.

20 Q. Did you do any analysis looking at where the

2l WesternGeco vessels were at the time these bids came in,

22 or these tenders came in?

23 A” We did look at schedules that showed where vessels

24 were, what —— when they had capacity. But in talking to

25 NE; Walker, he indicated that they would have planned
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l di””erenLly had they —— the competition from. figit'N not

2 been there and they were planning Q9 surveys.

3 In other words, trey would have, if

4 necessary, deployed their boats di””erently and.more

5 e””iciently had they known that the demand was going to be

6 there and only they could satisfy it.

7 So it's kind of like if —— you know, if

8 have a two—car family and my wife has five errands that

9 she wants to run, well, she couLd take her car and go and

LO do all five of them and come back, and it would take her

Ll quite a bit longer than if we used both cars and she did

L2 three and I did two, and I did three and she did two.

L3 So —— and they would plan their fleet

’4 di”"erenLly. Number one, the fleet would be di"”erenL,

L5 wouLd have been di””erenL because it would have had more Q

L6 vessels avaiLable; and, lumber two, they would have

’7 planned it d‘"”erently, to be more e””icient, given the

L8 surveys that were available at the time.

L9 Q. And.you remember Lhe tesiimony from_Mr. Walker that

20 they only had 5 percent capacity; right? We've talked

2l about that.

22 Au Yeah. I don't remember the 5 percent number, but I

23 did go through with Mr. Walker —— " did our own anaLysis

24 of capacity avaiLability, and then I went through with

75 Mr. Walker. _And he actually determined that they had more
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l capacity available, almost double than what L came to. So

9 ”elL com”orLab'e with my numbers.

3 Q. Do you remember seeing any evidence that WesternGeco

4 was —— WesternGeco decided not to respond to tenders

5 because it didn't have vessels available?

6 A” L do. .And, again, at the time, under the

7 circumstances in which they were competing, having to

8 compete with v‘gib'N, the competitors who had v‘gib'N,

9 having Lha- oiL there and having reduced their capacity

LO because of Lha-, sometimes in the real world, what

Ll actually happened, they didn't have a ship available, so

L2 they didn't bid.

L3 Now, again, had the figib'Ns not been

L4 there, Lha- would have been di””erenL. They would have

L5 had boa-s faster; they would have had.more boats with Q,

L6 Q%Marine.

L7 Q. And.that's based upon your talks with Mr. Walker, who

L8 says, in retrospect, that's what they would have done?

L9 A” Well, in retrospect, they —— you know, what we're

20 talking about is what would have happened had vigib'N not

2l come on to the market. And had vigir N not come on the

22 market, the situation back at the time when they were

23 making these decisions to defer and to decommission and

would have been di
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1 wouldn't have needed those boats.

2 Q. Even knowing they increased their Q boat capacity by

3 40 percent during the infringement period?

4 A” Well, that's —— you're right. And that's because --

5 even —— even in those circumstances, they recognized that

6 there was a shift towards lateral steering and Q vessels;

7 and so, they continued to grow the Q vessels over that

8 time period.

9 Q. Right. Let's look at your Slide 14.

L0 Now, this is the one where it says ":ON

’1 sales retlect demand."

L2 A” Yes.

L3 H%. %URGfi£r: Can you zoom_in, please, ”‘rsL o”

L4 all, on this part right up here, the spreadsheet. Slide

15 over just a little bit.

’6 %Y n&. %URGfiRE:

L7 Q. This is referring to the figib'N units sold, and you

L8 list them across the top. And_then the figib'N revenue.

L9 So that would be what :ON got paid for the

20 IigiJ:' N; right?

21 A” Well, actually, the next line is the discount, so

22 they actually got paid the net revenue, which is what i

23 used.

24 Q. The net revenue right here?

25 Au Correct.

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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l no: sure again, this is no: to scale, but it's flattening

2 o””, ‘L's levelling o"", i,'s not going up.

3 Q. "1 ‘act, the revenues went down, didn't they?

4 A” The revenues went down, but the cumulative revenue is

5 oontiniing to go up. That's what this char: shows. it's

6 oumu'a:‘ve revenue. That's why the number is

7 63.3 nuLlion.

8 Q. Let's look at the next slide, Slide l5 that you were

9 shown. .And this talks about the 2007 surveys using

’O figib'N systems generating $3 billion in revenue, and

Ll you've taken these numbers from_the WesternGeoo CRM;

L2 right?

L3 A” No.

L4 Q. Where did they come from?

L5 A” Well, some of them_oame from_the CRM and some of them

L6 came from Fugro.

L7 Q. "‘ they didn't come from Fugro, is it safe to say

L8 they came from.the CRM?

L9 A” Yes. They either came from_the CRM or Fugro.

20 Q. Phd.likewise here, we can see the revenue from

2l surveys starts in 2008 with 138 million?

22 Au Uh—huh.

23 Q. And.it goes up, and goes up further, and it goes up

24 to a bil"on in 20ll, and then during the period you

25 studied in 20’2, it is down to 646 million; correct?

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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l have any specific evidence that it's being used. It

2 wouldn't surprise me if it's being used now.

3 Q. You reviewed Dave Gentle's deposition; right?

4 A” Yes.

5 Q. "n ‘act, you quoted from.it several points. Did you

6 read where Mr. Gentle testified that Nautilus has

7 15 percent of the market?

8 Au "‘ he said it in his deposition then L saw it, yeah.

9 He's taLking about today.

LO Q. WeLl, his deposition was in October of 20ll.

L l A Okay .

L2 Q. He would have been talking about then.

L3 A. Okay.

L4 Q. Has Nautilus or the company making Nautilus been sued

’5 ‘or in‘r‘ngement of these patents?

L6 Au Wel', " don't think they've been sued yet, but L

L7 think they've been accused. In other words, WesternGeco

L8 has accused them.o” in"r’ngement.

L9 Q. Have you seen that Letter?

20 A” I haven't seen it, no.

2l Q. {ow do you know that's what happened?

22 A” Because :'ve been told. "n ‘act, L may have heard it

23 here. L don't know.

24 Q. You may have heard it here?

25 A” T know I've heard it in the past. I may have heard

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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fins, but

- margin on the lateral

Iigi J:'

products, and i'd like

Q. So that is simply on the fin and the lateral

controller?

A” We'', -ha- particular chart was just the

Mr. Gentle -es-ijied -ha- the proji

controller was consis-e1- with the fins.

Q. Ahd.then you've go- -he profit margin on the rest,

27.4, we've talked abou- -hat number.

A” Correct.

Q. Ahd.then you talked about premium.profit on

systems alone as 26.6 percent?

A” Correct.

Q. This is just a subtraction?

Au Correct.

Q. Next, you talk about Convoyed

to talk to you a bit about that, if you could show us 96,

please.

Here you talk about sales of Convoyed

products and you come up with a number of $67.8 million;

right?

A.

Q.

A.

in a report by Mr. Gunderson,

: got that number

to pull through sales.

the evidence that indicated pull through sales and

Correct.

: mean,

Phd_where did you get that number?

from_an analysis that was presented

ZON's expert, as it relates

there were documents in

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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expectations ‘or certain products, Mr. Gunderson's

analysis included more products.

Q. So this number, the 67.8 million is a number that

W. Gunderson, our expert came up with, you relied on it,

and you think it's accurate, or you wouldn't be presenting

it here today; correct?

A. ‘i calculated it based on the numbers that were in his

report .

Q. All right .

A . Yes .

Q. And do you remember what three items went into his

determ’ nati on o‘ that number?

A. v" gi fiange, iDigiShot, and " “orget the third.

Q. But there were three proposed transactions that you

used?

A. You mean the three sales? The individual sales you

mean, the customers? Is that what you're saying?

Q. They weren't sales, were they? They were proposals?

A Correct.

Q. And they were proposals that didn't go through?

A Correct.

Q. And Mr. Gunderson used those for completely di ””erent

purpose than to show Convoyed sales, didn't he?

A. No. {e was showing, in fact, that's what his report

said, was that when they sold —— when the sales of the

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporteI@aol.com
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other products that ‘or every dollar o" N productsIigi :'

that were sold, it would be $1.68 of these other products

that were sold.

Q. And you came up with that number based upon the three

proposals addressed in Mr. Gunderson's report?

A” Correct.

Q. Ahd.you extrapolated the proposed purchases from

those three deals to the world o“ -igik Ns that had been

sold?

Au Correct.

Q. Right? So you assumed that those proposals would be

typica' o" what you would consider Convoyed sales because00\JO\LN¢>LUPOF4C)E)00\JO\LN
:\ M3

DJ CD

21

22

23

24

25

it they're not typical, you can't apply them_across the

board; right?

A” T considered that they would be representative, in

other words, they would cover the spectrum_of what would

be expected by ION.

understand.Q. So let me make sure :

Instead of looking at actual sales that

had taken place and looking at invoices and purchase

orders to see what items were bought along with figib'N,

you looked at these three proposals that didn't go through

as they were originally made, and did you average --

Au Yeah.

Q. —— the deal to come up with your $1.68?

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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l A” I did. .And let me be clear on why I didn't do what

2 you just suggested, which is look at the figib'N sales and

3 Look at all the other products. Because what L'm.in --

4 L'm_not interested in necessarily the relationship between

5 all those other products and v‘giE N, that what actually

6 happened. Because we don't know. Some of those other

7 products may have been sold independent of the Fgib'N.

8 And just because they were sold on the same invoice, they

9 still may have been sold independently.

LO But in Mr. Gunderson's report, he

Ll represented that, for those proposals, this is where they

L2 were selling other products because of the sale of the

’3 Fgib'N. So that's what I used as —— as to come up with

’4 $’.68 and not the other data, which may have included

L5 sales that shoildn't have been incLuded. L think that

L6 number would be much higher than $’.68 it " did what you

L7 were suggesting.

L8 Q. Okay. Well, L'm_glad you didn't do it then.

L9 But let's focus on the $1.68. And.that

20 only relates to the three. We've established that; right?

21 At It was calculated based on those three; correct.

22 Q. Exactly. And you calculated that, and the $1.68 is

23 non— figib'N products; correct?

24 Au Correct.

25 Q. And that's the amount of non— vi gi 1:‘ N products that

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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1 might have been 10 percent, 15 percent.

2 Q. When did Q—Marine first comercially deploy on solid

3 streamers?

4 A” The actual deployment, " be"eve, was April of 2010;

5 but it was deferred because the f’rst deployment was going

6 to be the TASMN, which was a new vessel, and that vessel

7 was delayed or deferred, as we've talked about earlier,

8 because of the market conditions.

9 So instead of taking delivery in 2009,

L0 late March of 2009, when it was originaLly scheduled, they

’l deferred the delivery unt‘l April of 20’0. And when that

L2 boat came on, that's when they —— it was equipped with

’3 4 I—— 'm_sorry —— with solid streamers.

L4 Q. So is it fair to say that, before that 2010 date, the

L5 Q—Mar:'_ne system did not o”"er a so" "d streamer?

L6 A” In the actuaL world as it deveLoped, yes, that's

L7 true.

L8 Q. Ahd.you reviewed a number of the tender documents

L9 that required so'id streamers before 2010; correct?

20 A” There were tender documents. Some say they required;

21 some say they preferred. L don't remember all the dates,

22

23

24

25

but there may have been some before 2010.

Q. And if they were required as part of the bid, then

WesternGeco wouj

didn't have sol "

_d be disquali ‘ed ”rom.those because they

d streamers; r’ght?
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1 share.

2 He says: )igiE N has captured about the third of

3 the market, appears to list 15 percent of the market for

4 Nautilus, 35 percent ‘or )igiE N and 50 percent for Q.

5 Do you believe that was an accurate market share

6 around January of 2010?

7 Yes, " think listing 15 percent for Nautilus and

8 50 percent for Q --

9 A_ I'm_sorry. i can't read this. It is like a blank piece of

L0 paper.

L1 Q Mr. Gentle was saying: It appears to list 15 percent of

L2 the market for Nautilus, 35 percent ‘or )igiE N, 50 percent for

L3 Q.

L4 Do you believe that was an accurate market share

L5 around January of 2010?

L6 The answer is: Yes, T think this was 15 percent

‘7 ‘or Nautilus, 50 percent for Q and 35 percent ‘or )igiE N.

L8 think that this is —— it's about right.

L9 Now, do you have any empirical data to dispute

20 that?

21 A. I don't <now what he was referring to. There was a

22 document that was being referred to there, but I don't have any

23 injormation to either corroborate that or dispute it. %ut do

24 have other itjormation that indicates that Nautilus was not

25 commercially viable at that time, so I'm_not sure how they

Mayra MaLone, CSR, RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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1 could.have gotten 15 percent.

2 Q Okay. T want you to engage in a little exercise with me.

3 Do you have a calculator with you?

4 A. )o ?

5 Q Yes, sir.

6 A. No, I —— well, I mean, I do, but not with me here.

7 Q You didn't bring a calculator with you?

8 A. I do not. T can do it with a piece of paper and a pencil.

9 7HE'COURT7 I have a not terribly new generation

;0 calculator.

1-1 MR. BURGERT: Well, I've got one.

’7 %Y.H<. %URGfiKI:

;3 Q The ca1cu'ation " want to go over is this. We looked at

;4 this slide before lunch. It is the one that talks about

;5 convoyed products. And for the purposes of this exercise --

;6 and I kiow you disagree with this strongly —— but I want to

L7 assume that we don't have convoyed sales. Okay? And so the

L8 pro"it "rom convoyed sales is gone and the premium.pro§i- that

;9 you calculated is $11.3 million, which would make the total

20 premium.profit 11.3.

21 So if we take out convoyed sales, which I <now

22 you disagree with, "'m_right that this tota' premium.pro‘it

23 would_be ll.3, correct?

24 A. We", based on your math, yes.

25 Q we", tell me where my math is wrong.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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So we have got a —— the revenue here, and I did some

It is $30,900,000 o:: revenue on these three

Statoil surveys, and we're basically —— the jury is to believe

that

because o:

A. Well,

pointed to,

required lateral steering.

assumption,

heard and what

Q And you would agree —— in

we're not going to go back into it,

CRM database.

A. I did.

Q And that it was actually a huge source o

your report, right?

A. I don't know

your assumption about Statoii

but I concluded that

is an appropriate amount to be incl

it is not —— there is evidence in

fact,

for those 4

I guess you can, but it is based on what

I've seen in the record.

the record that I

_uded in lost profits

-, correct?

3 surveys, they

"5 you want to call it an

I have

yoi talked a lot about --

that I

was OITLG OI many SOUJCCGS.

Q One of many sources.

A. It is a huge database, i

Q And it

A I‘: is.

Q I‘: was

MW.

is unwieldy.

actually introduced,

fl%%#¥ZMH

Mayra Malone,

The jury has heard a lo

But we have taken a portion out here,

CSR,

bu- you had access to the

: about it.

in"ormaLion O?

RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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ION 269. You will have toIt was a WesternGeco document.

This is theforgive my handwriting. The ION number was 269.

corresponding Fugro number.

A. I couldn't really see it.

MW. 7AKM#%%Mfl Can we bring up ION 269 on the screen,

please?

20

21

22

23

24

25

%Y.H{. THOMPSON:

Q Do you see that this is a WesternGeco three—year plan from

200l to 2004?

A. I do.

Q Do you know i: you ever considered this document in your

analysis?

A. I don't remember whether I did or not.

Q I‘ we could go to 3a:es ending 7113, please. I‘ we could

go down to the second to the last paragraph.

A. Uh—huh.

Q Could we highlight where it starts "WesternGeco is the

dominant player"?

You see here in the business plan beginning

between 200l and 2004, WG internally said that while they are

the dominant player, there is an assumption they cannot hold on

to the current market share.

Did you consider in your analysis that internally

within WG there was already an expected inability to hold on to

the market share?

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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A. Well, sure. They didn't expect to hold on to their overall

market share, but they certainly expected to hold on to their

pHpfieUmymmka:$mHLxmmmx@stm3mflmL.brla£Hfl

steering, b caus th y w r th only ones that could provide

that particular product.

So overall the market share might decline, but

their market share in the lateral steering market, which is

what that chart that you pit up o: mine represented, they would

have expected to maintain that lOO percent share.

Q Let's talk about that for a moment.

A. Okay.

Q You were here ‘or Mr. Walker's testimony?

A. Yes, I was.

Q Did you —— and you heard the testimony and the jury has

seen the document several time —— we won't go back through

it —— about the chart, that WG internally knew there was going

to be a pricing decline relating to Q before 2008?

A. Are you talking about the one with the three?

Q Yes, sir.

A. Yeah. I'm.not sure that that's what that document showed,

but they recognized that there is a life cycle of products, and

they are trying to continually innovate and develop new

products.

Q You would agree with me Mr. Walker is in a better position

to speak on that document than you are?

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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1 Q Did you review the CRM database to see if there were any

2 comments about whether or not WG bid on the %N Togo job?

3 A. I did loo< at the CRM database. I don't recall what it

4 said, at least as " sit here, from.memory.

5 Q So at leas- today, with the evidence before this jury, you

6 can't even Les,i"y ”or sure whether WG bid on this job?

7 A. no. " believe it did bid on the job.

8 Q But you don't have any evidence that you are going to

9 present to the jury other than you believe that they did.

;0 A. My recollection is that all of the projects that we

;1 included in our lost profits were jobs for which WesternGeco

:.2 bid.

;3 Q Do you know why that evidence wasn't shown in your

;4 PowerPoint presentation?

;5 A. No. I mean, it wasn't part of my presentation. T was

‘6 identifying jobs that required lateral steering. .And so the

L7 likelihood is that WesternGeco woild have won those jobs.

;8 MW. fi%%#%%Mfl Now, if we can go back to the Elmo,

;9 please, Ms. Loewe. Thank you.

70 %Y LR. THOMPSON:

21 Q So, again, T understand your opinion is it is fine. Qut if

22 others —— because WG has not pr s nt d vid nc th y v n bid.

23 Do you not feel that this isn't an appropriate lost profits

24 survey? That would.be $l5,475,820.

25 A. I believe that was the revenue from that survey.

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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correct?

Not necessarily. Obviously ION and Fugro wouldn't have it,

but that doesn't mean to say that WesternGeco would have it

either if they lost.

Q Do you recall —— the

pro_i-s about --

is actually the most recent one, called the Apache Kenya.

a 20;2 survey?

i do.

last one I want to talk to you on lost

do you recall one of the Apache surveys —— it

It's

Q And you are also claiming that as a lost profits survey

against Fugro in asking :

Correct.

Q Okay.

established this one.

that's okay for your lost pro:

A. I don't think the

have an impact.

contracts for which they

However,

for damages

Sir, if WG —— let's back up.

I believe

did bid.

from WG, correct?

I think we already

Your opinion is, even if WG doesn't bid,

fits analysis?

fact that they bid or did not bid should

that I only included

Q How do you win a bid that you don't even bid on?

.A Well, it depends on why you didn't bid. you didn't bid

because at that particular time your capacity was constrained

because you had adjusted your capacity to take into account the

competition ‘rom intringing products, then

theappropriate, given

it needed lateral steering.

Mayra Malone,

However,

CSR,

I think it would be

jact that you would have bid, given that

T don't believe I've

R R, CRR

mayramalone@comcast.net
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Kaplan

1 Q. All right. Let's look at the exh’b’t that

2 Mr. Thompson showed you, but on'y part’a'ly. Tugro

3 ? hibit F“ 779. Ahd_let's go back to the very beginning

4 of the e—neil stream, way back at the back. ‘ can lay

5 this down ”'at get it focused appropriately.

6 This is an e—mail from.Apache. Do you see

7 that?

8 A” Yes.

9 Q. Okay. And if we look on the next page up, we can see

LO than it went to Paul Young, who's the vice—president of

L1 Tugro Geoteanfl

;2 Au Correct.

L3 Q. And on this job, you see what it says about the kind

’4 o‘ acquisition and processing that was going to be done on

L5 this job?

16 Au Results through fresnel zone binning, the process,

L7 yes.

L8 Q. And do you remember Mr. Walker's testimony about

’9 ‘resnel one binning?

20 A” That it regu‘res ‘an mode? Yes.

21 Q. Phd.is fan mode something that you don't get without

22 lateral steering systems?

23 A” It is not something —— it is something you need for

24 lateral steering to do.

25 Q. They are critical and essential to providing this

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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l database is based on ’n”ormation that they get from

2 customers or from_their contacts in the industry at that

3 tine.

4 Q. So you weren't here for Mr. Scoulios's testimony;

5 correct?

6 A” I was, yes.

7 Q. Ahd.we'll just have to decide who remembers whether

8 he used the words "rumor" and "innuendo" that get included

9 in the CKM; right?

LO A” T giess, yes.

Ll Q. Now, isn't it also true that the exact type of the

’9 intormation, maybe not from_this document, but jrom.this

L3 seismic scuttlebutt, WG document, is the type of

’4 in”ormation that gets uploaded by the salespeople into the

L5 CRM database?

L6 A” L'm_not sure if that's true or not.

L7 As " said, " think there may be some

L8 pieces of the in”ormation ”rom.sources like that that

L9 would get in there if they thought they were relevant; but

70 predominantly, it's based on, you know, information that

21 they believe is reliable ‘rom.rel‘able sources.

22 Q. And so, the type o” "n”ormat" on here that we looked

23 at regarding the Trader West anchor 33, not 43 survey

24 which you have in your report, this is the exact type of

25 information.WG is going rely on to track their competitors

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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l and put :'_n their CRM database that somehow now you're

2 discounting it as rumor and innuendo? Is that what I

3 heard this morning?

4 A” L'm_not discounting it as rumor and innuendo.

5 mean, this is a —— this is what they called this, whatever

6 this document is. That doesn't mean to say it's rumor.

7 It means that's the information that they've received in

8 the marketplace --

9 Q. Last --

LO Au —— is the cause.

Ll Q. Last issue. I want to go back very quickly and talk

L2 about fresnel zone binning.

L3 Au O<ay.

L4 Q. That's between Apache and Fugro; correct?

L5 A” What do you mean?

L6 Q. Well, you know, because you've looked at it as part

’7 o‘ your ana'ysis in this case, that there's actually a

L8 patent “or ”resne' one binning, and there's a license

L9 agreement that is between Fugro and.Apache; correct?

20 A” I believe Apache has a license on fresnel zone

2l binning.

22 Q. Does WG have the abi”ty to o""er ”resnel one

23 binning? Do they have a "cense do it?

24 A” I believe they do o”"er it, but I don't know it --

25 don't think they have a "cense from_Apache. L don't

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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l surveys, acquiring surveys, providing acquisition

2 technology, processing seismic data, and then interpreting

3 that seismic data afterwards.

4 Q. Those are the four columns we see across the slide?

5 A . They are .

6 Q. And.below that, we see three green shapes.

7 What do those represent?

8 A” Well, these represent the three key business units

9 within "ON. .And the first one at top on the left—hand

’O side is a marine imaging systems division, and that's

’1 rea'ly what T'm_accountab'e ‘or today. And they build

’7 marine acquisition technology and provide planning and

l3 sottware services.

l4 Q. So the technology at issue in this case is developed

l5 within the marine imaging systems division?

l6 Al That's correct.

l7 Q. All right. Rrietly tell us what the other two

’8 divisions are.

l9 Al The GX Technology Group you see there in the middle,

20 they were acquired by "ON or “/0 in 7004, a very similar

21 time to when they acquired Concept Systems. They are a

22 seismic processing company. So they take the seismic data

23 that's been acquired, either in a land or a marine survey,

24 and they process it to build the image.

25 Q. ibes ON own any survey vessels?

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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Wade

1 A” No, they don't.

2 Q. "ON is a provider o‘ survey equipment?

3 A” It's a provider of survey equipment and its

4 technoLogy and services.

5 Q. A" right. Let's Look at Slide 3, entitled

6 "?volut’on o‘ "ON‘s Marine "maging Systems."

7 Au Okay. This is the group that I'm_responsible for,

8 and this tries to give a sense of the history. And

9 Lnpu:/Output as the company was <nown then was started

LO more than 40 years ago, back in 1968.

L1 in 1968 they were a land technology

L2 company. They decided at some point to change the

L3 strategy and get into the marine seismic technology

L4 business. And to do that, they spent $120 million

L5 purchasing Western Geophysical's exploration products

L6 group. And that was in 1995.

L7 Ahd.with the acquisition, they got a lot

’8 o‘ B. think almost a hindred patents were acquired.

L9 Q. Phd.Western ?hysical ?xp'oration products group, is

20 that jrom.-he Western Geophysical that was later combined

21 with Geco—?rakla Lo jorm_WesternGeco?

22 Au That's correct. That was their technology group.

23 Q. Ahd.then you have another evo'ution o‘ the company in

24 1998 with DigiCOURSE.

25 What's that?

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporteI@ao1.com
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Torgers on

products in the marine seismic specs?

A.

Q.

A.

Yes, sir.

Tell us br‘ efly about that.

lifter

00\JO\LN¢>LUPOF4C)E)00\JO\LT
:\ M3

DJ CD

21

22

23

24

25

rij %ird in

Geophysical Society, award called the

Achievement Award in 1994,

industry.

everyone in the

lhe launch of our product we called the 5011

the '90s, we were honored by the Seismic

Wistingu‘shed

for our contribution to the

Ahd.it was a very proud moment for

firm, and it was greatly related to the

work that we've done in our optical compass work and our

towed depth platform.

Q.

even seen it.

We've

product?

A.

Q.

A.

And at that time, the product o”"er’

were very primitive.

'and we'veRheard something about the vigis

Did you have a role in developing that

Yes, sir.

What role?

Well, I was hired in 1988, and joined the company.

ngs for depth keeping

There were a few products on the

market, but no one had really established a comercial

viable solution.

So my maragement asked me to develop a

project, make a proposal for a replacement depth keeping

for the industry, and to integrate a compass solution as

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@ao1.com
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well, to steer the cable.

one, I was

little company.

So as a very young engineer, a quantity o:

a first mechanical engineer hired in

: was a young man.

project, but quite exciting.

the problem,

he was grateful and w‘l'

I brought

edhiTXS

Direct—OliVier/By Mr .

it to the owner o:

ing to proceed.

D on 09/28/12

Quite an in‘

Torgers on

And I

this

Dag-9119 (W204 3187

timidating

I put together a proposal on how to solve

E the company and

spent the

next l8 months designing and developing and testing the

product known as v’gi% Rt today.

Q. You mentioned that there were some other older

product o””er‘ngs. Is this one similar to that?

A” Yes, sir. That's what " am_re‘erring to. That is --

That is a competitor's product.

this that we're looking at?Q. What is

A.

RCL 2. It's a depth device.

louston, and that was kind of

entered the business.

Q. Phd.what were some o:

had of a device li<e this?

A” Well, 'rstO al'

made out o:

-ate—o_

: metal, so it doesn't work very well.

metal near the compass doesn't work.

Secondly, it's made out o:

, there is a compass in it.

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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Torgers on

ag-9120 (W204 3557

techniques that were put in place, to your recollection,

during the l990s, to avoid disbanding gel meant?

Al

them to be rather priru'

You know,
SOITIG O__

the approaches you might consider

:ive, cables, ropes, chains, not

front ol the cable, but perhaps down the

And

:a:'_n

to separate

beyond a certain distance, as you would expect, it did

only at the ”

length of the cable to keep a certain separation.

while that technique may have worked in cer'

applications by not allowing the streamers

nothing :

cables

Q. Sort o.

between the two vehicles you migh'

but it doesn't stop the back car

car?

A” Correct.

Q. All right. What were some ol

that you recall being discussed at '

Al

from_hitting the

from_preventing —— you know, to prevent those

from_getting closer and potentially entangling.

f like where you tow a car and you have a rope

: have a maximum_value,

front

fic devicesthe speci:

the time?

We had —— at one point we talked to a company in the

UK, that had developed some technology to have a steerable

taij

wouj

streamer cable.

_ buoy. Ahd.so, yo

_d be something that wouj

And

help steer the ends o:

Q. And were there considerations within

5 the cable.

1 know, this was something that

_d be on the end of the

it would, you know, at a minimum,

iDigiCOURSE at

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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Torgers on

‘or such a steerable

2 buoy?

3 Al Yeah, it would be potentially useful at the front of

4 the streamers as well. Either on the power veins to help

5 spread out and change dynamically the positions, and.maybe

6 even at the Iron- of each streamer as well.

7 Q. Let's turn to Wig‘COURSE's specitic work on these

8 issues. When do yoi tirst recall this becoming a project

9 within IDigiCOURSE?

l0 Al In the —— in terms of an o””icial project, around the

ll '92, '93 timeframe.

l2 Q. Phd.spec“ically, what was the solution that you were

l3 considering?

l4 Al We were looking at what we had referred to as a wrap

l5 device. So we were bringing out a next generation suite

’6 o‘ positioning products that included compasses, acoustic

l7 positioning devices, as well as a combination depth and

’8 latera' controller that would actually install around the

’9 circumterence of the slreamer cable.

20 Q. Phd.what were you calling this project in this

2l timeframe?

22 Al NGP, next generation positioning, next generation

23 streamer positioning.

24 Q. Now, in addition to your project management role, did

25 you play a role in some of the early design input or

Johnny C. Sanchez, RMR, CRR — jcscourtreporter@aol.com
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Torgerson Direct of

So that was one o;

arguments they used, and I guess

-Hedin XS _ on 09/28/12

concern they had with respect
-0 ac

on their block that wasn't --

Q So, NB. Williamson, in your experience, did this hard—I

refusal to release

during the time that Q4Marine was having di

traction anyway?

A. Yes. Absolutely.

that

Certainly.

that data cause a backlash in

3age 122 of 281135

Kenneth Williamson

the —— that is one of the

it was probably a serious

-ually having data recorded

they didn't have contro' o‘.

"icul,y getting

Q Did you discuss that with Robin Walker?

A. Absolutely.

Q Did you have an agreement with him?

minds?

A. No. No.

Q What was his position?

A. I think there was some precedent —— I

precedett, but some examples o:

don‘

: some downhole

Were you of like

t know about

were internal —— there were some downhole examples where some

information.

So it wasn't —— so there were some examples

the downhole world in Schlumberger that tha

fact, that actually led to a discussion on

maybe a better way to approach this was, ra

: was the case.

of the raw information was retained, some engineering—type

the saying, well,

:her than say this

is raw data that you are never going to get, maybe there's a

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR

mayrama1one@comcast.net
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Torgerson Direct of Nils Lunde

Okay.

Let's say Polarcus he
re.

equipment to WesternGeco also?

.A

Q

Yes, very much so.

So i- "ON is an equipment manu:

Were you aware that

facturer that sells stu

i knew there were conversations around it but...

ION sells

in

the market to a variety o

make

rela

.A

Will

vide

"ON's relationship with Fugro any di

" di””erenL contractors, that wouldn't

:ON'S"erent than

tionship with WesternGeco, would it?

NO.

MR. TORGER50N.' All right .

iamson Demonstrative 3.

No further questions.

7HE'CUURT?

MS. HRXH

77-/E COURT: Okay . You may step down.

i would mark that as

Ms. Tsou, anything?

No questions, Your Honor.

Thank you, sir.

May the witness be excused?

flfl?. TURGEFERWVI

MW..BURGER7?

o deposition.

The witness may be excused, yes.

The next witness is Mr. Nils Lunde by

NILS LUNDE, HAVING BEEN DULY SWORN, TESTIFIED BY VIDEOTAPED

that I

DEPOSITION AS FOLLOWS:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

AKMMEGI4V_fl£XE3

Mayra M

Then we will proceed.

alone, CSR,

It will be so

will take your personal data into the court book, and

RMR, CRR

mayramalone@comcast.net
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Burgert Direct of Bob Peebler

1 third—party navigation system on seismic vessels?

2 A. Yes. It is on the majority of vessels. Even —— yeah, it

3 would.be on the majority of vesse's. Tven some of the

4 competitors who have an equipment side of their business to

5 sell also have our software.

6 An exception to that would be WesternGeco, who

7 has rolled their own. That's what " cal" it. "n that case,

8 they have their own software, but they also use our )igi% R)s,

9 which they figured out how to make it work some way. So I

;0 think that is a good example of where the software is designed

’1 for people to use it, but our equipment is also designed for

;2 people to integrate into other people's software.

;3 Q That's a good little detour to take right now. WesternGeco

L4 is a big customer of "ON's; is that right?

;5 A. Yeah. They have been a good customer for a long time.

;6 Q "f you think that one of your vendors has ripped you o""

‘7 for over $100 mil'ion, do you keep buying from that vendor?

;8 A. ‘ wou'dn't. T wouldn't.

;9 Q ' wou'dn't either.

20 Is WesternGeco still buying equipment from you?

21 A Yes.

22 Q On the open source technology that we were discussing is --

23 your concept organization, the one that does the software in

24 Edinburgh, do they provide other navigation systems with the

25 method to tie in to our )igiE N if they need to?

Mayra Malon e, CSR, RMR, CRR
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B R O C fl fl ) N G S

(Jury not present)

77-/E COURT.‘ Good morning. Welcome back.

MR. LOC45CIO.' We are pleased to inform the Court that

over the weekend, WesternGeco and Fugro have reached a

settlement, and we filed a stipulated dismissal with the Court.

77-/E COURT.‘ Very well. Thank you.

MR. PIERCE.‘ W. Winspear is still under subpoena by

ZION. So you may be seeing the two o:: us here now and then as

they decide how they're going to --

77-/E COURT.‘ Okay. " o”er congratulations and thanks.

" do think it was the right thing to do.

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. BURGERT: Your lonor, ZION would request a copy o:_

the settlement agreement so -ha- we can see how Lha- __i-s in-o

the charge and the damages giestions that will be sJbmi-Led .o

the jury .

MR. LOC45CIO.' My response to that would be it is a

confidential settlement agreement, and we don't believe ZION

needs a copy. And to the extent W. I3urgert has a question

about perhaps a couple of the things, I might be able to

address that right here, which is with respect to the 27l(b)

and (c) claims against ZION, given that the 27l(a) case against

Fugro has been dismissed, the (b) and (c) claims against ZION

will be dismissed as well. They don't continue on.

With respect to the damages as it was presented

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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already during the case, there were damages that related to

Fugro sales.

sales.

respect to

So I don't know i:

Mr. 3urgert's --

7HE'CUURT?

possibility o:

need to know?

MW. LOCHSCIUI

claims that were made against

to Fugro.

MW..BURGER7?

entitled to see the basis o:

There were damages that

Your Honor,

5 it, see

related to non—Fugro

WesternGeco's case as it continues will only be with

the non—Fugro sales, Your Honor.

5 that addresses

Are we concerned at all with the

joint and several liability and, therefore, a

No, we're not, given that the only

"ON are claims unrelated to sales

i think we are still

the agreements they made,

see whether there is any non—cooperation agreement, whether

there are any obligations on the par- of Fugro to not provide

documents that have been requested should some come up.

review it in camera to see i:

the case proceeds.

7HE'CUURT?

" nothing more,

it has any e

i will take it under advisement.

i think the Court needs to

"ect on the way that

Normally

I don't disclose settlements made by one party to all parties.

What are we going to tell the jury?

MW..BURGER7? That was my next point, Your Honor.

would ask that the jury simply be informed that Fugro is no

Mayra Malone, CSR, RMR, CRR
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